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FOREWORD
As Minister for Health I have n gtlreay worried over happeD-i bee

ldrtniscu,ous bu ings and lya -outs in Delhi andNew ,Pelhi^ over the last nine years and the seeming inability of
anyone to `hold the line"

Those of us who know Delhi and even those who
the' first tine cannot but be struck b come here forthe
with the Capital City. y fact that all is not well

Matters have really come to. a head . There are all-round dis-comfort and . discontent. . Traffic jams and accidents, sprawlingcolonies-without they vital convenien ofces life i th mn eatter of sari-tation i over-crowding everywhere and particularly
in miserable slum:areas,

-miles of ribbon developed hut-shops, chronic water-shortage all add to the distress which is bad at any time but is well nigh in_tolerable during the rainy season.
it was only natural, once we gained our

that DELHI political independenceshould become
an important capital with the eyes ofthe world on it. It is also natural

that toda trying toup a Welfare State. These new concepts and
g we

the
are

increase o buildj erninental responsibility have meant
increase of gov=

! of goviernment servants, of business firms
an , offo a in the Population

!of international or, of foreign embassies andganisations.

Further the partition of our country . at the time of
gaining iniie-pendence brought hundreds. of thousands of refugeesprotethon. They were welcom toed Delhl for

theyn}erit but -the enormous inu o
and cared

f such
for with the. sympathy

end) difficulties for the
Persons has also entailed

Proper development of the Metropolis.is

i In other words a bad situation has raced from bad-to worse andthe,, tin*e. has come to cry a halt to further deterioration
'orow how.can this be do e?n We must immediat )t ech4nnel control andhe sprawl ; we must allow s mo e reasonably ii roomm nmufo a few years' expansion ; we must d

otlgeny
"jthc siuttt areas. I am glad that a good urgently about

this last regard. But piece-meal beginning has been made in .
amelioration cannot ever be theanswer to what is a very complicated and vexed probe The BirlaCommittee Report on the working of the improvement Trust was

of real help . Though it contained no Master Plan , it pointed out the
need for one as also the urgent necessity of one building authority.
The nioment the Delhi Development Provisional Authority came into



being; a team of Town Planners was appointed to prepare an interim
Plan 4.:

Such an - interim plan is not a new. concept. It has been adopted
as a device for numerous Cities in similar . condifons and for the
same reasons. No one can claim that the present effort is a - real.
definitive - answer or that may of its elements will not be changed
or that others will not to. need to be much more precise . many case
tome of the road solutions in old areas , for. example, are years away
in the future. Nevertheless; some specific elements in the Plan may
be considered definitive.

The-ultimate grand objective is a Regional Plan, not just or even
necessarily a larger Delhi, but in social , functional- and. economic
fact a three dimensional plan for . a really greater Delhi. If, it is a
success; as it should be, I have no doubt A hat it will not only. be
significant in itself but even more so as a prototype for the develop-
ing cities of our country and, may .be, even, of Asia.. No 'master
plan' can be worked out 'in a brief space of time. It will take seve-
ral years of hard work and ramified . study and imaginative projec-
tion. Meantime the Interim Plan . is not only a physical "hold the
Tine" operation but also in certain significant ways will lead into
the full Plan and will make the latter ' more an expression ' of the will
and well-being of the people of'Delhi, both present and future.

We know that there are lakhs of people living in Delhi whose
shelter -is inadequate in varying degrees-as is the case in most large
.Cities. The vast majority of the inhabitants in the city proper as
well. as the larger number in the sprawling' new colonies all over
and. around Delhi too are eking out a mere existence. They. have
little feeling of. having. any stake in society or of :their civic status,
or indeed of any hope that better 'days lie ahead. It must be here that
we have to break new ground by selected pilot projects in urban
Community Development directed towards` - fully involving the
people in a wide range of self-help activities. With the experience
gained from these - initial- pilot projects we must progress to projects
op.a.much bigger-scale . This is a . consummation devoutly to be
wished for. Without the peoples' understanding and goodwill no
plan ' can be . a success. The movement must perforce be a continuing
process and should. become a permanent influence in personal, family
and. civic life.

If we want the people's . collaboration . for a greater Delhi, the
Master Plan must be thoroughly explained to them and therefore a
technique must be worked out for securing genuine contact between..
the planners, their executive and the people. Time and learning by
experience and infinite patience are required before this is attained.
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Plan will take time to develop step by -step and area by area., there
will be * ample opportunity for seeking the people 's reactions and.
their own views and needs .. The Delhi School of Economics has .
initiated surveys and studies which will give realistic help . Our..own.

- pilot schemes should throw a.good deal of light on local living and.
thus there will be healthy action and 'interaction at all levels..

Finally what is the Master Plan? What can it accomplish andwhat are the main problems ? What is it that is required of each one'
of us and how can we work together for it?

4ome of the most glaring -difficulties . of Delhi have already beennot". Even today It .'takes- too long to. get from home to the con=
centrated work . centre and to get back again . As the city spreads.in 'various directions such difficulties . will . multtiply.- Be£ter internalarrangement and re-arrangement and relationship are needed andour : PIan - must provide them . New Delhi was built -without any.
heed to old Delhi, and now that they have gone far towards . wales-
du the problems proliferate and the traffic jams towards : the
em oyment . centres of the Secretariat, ' Connaught Circus and=
Ch dni Chowk must be grappled with. ..

Delhi also suffers from the iunpianned sprawl of all metropolitanarea'
s, a sprawl made possible by the radius of reach of the motor

car which, in turn has its revenge in cluttering up the roads. Green
spaces and open recreation areas recede further and furtt►er. Un-
planned growth in Delhi has caused population to run ahead of
wat t supply . and . sewerage capacity.

Zjhe.modern . answer is to set conscious - goals . of. size and functionof pity and region . so that pleasing and economical plans can be
mad which will not be outmoded and made ludicrous by arbitry
explosions of growth . ' A greenbelt must be adopted both for ahealy metropolitan breathing space- and as a limit to. the city's.gro h . If economics and governmental ..necessity or ' desirabilityindicate a total population .greater than can be well accommodated
in the central complex, some of that population and its employment
centres may be .. best disposed in satellite cities well beyond the
greenbelt as, for example, London is doing.

Modern transport, .because -it does not recognise any boundarieswhdther official or political , has made obsolete the concept of a merecity plan. 'Around cities, therefore, the sprawl is uncontrolled be-cau a the city 's jurisdiction stops short, Hence we must plan inregional terms and- one of the Problems to be determiabij is the region to be? edis how

But the effort:' will be a hundredfold w

r
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Another problem that bedevils Delhi and allother metropolises
is the mix-up of. governmental jurisdictions over-lapping, conflicting
rules, even different. tax structures- Thus a major headache of
all big urban masses is the form of government. If too. massive,
the ordinary citizen has little interest or allegiance; if .too small and
too many, there is confusion. Hence, here .too we have to find out
what is the best form in our particular'situation.

Again, is the Master Plan of development within our financial
means, or can we find the means? And how long can we afford to
take to accomplish it?

These and other basic questions. and solutions all enter into the
physical, social and economic mosaic that make up' a great city and
a region. All. steps take time to do well but at the summit is
always a tine new concept towards which we climb. Meantime, the
Interim Plan permits us to move ahead toward this, . not slowly,
but with necessary deliberation.

There are four elements of the Interim Plan which are at this
stage definitively offered for commitment and adoption. These are :

1. Some 3000 acres- of land shown for residential development
which represent the maximum number of building
units that Delhi can develop and build in the next two
or three years, i.e., before the final Master Plan is
ready according to the housing densities indicated in
the Interim Plan report.

2. Some. 200 acres of land • shown for industrial development
of .service industries=all this is absolutely necessary in
this. same period.

3. Resettlement of `gwalas'. and their cattle and as an early
priority in further planning, study and action, removal
of the slaughter house and ancillary industries to an
outlying area.

4 Slum cleaning and improvement which have begun well
but must continue at an accelerated pace.

Thus our Interim Plan serves its defined function' of providing
for the necessities of the next two years , and '`buys' the time we
require for the ultimate plan . It indicates only that development
which we know we must have and can. fulfil , located to the maxi-
mum advantage for accessibility and availability or economy of
needed utilities and which will not stand in the way of our ultimate
studied Master Plan.
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It has been estimated that the ultimate Master Plan will take
i tw'o or three years to develop. But of course priorities will be set
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up'- so that certain urgent matters will not need to wait that long,

cations.of the Interim Plan are included only for purposes of -
elicit-ing, opinion , stimulating discussion , and illustrating objectives so
th tht l

9t, Pilot work in slum clearance, which must be pushed.

Other than those mentioned in a foregoing paragraph, the. indi

a e u tunate studies soon to begin may have the maximum
ben1eft of participation and comment. .

ed b definit d Gb t
consider their views. Just as critical, .is the need for debate follow-

•' by p, and- must make themselves heard while there is. time to

It may be re-stated here for reminder and emphasis that plan-
::A ring cannot be " in a vacuum, that the citizens must be Wormed step

ey ec^sions y overnmen . For example, what
about the location of expanding and new government buildings?
The alternatives. are-'decentralization within Delhi, decentrali-
zation to existing or new satellite towns, or even beyond into Re-
gional locations. Again, what will be Delhi's functional place in
the economic and industrial pattern of India? These are some 'of
the basic problems of far-reaching importance which must begin to
be earnestly 'discussed and action thereon decided and which can
vastly modify or reverse uncontrolled `trends'. The planners can
help' and can throw light on the implications of various, alternative

I policies. But the decision must be made by Government before
the genuine Master Plan can be arrived at.

It may not end this foreword without saying how. grateful. my
Ministry and I_ are to the enthusiastic and competent body of Town
Planners who. have ' produced something worthwhile in a remark-
ably -short time. It has required hard work and rare devotion to
duty; all of which are most commendable. I am grateful also to
the Institute of Town Planners for their co-operation and to the
Bharat Sewak.Samaj and the Delhi Municipality for their active

;a help in the amelioration of some slum areas.

i

i

i

all; win co-operat , the success of our plans is ensured..

To build the India of our dreams is a great venture. In its own
way to rebuild our Capital City is also an exciting venture and

e

AMRIT>; KAUR



INTRODUCTION

The Town Planning Organization was set up: in December 1955
by the Government of India, Ministry of Health, and was placed
under :the' administrative control of the Chairman, Delhi Improve-
ment Trust. The technical staff sanctioned consisted of one Archi-
tect Town Planne.f and- eight Town Planning Officers,. beside a :,.
number of junior Town Planning Officers and technical assistants.
The organization could not come up to its full strength until about the
middle of March this year. Xisis therefore a matter, of great satis-. ' , .
faction that, througlti . sheer hard work, .. _ this small 'team of officers
has' prodycted: a very informative and detailed. report an the future
developinentof? Greater . Delhi. The-planners have had to go round
every nook and corner of the. city inspecting old built-up areas and
open spaces around, studying the distribution of population, the ex :
isting layout of roads and lanes, analysing.the distribution of traffic
the need of ' educational. institutions and a variety of other things
that go to constitute' the civic life of the Capital City. The
enormousness of the. task can be judged from the_ voluminous data
collected by these officers and the manner in which they have sifted
and utilised them. It is hoped that those who will have an opportu-
nity of `studying the proposals will appreciate the effort made by
the Town Planning Organization, even if they do. not agree to all
the proposals made by its officers. .

2. It is somewhat of a paradox that,. though the Plan for a town
depends on precise.-data, many. of. its long term proposals tend to be
somewhat vague and indefinite. On the othher hand. it" is perhaps
not unnatural that a long term-'plan can. only provide 1. guide-posts
and cannot circumscribe 'all activities' once and for all. A city is
not merely a conglomeration of buildings and . roads and other
structures: it .symbolises. the life of. the .whole community... A plan ;
for a city is therefore . a study of human life in a concentrated
area and has to keep in-view the impact of. the social habits of
groups and individuals living therein. These proposals have taken.
all these aspects into consideration. 1

3. By its very nature, a plan for a Capital City leaves scope for.
divergent views and it would be presumptuous on the part. of . any";;',
one to claim having said the last word on the subject. These.
proposals: make no such claim but only seek to lay before the people :1
.and the Government a system of thinking on this compleq t i

vi : r:



r. The basic objectives, however, must be the same-the crea-
of an environment in which people can live a good and healthylife as a large social
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ng ani fulness.

rs eserve special appiti f threcaonor.e- speed and thoroughness
of ;their performance. Various public bodies and organizations
Viate helped them with statistical data _ and mtormation and to
them also I take this opportunity of expressi th k

n iarvnath Prasd,
Architect Town Planner, and Sarvashri C, S. Gupte, Banarsi
D. Kambo, V. A. Philipos, B. G. Fernandes, Srimanohar, R. L. Bawa;
M S' Malik, Sayed S. Shaft, S. 'G. Pradhan and their collabo-
rato d

e own lanning Orgaizati Si Shno

g r e a o eword to thisublictiynpaon. M . techicalcolleagues of• th T P

eouragement she has given to the planners and for her now kindly
'agreein to w it f r

a rea istic and practicalitfi, pon o vew.
4..I am : grateful on behalf of the Organization to Rajkuznari

Amrit. Kaur, Minister of Health, Government of India, for the en-

arm in
transporting a little poetry from its bucolic realms to. urban plann-
ing! Fundamentally, however, 'the planners have studied the prob-
Lein from l

1 group and ensuring tht thtiiti ia.e acves ofn_
diviOuals as -well as of smaller homogenous groups not only go on
sraobthly, but do not conflict with one another . Some of these
pro might appear to be somewhat ' fanciful, but most people
wire that a certain degree of idealism is perhaps a virtue in
this matter , Whatever the ultimate shape, of the proposals, they
are ;.bound to aim high and provide foi living and working condi
tioris which one would wish to have . And there is no h

New Delhi, 6th September 1956. .

G. MUKEHARJI,

.. merman,
Delhi Improvement. Trust.



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

This section summarizes the major proposals that are made in -the
`Interim General Plan which is developed on a preliminary survey of

• the physical and land-use characteristic of the Greater Delhi- Area.
For the purpose of this tentative plan these studies and proposals
are. mainly confined• within the urban core as indicated on the map.

I
It was not possible during this stage to ascertain ' with precision

,the potential of population , economic base And- the limits to urbani- I
setion of the Region on it long-range basis. Therefore, the recommen-
dations of the Interim General Plan are meant only as a guide. for
the physical development of this area before a comprehensive plan
for the whole region is developed.

The major proposals are based on a basic premise : distribution
of population in order to achieve.a logical and balanced density pat-
tern. This is based on a further assumption that the -communica-
tions could be greatly improved.

In the foreword to this Interim Plan , the actual extent of the
^work has been listed , on which decision is requested. The items
listed below as recommendations are tentatively offered to stimulate
public discussion and consideration , and further planning in fliVe
next two years, and are not offered for adoption at this time.

1. Major Recommendations:

The Government of. India being the largest basic employer in this,
-region,, it -is suggested that serious consideration should be given,
for a planned decentralisation to outer areas and even . outside the
:Delhi region . Of course the precise sites could only be selected after
a detailed study , but for the interim period the following proposals
are made:

*-the present Secretariat to remain as the nucleus of Central
Government. Further extension to be confined only upto
Queensway and the vehicular access to these buildings to be
provided only from King Edward Road and Queen Victoria
Road.

*-the area between Queensway and India Gate should be
reserved for developing a Convention and National Cultural.
Centre.

*-The Old Secretariat site, at present accommodating offices of
Delhi State Government is quite suitable for future
expansion of Government Offices in that area.

viii
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*-the site of the proposed Defence. GHQ near the, Central Secre=
tariat would, with advantage, be located in the south western
part of the urban area, preferably in the Cantonment area
itself.

2. Business and Commercial: .

* Connaught Place to remain as the main shopping centre of
ht e metropolis with its commercial, recreational and retail

.activities . It is proposed- to enlarge - this area, and to relieve
it of all through traffic. .

"-Old City centre to be redeveloped in two distinct parts=
commercial and wholesale business between
Chowk and Khari Baoli, and the financial and retail area in
Chandni Chowk. -

--Chandni Chowk to be redeveloped' eventually , as a grand
promenade from where all vehicular traffic should be ex
eluded. It is aimed to create architecturally an Indian bazar
with landscape plazas, side-walk cafes and reflecting pools.

t-Six community shopping centres are proposed to cater to the
needs of the new residential communities. They are-

.1. North of Old Secretariat. • -
,2. At the junction of Shankar Road and Pusa Road.
3. At the junction of Ring Road and Najafgarh Road.

4..South west of Vinay Nagar at the Outer Ring Road.
5. North of Kalkaji.
6.. Shahdara Area.

Besides the above tentative locations certain improvements like
+ff-street parking easy access should be made to existing shopping.
'centres.

Neighbourhood shopping has not been shown on the.plan but will
be. located in the . Comprehensive Plan after detailed study.
3. Industrial: .

In the absence of detailed analysis, provision and location of in-
and manufacturing sites are based on the availability of

*ailroad and other public facilities.

*-It is proposed to have four planned industrial districts
namely-

1. Rohtak Road for storage and light industry.
2: Najafgarh Road for storage and light industry.
3. Okhla for light and medium industry.
4. Shahdara for medium industry.

*-It would be desirable both in the interest of the industry and
the city, to encourage on eventual location of factories like
Delm Cloth Mills, Birla Mills and Ayodhya Textiles in the
planned Industrial Districts outside the residential area.



'.-Detailed investigations should: be made to provide space for
small-scale non-abnoxdous cottage and service industries in
selected communities to be based on the performance stan-
dards.

It is proposed to relocate the Slaughter House and ancillary j
trades on the south of Rohtak Road in the western corner of
the urban area as shown on the plan.

*-Four areas have been shown which should be reserved for the
Dairy Farms for relieving the city from. the cattles and
supplying milk and products to the urban area.

4. Residential:

.The principles governing the future residential areas ai e-
*Size and design of neighbourhood for an optimum . population in-

cluding safe roads and circulation.
*variety of dwelling units to suit different social groups and

incomes.
*diversity of population' and occupation.
*facilities for education, parks. and shopping.
*tentative. fret densities. considered during the Interim GeneraL:

Plan.
High: 151 to 200 persons/acre.
Medium High : 101 to 1501persons/acre:
Low Medium: 51 to 100 persons/acre.
Low: 0 to 50 persons/acre.

Additional residential. areas are shown mainly on west and south.
Major residential areas are also proposed in Shahdara.

5. Recreation and open spaces:

-River Front from Wazirabnd in the. North to Okbla in south 0
be developed as a major recreation area. Provision for tha
Zoological gardens, . race course, bathing 'ghats, swimming
beaches and pools, parks including children's tot lots, boati
and fishing and open air theatres to be made in this area.
whole area to be inter-connected by a parkway and pedes-
trian walks.

*-the ridge to be preserved as natural green area with some
planned recreational and picnic spots.

*-Mehrauli, Qutab lylinar and Hauz. Khas to be developed fcr
intensive recreation. .

*-Existing.parks to be enlarged and improved:
1. Queen's Garden upto Red Fort. -
2. Jumma Masjid area to be cleared of Junk yards and to be

made a part of large open space connecting to the Edward
Park and the adjacent areas.

3. Nicholson gardens in Civil Lines.

a-



4. Ajmal Khan Park in Karol Bagh to be linked with
and then to the ridge.

-Proposed new parks are:
1. Near Coronation -Memorial iri.Civil Lanes.
2:. North of proposed Najafgarb Community: shopping Centre.
3. North of proposed Karol Bagh/Patel - Nagar community

shopping centre.
A. South of proposed Vinay Nagar community shopping Centre.
5. West of Kailash Colony.

'-It is suggested that a park .and Recreation ' Department be
established to acquire , develop and maintain the various faci-
lities. for:active and passive recreation like . open air theatres,
parks and playgrounds.

d Education and Cultural:
43

1. It is proposed to enlarge the North campus (Delhi State Uni-
versity) to include the area presently odcupied by the
Defence Department. This campus to be reserved mainly for
post-graduate studies. .

2_ A south campus is proposed at the intersection of Kitchner
Road and Outer Ring Road to accommodate colleges for
under-graduate studies in the-southern area.

3. The Jamia Nagar to be developed as a Rural Educational centre.

4. The sites and locations of public, schools, adult education
"centres and colleges to be determined during the phase of

comprehensive plan based on the population and age charac-
teristics.

5. Central vista from Queensway to National Stadium to be.
developed as convention and cultural centre: Red Fort and
the adjoining area to be maintained'and developed for select-
ed cultural activities.

Redevelopment:

Redevelopment of Blighted and, sub-standard areas is one of the
: host important problems of this area. Schemes for slum clearance
And rehousing can be prepared realistically only after a detailed
survey' of the physical and. socio=economic characteristics of such

eas.

1 Most of the Old Delhi area is blighted and lacks basic facilities for
liralthy living. It is suggested to prepare redevelopment plans includ-
ing rehousing schemes in the comprehensive plan stage.

As already proposed objectionable industries and trades non-
6 informing to the residential uses, like the slaughter house; lime-

Ins, potteries, etc. to be moved out and relocated off the residential
al as.



8. Circulation:

Plan1.e major proposals for Circulation in the Interim General
are:

The National bye-pass road as being constructed now, to be ex-
tended towards, North o9 . Coronation Memorial to join the ;
G.T. Road and towards south upto Mathura Road : This willlead to b si f - - -ye-pas ng o the urban area

Two major circular roads are proposed

(a) Inner Ring Road proposed from Humayun 's Tomb . along`Lodhi Road, through Diplomatic Enclave finally merging in
the National Bye-pass near Kashmere Gate.

(b) Inner loop to traffic to and from work centres, starting
from Teliwara, Moridhewala road and Ibbestson Road viii
Queen Victoria Road an4j finally to Mathura Road.

Creation of other arterial, sub-arterial, major and local roads:
with different cross-sections and closing of ee ain roads A
vehicular traffic.

These include:

Rohtak Road r
Najafgarh Road
Shankar Road
Qutab Road

Grand Trunk Road
And Ring Roads

It.is proposed to provide a link between Shahjahanabad. and New`
Delhd, For future development of. Shahdara as g new urban centre
a change in alignment of railway line as well as of Grand Trunk
Road east of Jumna . to bye-pass Shahdara is proposed.: In order to-
provide access and open the area east of Junma,it is proposed to
construct a new Rail-cum-road Bridge over Jumna river near-Humayun's Tomb.

The need for a bigger and better Airport for Delhi is obvious.
tentative site for a new Civil Airport South of Shahdara is reserved.
in the Plan . This is .subject to study and revision in the Comprehen•-
sive Plan Stage.

It is 'suggested that Municipal Parking facilities should be pro -vided for cars, buses, trucks, cycles , rickshaws and tongas . Detailsfor actual locations to be developed in the Comprehensive Plan.
Stage.

It is proposed to build special cycle tracks connecting strategica4-
ly located offices and residential areas.

It is suggested that Rules and Regulations be framed for. move-
ment of different types of traffic in the city,

•s



9. Utilities:..
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Provision of water, sewerage and drainage facilities is the major
limiting factor to the growth of healthy pb kal development.

It is recommended that water and sewer facilities should be
provided to all the residential areas, which are unserviced to-day.

It-3s.4iroposed to provide facilities in Shahdara Area.

save-. . _Plan.

It is roughly estimated that more than half of the population of
Old Delhi and even some of the newly, developed areas are unsewer-

i ed. Shahdara does not have even a filtered water supply.

It is proposed that a regional water and sewerage plan should be
prepared on the basis of land use recommendations in the Comprehen-

In combination with the reservation and development of the river
front area for recreational facilities, a system of flood control shall
4e evolved by building 'bunds' and river training spurs, etc.
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what is Planning?

{land is the basic resource 'of any community and city planning
:concerns itself with, the controlled use of -land -to the highest
advantage, and for the general welfare of the community... Once
lan has been committed to a certain use it is difficult to change

-thause easily, so-the planning process is the. process- of evaluating
the 1advantages and .disadvantages of one use as against 'another, and
wltIi the providing of adequate land for the various types of land
use 1:in a community.. .

Issentially planning is a process by which .-a community makes
Boni decisions about its pattern, shape, acid organisation in the
.future. Once such 'a general framework outlining aims . and objectives
has'been established , then the city can relate its day today problems

.to . as framework, • and make its decisions . accordingly. These
deciions are then part ,of a plan and logically relate to each other.• 1 t. htermore, ere are also available to those communty +1k lles ta ivi
-use lthem, legal tools for working towards the general aims and
objectives' of :a' plan... Some of these are zoning laws, subdivision
control, capital improvement programming and urban redevelopment

¶'he importance of and need for planning in Delhi is demonstrated
at length in other..chapters of this-report, so that it is not necessary
to l'ibour- the point here.. It will , suffice, to say that many, - official
-com .nittees dealing with the problems of Delhi.. have commented;.
time and again, on the lack of a general plan for. Delhi, .. .

Fun^ptions of a Master Plan

'The general plan or master plan as it is, sometimes called; con-
sisting of maps;. diagrams, charts, and descriptive material providesa sense of direction for the community, and in addition fulfills- other
-functions which are:

Pa icy Determination Function. The Master Plan enables the

a

e as er 1anP•enables public - and private organisations that do not ' require Iegis►lative . ction during early study phases to relate their projects 'to the-policies expressed` in the plan, and enables adjustment of the plaitwh e.:. ,sfi

pic urje of.• desirable future development for the community.;

Tec^inical Guide and Adjustment. Function Th ' 1VI t

,a ering authority to. view all. proposed projects .against a cleart

e ; criteria of the master plan are that it shouklb e a rnpre
hensivel long term, general plan for pflysibal development.I4M of Health.
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THE MASTER PLAN Is COMPREHENSIVE because it deals with all the

major physical elements that is to say, Land Use, Cirdulatio4 andPublic Facilities . It relates residential needs to commercial , i4idus-trial and .public needs. Where it is thought necessary the master
plan also includes areas beyond-the . -Political. boundaries of a com-munity-

THE MASTER PLAN is LONG RANGE because it sets down at one time
the best thinking of the planning staff; administrative authority.Wid
the. citizenry, as to the most desirable . direction of developments for
.the community. 4 master plan looks: ahead as far as it is practical
(perhaps : 20 to 30 years) anticipates change and plans for it: s

Tim MASTER PLAN Is GENERAL because .as it is long range and
comprehensive, . it must be general Only approximate sizes and
locations of: different elements can be . shown, but relationshipsi are
clearly indicated. The plan is a basis for more detailed studi of
s ifiep c c areas or elements.

The Process of Planning

Any planning programme be gins ` with ° research and with I the
compilation of data relating to the physical ,' social, economic, cultural
and. political trends in a community: These generally include facts.
about the history, geography, geology, and natural resources, topo-
graphy, weather and prevailing winds-m the community, and re`}7fion;about the population , its age composition,- emp oynient and in omelevel; about the , land, the location, . 11 and extent of residential,typecommercial and industrial areas; farms' Aft apejii Iand; about i the.economic - base, industry,. agriculture, . trade and tax base, about) thecirculation . facilities, streets, : .highways, parking . places, . and.^nasstransit bo th; a ut e public facilities, schools, public buildings , ref area-tional a i i. reas and ut l ties.

What are. the reasons for the growth of t]i cit ite , x .an s particular'locati'on? What is . the . major activity tliat has . atotnited; for "thegrowth of the city. in the past, and -what.is the., likely trend of the' future? To all. such questions . and. More; ' answers must be soughtbefore any . planning programmes, card. get under way. i

A planning programme is only as good as its research base,because the plan :represents . a. numben • ot~ significant . decisi
rc
ons thathave been made , on the - basis of. .certain facts . and assumptions.Therefore if.. the .basic research 4s: incomplete, weak,. or.: spotty,. this

must necessarily be reflected in the planning decisions. It is
important to stress this point because . of an almost complete absenceof. basic statistical and planning data uI .our .country. The. plannermust therefore carry. out. his'is own field surveys, and chart and plottile: data that he , needs, and while this is riot . } impossible task, itIndian impossibleis a tedious and time-consuming one :.and
behaviour patterns differ sufficiently enough in their most significant
Characteristics , ealte it difficult to uae basic ; data and standardsfrom other cou>rtries, even ztls ingrlwkatiQ{t , .

s

I'
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The Fnteriim plan and its relation to the comprehensive plan

The Comprehensive General Plan is prepared following a
thorough study; and necessarily takes a considerable amount of time
in preparation. But in some commtmaties. where there is consider-
able pressure for development, it is.often not possible to defer major
decisions until this tlioroughand compplete'study;'has been made. In
such cases the Interim General Plan serves to guide development
until a more thoroughly studied general planjs. prepared, reviewed
by Ithe public, and adopted by the. administrative . authority. The
Interim General Plan is prepared in 'a short period of time, and
without the benefit of extensive. research, and cannot therefore be'
a substitute for a eomprehensive plan. It _is in the nature of a stop-
gap operation: The Interim General Plan has all the characteristics
of. a Comprehensive Plan, except that :where the Comprehensive Plan
is: l ang. range, the Interim Plan is short. range. It is only concerned
with change and development in the immediate fajure during which
time a more thorough and detailed.. study will be. made. Thus it
is rarely that an Interim. Plan will recommend bold`and sweeping
ch .ges, as -its major concern is to prepare the ground: for planning
and to avoid some of the more obvious mistakes' that .might raise
diffi ties later. on.

Introductory material has been aasembled from numerous sources for the pur-
pose giving the lay person some idea of the planning process . Among the most helpful
sources were the following and grateful acknowledgement is hearby made for the use of the
mate and ideas

City Flaming and Urban Development.-U. S. Chamber of Commerce.

Local Planning Adn itistradon Howard Menhmick, Ed.
Mr Planning Comnnssfoner -Harold Miller.

PFlawing for Growth.--Hal Wise, Editor. .
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INTRODUCTION TO DELHI

Uisterical . ]Background.

The origin of the name of Delhi is lost in antiquity and. the city
is known to have flourished ' under various names. It. is generally.is

that 'the. corrupted names Dilli, Dehli and finally. beilhi
were evolved after the name of Raja Dillu; a member .of the ! urya
Dynasty who reigned in the 1st Century B.C. .

Ancient legend has it that 'he- who rules Delhi, rules India', and
It is in recognition of this strategic position that Delhi has bee ' the
ancient and historic capital of India . for. centuries. On the p sins
of Delhi are the ruins of six or more cities that at one time . or antherwere the capitals of mighty kingdoms and empires.

Of the first city of- Delhi, Indraprastha, little remains outsid the
pages of the Mahabharatha. The city was founded.by the Paevas
around 1400 B.C. and is believed to have . been located somewhere
'between Purana Ella and Humayun's Tomb. The. ruing. of Lalkot
or Old Delhi, as. it is sometimes, called, which lie near Mehtauli
mark the last stronghold of Hindu rule in Delhi for it was at that
time in the 12th century, after the. defeat of Rai Pithora, that Delhi
pissed into Muslim hands, and so remained until the coming ot the
British Raj.

The various Muslim dynasties have left behind them an imp()sing
array of monuments and deserted cities,. -but it was not until the
reign of Shahjahan in the .16th Century, that the. City reached its
zenith. It was this Mogul Emperor, the builder of the Taj Mahal,
who gave Delhi. its Ynagnificient Red Fort and Jama Masjid. After
the death of Aurangzeb, Mogul power waned and the Britishgradually gained .control over the.whole country.

The East India Comp any's capital had been located at Calcutta,
,but when the affairs of India passed into the hands of the ]British
Government, it was decided to move the capital from Calcutta.
Accordingly at the Delhi Durbar in 1911, King George V announced
that the seat of Government would be shifted to Delhi, and that. an
entirely new city would be built to house the capital. This Was -the-
present New Delhi, and it may be of. interest to note that while the
site selection committee had recommended Saugor in the Central
Provinces as a site for the new capital, because of its equable climateand central location , the British Government chose Delhi in deferenceto the age old tradition that "he who rules Delhi, rules India",

4-



Development of the MY

Sir: Edwin Lutyens headed - the committee of= -British architects
who were responsible for designing the new capital city.:. An original
site to the north of Delhi was abandoned; because the area was cut
in two by' the . Ridge, and was - also subject to' inundation during :the
monsoon. The' new city was located a t Raisina, to the south, of
Shahjahanabad, and named with a singular lack of, imagination, New
Delhi. .

V

The first committee'report'on the selection of a site, included the
partly developed Paharg'unj area within its scope, but 'thin was later
abandoned because of the high cost of land and the : necessity -of
paying compensation to those whose homes would be destroyed. .It
was felt that. this would make urban redevelopment pprohibitively.
expensive: The area in question lies between Old (Shahjahanabad)
and New Delhi; and with the building of the new capital it' was
inevitable ' that the pressure for development would grow more
intense. Since Government had .excluded Pahargunj from the scope
of their plans,- it grew in an unplanned fashion and to-day, the entirearea can largely be classified as a slum. The cost of ur ba redevelop-ment and slum clearance in Pahargunj to-day, will be many times
wh4t it would have been a quarter of a century ago, when govern-mmeerriit left it to 0161 #+ #a..:a: ,. a nn_ __ _

w ....,. a. nest rur I.nose in
authority, if only they will see it.

JJeaving Pahargunj aside. was perhaps a mistake, but Lutyens and
Ba: er appear to have entirely ignored the old. city in developing
their plans for New Della Th

, o, . . an eveloped as a capital city
by : Government who retained* ownership of all land, even that
developed by the private sector. Given such ideal conditions, the
a: lopment of Delhi should have proceeded along sound planning
irz_r, iiples and 'in an integrated fashion. But this as not been `the
.case;. and an examination of the record shows that. it has not been
so, not because of a lack of necessary powers . Rather it has been
because of a .failure to .co-ordinate policies among the different
agencies of the Government involved in land development.

Almost .twenty years ago the Delhi Development Committee.
reported (1939) that no single authority had a complete picture of
any general plan, and that while there was no conscious intent, to
work.at cross purposes, this appeared to be the inevitable result of
thewprkings of so. many agencies.. The development Committee

m;nended,the formation of an advisory committee -to co-ordinate
the actions of the different agencieg involved in the development of
the Delhi area. .

>ew • Delhi however was laid ut d d

e congestion of population within theold1 city was, perhaps, almost as high as it is to-day and yet no
scheme for re-distribution of the 'population and redevelopment of
the! area was proposed. If the two cities were expected to. grow
tog ther and form a whole , Vie connecting roads between them were
t o o to be of any use, as we are finding out to.-day.



Not much was done about this recommendatioi and'thi$ ` ° , °
tinued on in their old way when in 1947 folio : COofthe try, over half a million refugees moved into Della inter ofing` an alrea0y acute housing problem, Tem
shelters. were erected by' 'Government to house porary cps and
but these camps .

this :vast multitude,were . unable to'provide . adequate shelter during the.fierce dust, storms, monsoon. rains and floods of Delhi.:

The old development plans had not foreseen any such drastic
and sudden immigration into . Delhi, nor had they visualised- the

ue g^v^ Delhi as the growing capital of. an independent nation
the Homeless were not only called upon to provide . shelter - for
i offices; foree^ees

, but also . space .for their: own rapidly :ekpand-
being fore

ign diplomatic missions and embassies that , came into -.almost overnight.. Under this pressure many development
schemes were prepared-both in the public and private . This
for
"ad thhoie'e " p

refu
l., - "g enabled Go sector,vernment .

toprovide shelter of a sortsgees; and needed oiiice . accommodation for themselvesand the ' foreign :.embassies but as ,.most of this planning :Was` donewith little foresight or imagination,. and-'without ' any, co-ordfnration,Delhi is now faced with some severe problems that might 'have•been

The Birla Committee reported in 1951. that there was
"Tie herco-ordination; nor overall su e*P vasaon and'planning . Af the aefiv esof these agencies". Accordingly the ' committee recommended t at;

as Delhi was A single unit it should have a single. authority to pan
and control development of land and to provide Utilities and serXi es.

The Dellis Development (Provisional). Authority was: d afew .years (1955) after the publication of the created
onReport. • The. : Authority has: control over and plans all new de -ment witbin Delhi. State, TheTown•Plannin g

pr ^eIP-
Ministry of Health • is an Advisory , iDevel of he.
(Provisional) Author; bodyh to .the .De11iL Develop t.

relating • to planning tY acid advises the Authority on all ` mat es
This administrative arrangement has bee4 in -

force,for,a few months; and the benefits of aunified -alfproach toplanning ;problems are . just beginning to be felt:: 'In tire-may be necess future it
arran manta keeping in mind the necessity of tackling the probl^-^s.Delhi within the framework of a comprehensive plan..
Physical= Description

Delhi State consists of 10 t
of the smallest states in India . Its neatest length -

making zt and
its greatest, breadth is 30 miles . The state covers an :are of $77

and
sci miles, most of it 'lying on the western banks. of the ,Tamiuia:

The, river Jamuna . flows through the state in a ' north-to=southdirection and enters the state : at a powt.nearJhanti. The.rivbr has 'always . been ' xhe major source .. of water supply . for the .,city; but., itwas not until ` 1889 that . the first water works were established; Thepresent intake works at Waiirabad ; to `the north of the i city,,; wereestablished in 1925.

M
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The dominat physical feature of the state is the•-Badge,%the
spur thrown out by the Aravalis towards the rich and level plains
of :Huidustan . `*'T1 Ridge ' alhiost'lreaehes . the -water's edge at-the
small village of Wazirabad, then r ns parallelAa the river encir tin
Sliahjahanabad and . extending to' the wester side . of New ' Helhi,.
where on one of its spurs : are situated the Government of. India
Secretariat and Rastrapatht. Bhavan: It then runs towards the Qtitab.
Minae and Mehrauli where it : throws out numerous branches, - some
of which extend into the Gurgaon district -and others push eastward
towards the river. .The Fort of Tughlagabad rests on one, of the
highest spurs of the Ridge: '

The{ total rainfall during this period is less than 3 inches.

the summer is the hottest part of the year with day temperatures
frequently reaching 105.F or more . In this season the neighbouring
regigns of Rajasthan, Punjab and Uttar Pradesh get heated'up and
consequently give rise to local thunderstorms and duststorms which
affect Delhi during the months of May and June. Only about
4 inches of rain falls during this season.

The monsoon begins in the middle of June and lasts. until the
end of September. It rains - constantly during this period with a
total ; of 22 inches of rainfall being recorded, out of an annual total
of 30 inches.

The traingular plain between the Jamuna' and the ' Ridge, with: its
apex at Wazirabad and the base- .extending between Tughlagabad
and Mehrauli, :has been . the site of numerous cities and bears the
name of "Khandarat" (ruins and . boulders) while the southern
portion near Mehrauli and Tughlagabad is known as "Kohl" (billy). '
The general slope of the state is from north to south as is the course
of the Jamuna . The low lying land along the river banks, which is
subject to inundation during the monsoon is called "Khadar". The
tract lying to the north of the ridge an d to the west of the Grand
Trunk Road, is a level plain known as "Bangor" and this rich agri-
cultural land is largely gated by the Western Juuinna Canal . There -
is.' a depression near the town of Najafgarh where water from the
western side of the Ridge accumulates during the rainy season, and
forms into what is ]mown as the Najafgarh "Jhil" (lake). From the
"Jhil" an escape . has been constructed to carry off the surplus water
to the Jumna, at a point just above the village of, Wazirabad.

Climate and Rainfall

.

the weather in winter is generally fine with cold, dry, west to
north westerly winds. The day temperature in winter generally

Climatically the year can be divided into four seasons as folows:-

x. Winter ... December to March.

2:.. Summer: .. April to June.

3. Monsoon July to September.

4. Post Monsoon October to November.

s from 70.F to 85.F and night temperature from 40.F to 55.F.



Political Organisation

Delhi was conferred the status . of : a Part `C' State under' the'Constitution of India. and it came -into existence , as a separate Stateon the 17th March, 1952 Prior to that date, Delhi had bad the statusof a ]Chief Commissioner's Province.. The responsibility for - the
administration of the State vests with the President of India, who
exercises control through a Chief Commissioner appointed by him.
There is a legislative assembly . consisting of 48 members, and a
Council of Ministers who. aid and advise the Chief Commissioner.
The State has one seat . in the Rajya Sabha (Council of. States) andfour in the Lok Sabha (House of the People).

s
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LAND USE

Y.. quirts Mies of.Ian'^vfthin the
coiporate'liounclaries of the eight Municfpal `and Notified Area C am.irtitteest "which form Greater Delhi. More than half of this' is eitherused for agricultural purposes or is coveteit ' ; . the 'ridge. Theremaining half is developed for residences, business and commercialuses* industry, .parks .and recreation, schools,- .hoo^^ppitaIs. and otherpublic : buildings,' government offices and. other public and semi-publicuses.

During the earner, part of this, year a
land Within this ineorporated area was co er field survey of all
basic ' studies necessary; for the` formillation f asp of the
guiide the unmechate"future growth ,of D;` 'x•ults offs to
interim survey are sarised in A ew' •Tlbl, xesuits of this

Ppanaix T, ;Tale,lYo. 1 and. also
presented in Chart A. It shows the acreage, devoted to each typeof land use ' and; its percentage of the. entire :not3{itd area, ' as well as•of the actual developed area 'within the notified area.

jj The largest singly "Use" is vacant land' which 3s' g per cent. of
tlfe total land within the notified' area. This fie .also includes allt e lan5 used by the principal. highways coming ,into the urban area

d those pmts of the 3tnnna' River that are included within the in-eg^rporated. area. Together with :the • lanii..:under . agrtcultural use,cant .laitd.would. amount to 38,790 acres'or re -

There aree ap`ioadmmatel , `1in S

, an recreational. areas.:

The kind of city we have ,,to-day is..determined, to. a, veextent, by the way our land is used at . present, how factories, shoop-ping ..districts, Government Offices and other, work areas ,fit in withthe .land used for. residences and. other .. public and seigi_public usessuch .as: educational culttuai d

. mo than 55the per cent.total Incorporated area

y s ree s se ving these residential areas,
the small parks and open spaces and isolatgd. local shopping centres1wt
at.i

thinons.' these. residential areas,' are. also included. In the above calcu-.

Residential use comes next . and coversnt :of the total 13,10 acres or about 19 per
incorporated area This Includes both Crovernmerit413d- private housing :with .the three depsitie -low,, medium andhigh .. Land taken ug b th t t r

I. Note Via: JD .ivit Statton7z Dehli Muntcipal Cbtpmittm
'3 F ii

a t e A ea Committees herea}'ter ref e'to asa0 '
c Mnnicipal and Not dfi r

wtt ^ o€€tfjed Area Committee.
4 .NewX)elht Municipal Committee:
.: west Delhi 1l daiclpai 'Cotnatitf6 ee.6. South Delhi (n C-culttm

7. Notified Area-.Cann2iBo
8. Shahdara Municipal Committee . .....'..

it.
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Educational institutions and other public Buildings like post.and
telegraph offices, police and file stations, libraries, radio, wireless
and -transmitting stations and selected monuments,. of historical iris
portance cover about 4,030 acres (517 per cent. of the. Incorporated
area).

rndustry. covers just about the same acreage as the Educational
Institutions and other Public Buildings-3,960 acres : (5.6 per cent'.).
Out of this total area only 1,100 acres (1.6 per cent.) are intensively.
developed for Industrial uses and warehousing. 'purposes.. This
includes both light and medium industries as classified On the exist-
ing land use map. The remaining 2,360 acres. (CO per cent.)' are

`..covered by the extractive industries such as stone quarries and brick
kilns. Such uses are subject to relocation every two years or so, as.
the raw material. is exhausted. .

The Ministry of Defence control about 2,830 acres (4'O ,per cent.)
of the total incorporated area.. Railways land and the two Airports** .
take up another 2,5(k0 acres (3.5 per cent.)

Public Parks, o spaces and other private recreation areas
cover 2,490 ate '2 1 per cent.) of. the total incorporated area.
Major concentration of government offices including all local muni-
cipal, state and central government and the President's. Estate
account for only. 2 per cent, . (1,370. acres) of the total incorporated
area. Retail Business and General Commercial activities cover less
than 1 per cent. (580 acres) of the total incorporated area.

There are some good orchards in our. city, mostly towards 'the
north west which cover over 1;550 acres (2.2 per cent.).

The generalised existing land use (Map. ' No. 3) shows, Jn
broad terms 'and under different colours, how these various'. types " f
land uses are distributed in our city.

We have to -have.. industries to provide enough employment
.opportunities:. There must be ample land for government offices
because government is the prime factor - for the existence of th s
'Metropolis.. We' need adequate shopping areas properly located n
relation to the residential districts to satisfy - the daily needs of the
community as well as for occasional shopping. Similarly .adequate
number and proper locations of all grades of educational institutions
are necessary to minimise travel distance and to ensure safetyr of
the school going children: Ample parks and open spaces are required
within each residential neighbourhood. for children as well as for
adults' recreation.. Other community facilities such as post and

licetelegraph offices, po and fire stations, health- centres libraries
community buildings theatres, . auditoriums, sv^imtrilning Is a etc.,
W hich are the basic requirements . for -healthful =living and so and
functioning . of a community, must also be properly located ace ord- .:
big to the needs of the various residential areas.

y„

* *Safdaritms. and Palam Airports. The, a
working unt the total area under

the area covered by Palm Airport is excluded
Cantttment Board. i chile
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9lt.these uses, if properly distributed on the land , will ensure.healthier. growth - Of our community 'aitd make Delhi a better place

to work, live .and. play... On the other hand- the same uses;. if. pe*-mit#ed to. develop haphazardly , as the :trends have . been in . the past
will create chaos, develop blight, slims and unhealthy environments
in our city. . .

The results* of the .above survey tdicate .how much land undereach of . the eight municipal or notified- area committees is. -actually
developed at present and how much land is -available for future
expansion of our city.

From the above data, we find that most of the vacant land is .concentrated towards the . west and.south ' of the city. Almost half of
the land under the. Notified Area Committee-Civil Lines, liesvacant.' As much as 86 per cent . bf. the land --m' Shahdara . is vacant,
possibly because large area are subject to foods almost every. year.
Over 60• per vent. of the . 'area under the Cantonment Board lies unr
developed. A major physical. 'feature in . Delhi is the ridge, running ''north-south, which should not be developed intensively but perhaps,
maintained as a regional park and open space for•the. use of the
entire community. -

ano en ge parcel of open land west of the village and
immediately north of the Mehrauli Palam Road. Part .of this western
area contains a big orchard of mango trees.

In addition to these large tracts of open land outside. the present
developed areas, there are still many undeveloped ' areas within theactual developed area.

Laid. use.by Government :Offiices..

Mehrauli Notified Area Committee, which lies outside the incor-porated area covers about 121 acres -and of this more than 60 percent. is vacant land. A large proportion lies towards east of the
Mehrauli village immediately south of the Qutab Minas` Park. Thereis also th I-

D lhL A p"pproximately.40 per cent:j of the population in Urbaan 'n Del iiis dependent ,. upon government jobs.- Let. us, therefore, first discuss
th&:present government activity,. their future needs and the problems
arising therefrom.

vernment Offices. occupy approximately 1,370 - acres (1.9 per

{oxvitibutory T#ealtljScheme (Mi$isty of lIealth) and -T' end Stara eqtdes.

*A,fri iii I-table fiTa i. ' .

ce t.) of the total incorporated area and 4.40 per.cent:' of the actual
de loped area. . Of these 1,370 acres, the major users are the .. Presi.
den 's . Estate covering . 330 acres and the Diplomat's 'Enclave covering
abo t 480 acres. The rest 560 acres are used- by actual offices of the
1 , State and Central Government. Map No . 5 shows how the
abo e three types are distributed in our city:

Tae needs for office accommodation in Delhi lxas been increasing
consistently through the years . Prior to our independence since
ntajo r policy decisions were made by . the Government of: United
'Kingdom, the. present North. and South Blocks : of the 'Secretaiciat

A
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provided ample: accommodation 4o meet :tbe demands ,of,the+ Govern:
meat of India. buringYthe war additional hutments were built? near
the Secretariat to meet, tbe;de and. After independence, new res-
ponsibilities were called for to ;acct the demands of the mew repub-
lie, and this demanded more space to house the new offices. This
created considerable congestion and overcrowding in the
accommodation available , and not until very recently did the

existing

ernment make efforts to build additional permanent buildings to
cope with the growing demand. .

There will be increasing need for more office space, and this will
have to be met, At present about 40 per cent. of the population of
Delhi depends upon Government jobs. This trend is likely to conti-
nue in the foreseeable future. .

In framing policies : it was agreed that the .Government activity
will continue to increase in India and that will result in increase in
Government jobs in Delhi also . - Accepting, t is 'basis it was also
agreed that the Government activity should not be highly centralis-

-.ed. Such related,Central Government Offices that need not be locat-
ed in Delhi may be moved to other urban areas which would help,
relieve part of this present congestion. This will also ease the hous-
ing problem to a certain extent.

Following. a thorough survey and detailed study to analyse the
question of shifting offices to other cities bAd a complete compre- '
hensive scheme for their proper location must be

,
prepared 'taking

into account their present and future needs and Yew buildings . should
be erected in accordance With that. scheme.

The Ministry of Defence is. considering building . a . permanent
Defence Headquarters. Advantage.' should be taken of this opppr-
tunity to consider the possibility of locating the Defence Secretariat
building outside the Central Secretariat areas perhaps, soniewh(ere
near Delhi Cantt.. Further analysis of the problem is essential: beforea• definite :decision can be made but: this opportunity should not be
lost. Another office. that might perhaps, be, re-located is. the Head-
quarters . of the Northern Railway. The . space occupied. by :thbn
could be utilised by some.other Government Departments that. mist
be maintained' in Delhi, if Railways can be convinced on this mater.

In the. Interim; General Plan . it is recommended that all `the
Government Offices that are. now scattered all .over .the city in
numerous public and. private buildings should be consolidated. An
integrated development for these. offices should take place on bothsides of .our Central Vista. in continuation of the two new Secretariat
Blocks. Such: a planned .development could also include other .public
buildings like museums,: art. galleries, national library etc.

Industrial Land Use

Though: industrial land uses . constitute only 5.6 per cent. of the
;total incorporated area, it forms 12.6 per cent. of the: actual •dewelop..•ed-area-in-Delhi:. Of--these 3,960 acres approximately 1,100 are uitensively developed and the other.. 2,860 acres are tracts: of open': landused .foiC•brick-kilns and stone quarries. Of the 1,100 acres intensively.



developed about 300 are under light an surce industriess* :and .also-include all lands of ,g6 sto ge .s e s, warehouses and .depots.The remaining 800- acres ' are .taken up, by mgdiumt type of,manufac-et ng establishments.; This .includell. textile mills, . flour millstc.
Map No. 5 shows the distribution of all these types of indus-

tries in our city. In March ' 1951 there were 34479,industrial- estab-lishments, excluding those working on cottage scale, and theyemployed .49,564 workers.t Appendix I,..Table No. 3shows,:the types.of establishments, their number, andtotal number ' of personsemployed. The capital: investment in all these ;establishments .amounts to a • little over Es. 160 ,000,000 and their optimum annualproductive capacity is estimated at Rs.' 780,0. 00,000.*
Industry brings a stable economic base to . the community and

'Delhi needs factories to provide employment -for the balance of its
working population. These factories have to be properly locatedkeeping in mind the future expansion of the city, the volume of pro-duction, noise,. air: pollution and the traffic hazard ; these • plants maycreate.

Generally speaking. factories . and homes are not . good :neighbours.However, if , well designed industrial plants are planned . with ade-• -quate open spaces around them and with proper arrangements ofa -

i
i
I

While there will be need for additional land for. industry in
Delh it is not possible to assess this demand for the next 20 to 30
years without conducting a thorough economic base study of our
city. ;.Such a study shall be undertaken as •a part' of the Long Range
Com eheiisive General Plan, which must follow the completion of

G

e st
distri' t .and reserved for .all such . establishments. pProvision should
also be made for the future expansion of the industrial activity in
such districts. The Industrial area. nn Najafgarh. Road has not been
properly located because the authorities--then . did not take into

• account, among other things, the: prevailing' wind- direction: No
further expansion of medium, industries should. be permitted in thatarea.'.

ccess or ehvery or raw materials and shipment of. finished pro-
ducts, they can be good neighbours.

The existence of the Delhi Slaughter House in Kasbpura area
has been one of the. major factors in creating blight-slum and
unhealthy conditions in that section of the city. This industry along-
with all its ancillary trades, must be. removed. , and better located
soxne distance away from the urban. core. Similarly Delhi Cloth Mills
anti other such industries should also be moved from their present
locptions on Bahadurgarh Road since they are surrounded. by
development on all sides and- are a source- of: nuisance for the people
living around then because of: the air-pollution and the traffic
has:ards.

.Adequate new site must be selected for a well 1 d ' d ' 1

run eneral Plan.
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The. Interim Geeineral Plan has set aside. enough land to meet the
a remeats.. of our unity for the next five yeass . or so and

by .that. time the planners would be able to make some of our
recommendations" for the future industrial programme

Metropolis.

Business and. Commercial Use

It is difficult to figure out the exact amount of land under retail
business and -general commercial use because of the dual use of the
plot -residential, as well as . commercial. Map No. 5 indicates in
some detail .how retail. business and commercial office areas are

distributed over:the city.

.(a) Sholiping Facilities:

Our estimate of : 580 acres. is arrived at by establishing three or
four standard depths of shopping frontages along. the major com-
mercial streets according to the type of shopping facilities these

only 0.8 per cent.nts tostreets provide. The total ncreage amou
of the total incorporated area and 10.8 per . cent: -of the actual

developed area. This works out to one acre of shopping for every

3,500 persons approximately. Even this ones ocre traffic well pioo-
tided for. This is further. confirmed by
that we see everyday in Chandni Chowk, Kharii Baoli,of dar was

Chowri Bazar, Naya Bazar. and Paharganj. because
• of traffic, use of pavements for shops, animals sleeping in the streets.

Some of the new markets built during the last few years have

taken -off some shopping load from -Connaught Place but it till

continues
to be the only centre of activity for the entire New D.Qlhi,

West Delhi and South.Delhi area,, and .function-.as the down-Own

shopping centre of our Capital city.

The existing land use (Map No. 3) will indicate
t tt t3 erelare

southern
is need forand three or

western partsperhaps of Delhi to meet the needdss of tb4e ;dew
of • rr7t^

suburban communities. The nature, type
and _size such ew

ulatioY,+ to
shopping- centres will depend upon the area and the pop.
be served by them. These new shopping centres three to
replace. Connaught Place, but will function as perhaps.

community shopping centres some distance away from Conn sight

Place, to serve the needs of the various areas.' Additionally e

will be space for banks, insurance companies and other conu4r

.establishments.

centre must be . reserved atih ngoppSites for these community s ela
this. interim . stage before other non-conforming uses , are devslol .

at any of the sites . Such undesirable uses, if not forbidden' now,
-tiirtheimay prevent the development of these new centres for .e ^e. how

research on the economic base of our community '. will
much land will be needed for business and bow much for i other
commercial purposes to meet the ultimate needs of Delhi.
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(b) Wholesale Markets--and,Commercial Offices,

There. is also a great need for well-planned large wholesale
markets in Delhi. Delhi has been, for the past several decades, a '
major distribution: centre for the entire Northern India an& this
wholesale activity will continue to grow during the foreseeable
future. This will . demand additional floor space for storage of goods
for outward distribution -to other cities in Northern India. At present
Chandni Chowk, Sadar Bazar, Khari Baoli, Naya Bazar ' and sectionsof Chowri Bazar are the wholesale distribution centres for different
types of commodities. Goods are both received and shipped to other
retail centres by rail. and truck. The present street attern ip s
inadequate - to handle the traffic generated by these markets. These
markets will either -have to be . re-located somewhere -else or the
central core developed as the wholesale business , commercial and
financial centre of the city and provided with -good transportation
network, ample parking, loading and unloading facilities.

Both of Delhi's grain markets are located on G.B. Road and were
built to meet the needs of less than half the . present population.
Th re e is no room- for expansion of the present sites. Wheat andother food grains are stored on the side-walks under the blue sky.i There is no - provision for loading, unloading and off-street - parkingand thus a traffic bottleneck has been created at G.E. Road becausetrucks and animal-drawn vehicles are parked on both sides of theroad - all day long. Re-location of these grain markets is verynecessary. Sites for these and additional markets, to cater for the
present and future population shall have to be found where goods
can be received from outside and sent to the distribution centres,
without -creating any traffic jams. -

In. the Interim General Plan recommendations have been made
to redevelop. the central area and to relocate the wholesale; coin-
inercial and financial centres of the. city in two. parts.- :ChandniChowk and Khari Baoli areas are to be developed as the main com-
mercial and financial centres and the Sadar Bazar area along. Qutab
Road to be the main wholesale market centre.

In the Interim General Plan both the business centres have been
connected by an integrated transportation system, well served by
roads and railways for goods delivery and shipment, forming a part

et of the proposed circulation pattern. It is also recommended that
no vehicular traffic should be permitted into Chandni Chowk and

i that it should instead serve as a grand promenade for pedestrians
only, opening out in the centre. into the Queens Garden facing the
Delhi Main Railway Station.

A. Residential land use

Land under residential use covers only 18:9 per cent. of the total $
-incorporated area -but forms 42 percent. of the total developed areaand is the largest single intensively developed use. Of these .13,270
acres, Government-owned housing covers 5,540 acres (42 -per- cent.). -and private ho using covers the remaining 58 per cent. -Map No.-4
shows the distribution of government and private residential areas.ir 1100 M of H alth

4
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Until World War II, the Department of. Public Works in the
Ministry of Works , Housing and ' Supply was the major agency
responsible for preparing plans and building houses for all Ministries
of the Central Government. After Independence the demand, of
the Government Departments rose sharply and in spite of its hard
efforts C.P.W.D . is not able to meet even a fraction of the demand.
Hence several ministries have started developing housing colonies
for their respective 'staff. The result is that Defence Colony for the
Defence Ministry Personnel , Medical Enclave for the staff of the
,All India -' Institute of Medical Sciences , Railway Colony for the
employees of the Ministry of Railways, Central Road .' Research
-Colony for the staff of the Central Road Research Institute, Radio
Colony for employees of the All India Radio ,. etc., are being built
in an effort to. meet the needs of these ministries. .

Although this programme hasder served to segregate people of
diffent income groups thereby htent elping to ease the housing situation
in the capital to . certain ex, ic t has =Pr oved ' successful. A
doctor residing in Medial Enclave may as a neighbour the
same doctor who is his coll Colony also

. These new homogeneous
neighbourhoods are socially undesirable as they tend to further:
widen the gap between people of. different groups.

When New Delhi was built,. Lutyens & Baker-British. Architects,
purposely segregated the orthodox and unorthodox clerks whereas
Gole Dakhana (New Delhi Post Office ) area was developed for
unorthodox clerks . This policy continued to be followed during the
last war and additional housing colonies were built on the same
principles . Lodi Colony was developed for clerks only while Lodi-
Estate Bungalows were . built for the senior Military Officers:

.Post-independence development has . not only followed this
undesirable practice but also created further segregation on the basis
of. profession . and departments: Viney Nagar has been built as
another -large town of clerks alone.. Sewa Nagar is a colony of peons.
Shan Nagar and Man Nagar are built for senior executive officers
only. No effort has been made to integrate people of different
income groups so as to help develop heterogeneous neighbourhoods
making better social environments for community living. Indian
society is already limited in its social contacts and it is only by living
among the people from different areas and with different avocations
that we can promote a better community life . A start in this
direction could best be made by the Government since . Central
Government is the largest single land -lord and employer and the
Estate Office is in 'a good position to take the initiative in this
direction.

In addition to the government housing, both the State and the
Union Government have given away large sums of money as loans
and grants to encourage private house -building activity . Govern-
ment have also developed large tracts of vacant land for housing,
built dwellings and sold them to displaced persons from West
Pakistan.

. .
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In spite of these efforts, housing shortage still exists and will
continue to exist for several years in the absence. of a well-conceived
housing policy by .the Government of India. The private develoRer
has done a great deal in solving the housing problem. However,
this has not had a major effect on the housing problem because there
are too few houses and too many people still to be housed. This
has resulted in doubling and. tripling' of families in small dwelling
units which in turn tax the load on the public facilities and the
municipal services. School sites become inadequate and double
shifts have to be started to meet the needs-of the community. parks
and playgrounds become too small for the number of people. using
them. Cost of maintenance increases whereas the revenue remains
the same.. Water pressure in the-supply mains decreases and sewers
start getting blocked. because of the large volume of discharge due
to this overcrowding in the dwelling units. Streets cease to carry
the added volume of traffic and the entire circulation comes to a
standstill. All this ultimately results in deterioration of the neigh-
bourhood and its environment, and the community ceases to function
as a healthy neighbourhood.

c ave been earmarked forresidential use, after .
redevelopment are proposed for higher densities

ranging to 200 persons per net acre . On the basis of the recom-
mended density pattern we have allocated additional vacant land
for residential development and this should be ample to meet the
needs of the community for the next 5 years or so. This is indicated
on the Interim General Plan (Map No . 20). By that time the
Comprehensive Plan would have been prepared to guide the future
growth and development of the community.

a m gration. Analysing the, density
pattern of various cities in the world and also our new city at
Chandigarh we have recommended a density pattern ranging from
35 to 200 persons per net . acre..

All the 13,270 acres now under residential use will not necessarily
be retained for the same use after redevelopment of the inner core.
Those parts of the central area whi h h

B. Residential Density.

There is a great disparity of density patterns in our city. In
places like Kaka Nagar, the net density is as low as 40 persons per
acre whereas in areas like Juma Masjid and Dariba Kalan the net
density is 1,128 persons per acre. Such-'disparity must be removed
and the population of Delhi be redistributed on the basis of an
optimum density pattern. Additional land will be needed to house
the surplus population from the high density areas.

To this surplus we may also add the projected. additional popula-
tion due to natural incre se and i

C. Zoning

Zoning is one of the principal tools to control housing density,-and prevent over-crowding in our dwelling units.



There are a few residential areas in our city which have main-
tained -their original character ever since they were developed,
because certain types of controls • were enforced to prevent. the
encroachment of non-residential uses in these- neighbourhoods:.Such
examples will be.found only within the New Delhi Municipal area.
We can compare the character of Gole Market, King Edward Road
and Lodi Estate residential areas with those of Karol Bagh, Western
Extension Area and Jawahar Nagar. The former three areas, where
non-residential uses were not permitted to be enctoached upon, have
maintained their original character for which they. were. built. IA
the latter three cases, where there - were no development controls,
all kinds.of commercial and industrial establishments have, infested
the entire community and we have a very high rate of road accidents,
disease and deliquency. Every garage has become a , shop. A
tenant, who rents an apartment sublets the garage and recovers the
entire rent, of the dwelling unit by giving away that garage for
commercial use. All this could have been avoided had, there been
any kind of zoning control when these areas were being developed.
Proper zoning is one of the most valuable tools to protect our resi-
dential neighbourhoods and to prevent them from deterioration.

Educational Institutions

A. Schools:

In Delhi, as in the majority of 'our other cities in India, education -
is handled by several different agencies. `Government Schools are run
and maintained directly by the Directorate of Education, Delhi State.
Municipal Schools are under the various. Municipal and Notified
Area Committees and the private schools . are controlled by several
sectarian and non-sectarian trusts and institutions. Only those
private schools that are recognised by the Directorate. of Education,.
Delhi State are included in. this study.

There are 'hundreds of unrecognised private schools, which may
be termed as "Shop Schools", that are run by various individuals
and groups. There is no. reliable information available about all
such schools regarding their enrolment,, location, structural stability,-
adequacy of the building and the. site on which the building stands.
Only a house-to-house survey can reveal the information needed
about these schools.* Such a survey was beyond the' scope of this
study, but. should form part of the detailed basic research for the
preparation of the Comprehensive General Plan.

Delhi's total school enrolment had been increasing steadily upto
1948 and since then the increase has been more marked. In 1948,
there were about 76,000 children enrolled in the recognised schools
in Delhi State and in. 1954 there were as many as 2,27,000.* This
represents an increase of over 200 per cent. This abnormal increase,
is greatly due to the influx of displaced persons into the capital from
West Pakistan.

Si

* Directorate of Education , Delhi State.
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Reliable statistics are not available regarding enrolment in each
of the primary, middle and high. schools age' groups prior to 1950.
From 1950 to 1954, there was an increase of more than 50 . per cent.
in enrolment (1,47,534 to 2,26 ,907) *. Primary school age group
showed an increase of 41 per cent. (41,388)., middle.school age group
95 per cent. (31,633) and high school enrolment : increased . by 49 per
cent. (over 6,352). 'Our recommendatiops for future enrolment,
therefore, are based on this five year. period (1950.54) for which we
have reliable data. Appendix I, Table No. 4 shows the enrolment
in primary, middle and high schools for the:year 1950-54.

Chart No. B shows the-trend in enrolment since 1950 to 1954.
These trends -are projected f drther to show that the increase is likely
to continue at the same rate, if not faster, for the next five years or
so. This would require a large scale school building programme for
the Directorate of Education ; local Municipal bodies and private
institutions concerned . Map No. 7 . shows the distribution of
boys, girls and . co-educational schools for the three age groups. in
Delhi State. Educational institutions within the urban area of. Delhi.
are shown on another Map No. 8.

:There are only 745 schools in Delhi State catering for approxi-
mately 2,27,000 students.` During the period 1950 -54 the number of
schools within the incorporated area has inereased from 303 to only
418 whereas .the enrolment increased from - 141,534 to 226 ,9017. for the
same period . This indicates that large number of the. existing
schools began operating on double and triple shifts as not enough
.new school buildings were built to cope with the fast growing
demand of the community.' During the same period the number of
schools in the rural areas- remained almost the same. Appendix I,
Table No. 6 shows the growth in number of sch oqols from 1941 to
1954sin Delhi State . It gives separate figures . for urban and rural
area.

The three operating agencies responsible forool programmewill have tb step-up their " school building progr a considerably
to elfmi tna •.e

,(a) double and. triple shift system in the existing schools.

(b) to provide adequate number of new schools so that there
will be a school within walking -distance of every child.

In .Delhi as in other parts of the country no child -is required to
attend the school in his Awn residential area. Some children travel
several miles everyday to -and from their. school because they are
not satisfied . with the school in their own neighbourhood. This
makes it difficult for the planner to work out the residential area
that is served by any particular school. To establish a workable
pattern for school attendance, as far as possible the child should
be made to . go to school in his own neighbourhood. The unserved
pockets of residential _ areas : could thus be determined and steps
taken to provide new schools in those areas.

• Directorate of Biucation , Delhi State.
fMo.
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It should :be the policy of the Government to licence all educa-
tional institutions and establish certain minimum . standards so thatthe sub-standard ' schools are eliminated . Registration of such schools
would give the planner a true picture of the school -age population
and therefore of the actual number of schools needed for that
population . This data will be all the more necessary when Govern-
ment start implementing its policy of making primary schooleducation available and compulsory for every child of that age group.

In the Interim General Plan no specific sites for academic or
technical schools are indicated but adequate land for such facilities
shall have to be reserved , .while preparing detailed layout plans for
the various areas in Delhi.

B. Vocational and Technical Schools :

For imparting vocational training in various trends, the, Regional
Directorate of Resettlement and Employment , Ministry of Labour,
Government of India has set up the following four training centres:

1. Industrial Training Centre, Delhi Polytechnic, KashmereGate.
2. Industrial Training Institute, Karol Bagh.
3. Industrial Training .Institute , Bela Road.
4. Industrial Training` Institute for Women, Curzon. Road.

The Ministry of Rehabilitation have also established a training
institute at Arab-id-Sarai, which imparts technical training on
commercial basis to displaced persons only.

It was not possible at this stage to give any thought to such
schools regarding their location , adequacy of the site and the build-
ings they are located in. A complete inventory of all technical and
vocational schools in Delhi is necessary before any tangible reconi-
mendations can be made for the technical education programme.
Such survey should be' taken up during the Comprehensive Plan
stage..

C. Colleges:

The University of Delhi was founded in 1922 to cater to the needs
of the community. for college education and post-graduate studies
both in the arts and sciences . Prior to 1947 the University had plans
to centralise college education system and locate all the degree
colleges on the University Campus . The intention was to develop
this University as a residential institution comparable to University
campuses in the United States . But with the influx of displaced
persons from West Pakistan and the resultant abnormal increase
in the college age group , the University could not carry out that plan.
In addition to the large number of students desiring admission there
were other reasons also why the original plan could not be imple-
mented. There was no further space available on the University
Campus and -because Delhi had mushroomed out to the south and
south-west of the city, some colleges had to be located closer to the
new residential areas. _

4"
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Table No. 5 shows the trends in students enrolment at the college
age group for the past six years . This is represented graphicallyin- Chart No. The same trend is likely to continue for the next
5 or 10 years . It is very undesirable to locate new colleges in a
haphazard fashion . Proper site for. a secondary campus should be
selected in the southern parts of the city which could be developedin. stages . based on a long range and planned programme. Such a
site should be-in close proximity to the new residential areas.

The .present campus may retain the existing under-graduate
colleges but all available vacant land should be'reserved for .locating
other post-graduate schools and other advanced institutions.

The land now under Defence control immediatel no th f the

I

3. The Central College of Agriculture.
4: Sri Ram -Institute.
5. Indian Standards Institution.
6. The National Physical Lai)oratory.
7.. Central Road Research Institute: ;
8.. All India Institute of Medical Sciences.

These institutes provide opportunities for advanced research in
the fields of science and technology. Plans .are under way for build-ing the Central 'College of Agriculture. This Organisation in
consultation with the University of Delhi has suggested two possible
locations for it. During the past few months it was not possible to
go into the details of these institutions regarding location, adequacyof land, etc. While preparing the Comprehensive General Plan it
will be necessary to have a complete survey of all. such institutions
of national importance.

y r o
present campus is most suitable for expansion of the University
activities. This would provide enough land for locating all post-
graduate schools.. School of Town and Country Planning , Schoolof Public Administration, etc., having organic relation with other
schools already located on the campus could also be set up there so
that students of these and other such schools can take advantage
of the campus facilities . These two schools at present -have beenallotted small sites in Inderprastha Estate.

D. Other Research Institutions:

The following national research institutions are also located in
Delhi:-

1. Council of Scientific and Industrial Research.
2. Indian Agricultural Research Institute.

Recreational Areas

There are only about 1 ,500 acres of land available for public and
semi-public recreation in our city.. This forms only 2 : 1 per cent. ofthe total incorporated area and 4:7 per cent . of the actual developedarea in Delhi . Parks, Open Spaces, Playgrounds, Play fields and

t
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public stadiums cover about . 1,300 acres open for public recreation
while the remaining 200 acres or so belong to private dubs. Map

9 shows iNo dditi h. n a on to t e location of Hitil M. .sorcaonuments.-th re majo parks and open sp i thit- aces ne cy,.. .

The above data indicate that -we have roughly one, acre of open
space for every 1,200 persons. This is, an. extremely. low.ratio when
compared to the bare minimum standards for parks and recreation,
let alone an id lea recreation systemChdih f el. -angarorxampe, has
provided.approximately 4 acres for parks and open spaces for every
1,000 Persons whereas we have 4. acres for nearly 5,000 persons.

In some places new buildings are built in the parks or . on otheropen spaces to avoid the problem of land a ' 'ti

i,

1^& on and rtmo.
Government should instead have acquired some of 'the : slumus-sa

ing
ndblighted areas of the it d dc y an eveloped new pk i th.ars.nose. areas .

thereby reducing the. problem of slum clearance instead of aggravat- .
ing .it We are short. of open spaces in many densely ;built-up areas
where it is badly needed. Even such open spaces • that we have are
encroached. upon, by gas stations and other such: structures.

The new existing parks and recreation. areas are badly -needed
for the existence of our community and must be preserved at all
costs. Karol Bagh, for example, has virtually no. major open. space
other than the Ajmal Khan Park which is extremely overcrowded
everyday by masses of people looking for breathing. • space in that
densely. built-up area. Western Extension Area lacks the same -
facility. A few small plots have been left as o nte spaces,. under thename of public Iparks. These odd bits are dangerous and create . d
traffic hazards since the primarily function as traffic islands.
Children have to cross the 'vehicular traffic' to reach these 'miniature
parks. Pusa Institute gardens are being used by .the Patel Nagar
residents as the major ark b tp ecause here is no lag,re open spaceprovided in the area ..

Delhi has a private 18 hole Golf Course and a Race Course. The
race course :is inadequate. to serve the :needs of the:growing popula-
tion" and needs to ' be re-located. - There appears to be need for
another Golf Course. At present there is n b1io

I

1
' pu . c swimming pool,
sPlans are underway to build one in

nthearen
main Railway Station. It is only very recently thatsteps hahavve e beeen
taken for the establishment of a 'Zoological Park in -Delhi, a facility
which was needed for. the citizens of the capital several decades
ago. It is questionable whether the site selected for the purpose
is desirable and adequate.

About 2,500 acres of. the ridge are reserved as- permanent open
space and. this is extensively used by the people living nearby.
Streams of people come to the ridge every morning for a stroll. This
open wedge. in the heart of the city and its northern link east of the
University campus must be maintained as a permanent physical
feature of our.. city. No further encroachment 'of buildings should
be. permitted on this ridge since this is the only major breathing
space,:left near the heart of the city.

i
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While working out . our proposals for major parks and recreation
areas this. wedge.. has been connected with : our proposed regionalpark system. so -as•.to link the internal -open space with-the regional
park areas.to integrate the two .to form. a . continuous. belt ,all aroundthe. city.

The Interim General Plan shows only the major recreation areas
required in'the various parts ..of the city. A new . site for re-locating
the, race course near Nizamuddin Railway Station has been indicated
on this Plan. - A second golf course is also recommended to be
developed in the north near Princess Road . This will ,be a multi-
pur'pose' recreation area having lot of playgrounds, etc. and joins the
big park near the Coronation Pillar. University students : will also.
be benefited by this . new park since they don't 'have. adequaterecreation areas. .

It is also proposed to develop the river front for-various kinds of
recreation activities Fortunately .not much development has taken
place near the banks of the- river except in Kashmere Gate Area.
The entire waterfront should be developed for "recreational purposes,
and sections between Wazirabad. and Khyber Pass and between RedFort and Humayan's Tomb, should be developed more, intensively
for public recreation such as playgrounds , swimming pools; g
areas, bathing ghats, beaches, etc. Some thought should . be given
to the possibility of developing the flow of the river .and building
a dam across it which would serve many purposes at one time. The
lake behind the dam would maintain an even level of•water-through-
out the year and would also control • the river during- the monsoon
season.

In addition, provision will have to be made for several local
neighbourhood and community parks while preparing ' the" detailed
layout plans for the various sections of the city.

Other Community Facilities

A. Medical Facilities:

With the abnormal growth of Delhi's population- y
after Independence , the demand for medical facilities q grew
considerably. The existing hospitals, health centres
both ayurvedic anfl allopathic , child welfare and maternity centres
proved to be inadequate to serve this llarge..population;. Recently
the Ministry of Healthhave introduced the "Contributory Health
Scheme" and this has increased the load on the existing facilities.

Some new dispensaries have been built under 'the. C.H.S. Schemebut there appears . to be no rational basis for their location . Wherever
a room was available within reasonable proximity of a residential
area, a dispensary was opened. Chandni Chowk Child Welfare and
Maternity Centre, for example, is a poor dispensary because. of itsinsanitary condition , structurally unsound building and inadequatesite . This should have been one of the finest centres since it is
located in the heart of the city. It is. also true of those dispensaries
located in Juina Masjid, Lal Kuan, Nat Sarak, Pabar . Ganj. and
Phatak Habash Than areas. Only in some of the new residential
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areas are these facilities housed in better and cleaner buildings,
even though those buildings were . not designed as such for . medical
uses. The new hospital and dispensary under construction at Lajpat
Nagar may be sited as one of the very few' examples where attempt
has been made to locate it on a proper site to perform the functions
more effectively.

The Delhi State Health Department and the Local Bodies also
maintain several kinds of health centres .' These may be classified
under three heads:

(a) Child and Maternity Welfare Centre without beds.
(b) Child and Maternity Welfare Centre' with' beds.
(c) Child and Maternity Welfare and General Health Centre

with beds.

Under the first two 'categories maternity beds are provided only
for those patients who do not have enough accommodation within
their' own houses . A nominal fee is charged from each patient.

Centres in the.third category act as small general hospitals and
also have few. beds. Medical treatment for minor diseases is given in
these centres. Map. No.. 10 shows the distribution of various types
of medical facilities available in Delhi. Appendix, 1, Table-No. 7 lists
the location of these 'facilities in Delhi.

It 'was not Possible to. investigate the adequacy or otherwise of
health facilities at this stage. In the Comprehensive Plan stage
detailed surveys should be undertaken to. assess the present situation
and the standards for health centres should 'be developed and a pro-
gramme to implement these standards to be set, up.

B. Police Stations:

Police authorities have divided Delhi State into three different
circles:

ed out only after a careful study- of .the existing and proposed resi-

dential areas in order to avoid overlap and duplication in some areas
and lack of coverage in others.

C. Fire Stations:
Delhi has only 7 fire stations to serve the entire urban community.

Four of them are located in New Delhi, two in Old Delhi and one in

(a) New. Delhi.
(b) Delhi City.
le) T)elhi Rural.

Within each circle there are several police stations and each police
station controls two or more police posts. Appendix I, Table No. 8
lists'. the location of these various police stations and. police posts
within our urban area. These are also shown on Drawing No. 10
titled "Community Facilities." .

There are at present 18 police stations in Delhi. After the comple-
tion of the Second Five Year Plan, Delhi will have 11 more police
posts, as recommended by the police authorities.

The size and location of these additional facilities should be work

E
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Map No.. 10 shows :
the location of these fire stations in Delhi.

Further study for the adequacy of fire protection is necessary before
any detailed recommendations as .to location and size of fire stationcan be made. It is recommended that such studies be undertaken
as part of the comprehensive general plan keeping in mind the urgent
necessity of providing fire protection to residential , commercial andindustrial areas of the city.

D. Post and Telegraph Offices.

Postal authorities have divided the urban area of Delhi State into19 zones. There are . two General Post Office int Delhi-one. is Gole
Dakhana (New Delhi Post Office) and. the other at Nashmere_ Gate in
Old Delhi . There are 98 branch post offices in these 19 zones.
Appendix I, Table No. 9 gives the name of the area, the zone number
and the number of post offices, with their addresses, in that particular
area of the city. Map No. 10 shows the distribution of these .postoffices in Delhi.

New locations for all additional post and telegraph offices shouldbe decided upon while preparing the detailed layout plans for vari-ous sections of the city since such details could not be shown in the
Interim General Plan.

Summary

To Summarise:

1. There are large areas of undeveloped land within the corpo-
rate limits of the eight Municipal and Notified Area
Com ittm ees.

2. The density of population in residential areas ranged .from
very high to very low. A more balanced density pattern
needs to be worked out..

3.:There is a lack of adequate shopping facilities to serve the
new residential. neighbourhoods that have developed, New.
shoppin centr hg s s ld d
existing and proposed residential areas.

e uo be eveloped m relation to the new

4. There is a tremendous mixture of incompatible and undesir-
able land uses within the city. The slaughter house and the
cattle sheds should be removed from the heart of the city
.and re-located outside. Large areas in the Old City need
to be redeveloped and most economical and desirable land
uses should be proposed.

5. Any future extension of the industrial area on Najafgarh Road
should be properly planned in relation to the fast growing
residential areas immediately adjacent to the industrial
area.

6..Textile industries and other medium industries are at present
mixed with residential areas. These should be removed from
their present locations to the new planne I industrial dis-
tricts. 'Similarl Gwalior Potteries and of her smaller Pot-
teries now in the vicinity of Vinay Nagai should also be
re-located.
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7. There . is lack of office - accommodation in Delhi both Govern-
ment and Private aid as a result many offices have been -estab-lished in residential areas.

8. Almost all available land under the control of the Delhi Un-
versity has been developed.' More. Land is needed for ex-
pansion of educational and, housing facilities : Possibility of
acquiring land now under Defence immediately north of
the University Campus should be investigated. Delhi has
grown much larger than it was anticipated . Some reconside-
ration of the original plan of the. University seems 'warranted.
Possibility of at southern campus for undergraduate colleges
should be 'investigated.

3. North . west part -of Delhi has good fertile -agricultural land
with a network of canals . Any intensive development to-wards this . side should be discouraged.

10. City is blessed with some nice fruit gardens in the North - West
and a green wedge of the ridge running right through the
heart of the city .. Both these areas should be preserved and
developed for recreational'purposes.

11. Ministry of Defence controls large areas of land in Delhi State.
All land use proposals should be properly coordinated be-
tw i ieen c v l and defence authorities to avoid the. development
of any conflicting and undesirable uses..

12. Jumna , River front has been lying undeveloped. A beautiful
park should be . developed and incorporated in the proposed
national park system all along the river front for public
recreation , before this vacant land is infested by any inten-
sive use . This could join in the north with the new proposed
golf course and major recreation park to form a well plan-
ned integrated programme for recreation.
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e
eastern bank of Jumna. This may mainly ow. The villes on the

beodue to he fact thatthey are flooded every year.

In the south of Delhi State, again, the trend is low.and this may
be attributed to the fact that the land there being predominantly
rocky would not have attracted settlers.

In the north-west of. Delhi, the trend is seen 'rising, may be be-
cause land there is the most,fertile in Delhi State.

'The first scientific census for India was attempted in 1891 and there is no record
available to show accurately what the population figures were . in Delhi prior to r89i.** Source Census of India, i95r.

***See Map go.. r4

order to make a comparative study of the trends of populationbetween the rural and the urban areas, it was necessary to have the
village-wise population for the past few decades. But the popula-
tion figures for the various villages prior to 1951 were not available,
from any source, for ready reference in any systematic form.
The population figures for the various villages since 1911 were col-
lected from the Urdu records kept with the individual patwaris.

These population figures are graphically plotted for cc:mp
sive analysis of the differing trends in the various places.***, rehen-

During the period 1911 to 1951 the population of the State increas-
ed by over 13 lakhs. During this period the increase in population
in rural and urban areas are over 1 lakh and 12 lakhs respectively.
More than 90 per cent. of the total.increase is thus explained by the
urban area • alone. The increase of the population of the State dur-
ing the years 1911-1941 is only about .5 lakhs. The corresponding
increase during 1941-1951 is more than 8 lakhs: Out of 13 lakhs
of increase in population. during. these forty years more than 60 per
cent. occurred during the years 1941-191. It is also clear that the
influx of refugees was mostly confined to the urban areas only.

It is also noted that the trend is v I

POPULATION

T_

CHAnth IV

L Trend, a fisting stiaeture and cownposirdon

In 1891* the population in Delhi District was 3,73,136; in. 1901
-fin was 4;05,819.**. In these ten years the population increased by.

° per cent., but in the succeeding ten years the increase was only
2 per cent. which was markedly low in comparison with the . rates
during the previous decades'or-in the succeeding few decades. There

laattion f
to have been nothing
rom X931 *to 1941. But 1951 figures have shot up o falmost

double that of.1941. This shooting up has been obviously due to the
influx of refugees due to the partition in 1947. The population today
(August 1956) In Delhi State is estimated to be nearly 21 lakhs.

t
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Certain particular villages near the urban core show considerable
increase in population whereas certain others have shown decrease..
The reasons for this are not quite apparent . It is necessary to ex-
plore in detail the sociological and economic reasons that 'ere res-
ponsible for such variations in the -different localities, before any
final Proposals for land use could be presented This type of study
will be undertaken during . the preparation of the ComprehensiveMaster Plan.

Map No . 13 indicates the population
census, based on 1951, over the whole of Delhi State, showing also the proportion ofagricultural to non-agricultural population . Unlike other States gIndian Union,' Where the population is predominantly rural in cha-
racter, Delhi State is primarily urban where 82 per cent, of the peo- .
ple live in urban areas . This statement is further emphasised by
the fact that while 'the percentage of the total population of Indian
Union engaged in agriculture is 72 per cent. in Delhi State this
percentage is only 10: Out of 3,06 ,938 persons living in rural areasonly 52 ' per cent . have agriculture as their occupation. Out of14,37,134 persons living in urban areas , only 0 . 9 peragriculture as their occupation. cent. have

Map No .
12 gives the distribution of population in the urban

centre giving an idea of the approximate density in different wards,as of today :
A table showing the densities in the various localitiesis also appended.*

The city of Old Delhi is more crowded than New Delhi. Themost densely Populated area is Jumma Masjid Dareeba. Here thedensity is as high as 1,128 persons per acre. The next is Sohanganj
with a density of 900 persons per acre. Mori Gate, Maliwara, Balli-
maran, Kalan Masjid, Kucha Pati Ram, Chatta Lalmian, Bare Hindu
Rao, Paharganj and -Old Gurgaon Road have densities . over 500 per-
sons per. acre. Pusa Road and Kishenganj have the lowest densities
(124 and 157. persons per acre).

persons per acre). Ramesh Nagar is designed for a density of3306.34persons per acre . It is . also quite high when compared

sities following
other colonies with the den-

The vary from 70 to 200 persons per acre.ollowing table
of the State: shows the density figures for the various units

to 371.82 persons per acre. r The to este enst y ris K nagar (40.72
persons per acre) and the highest densit

The. net densities in th

i

I

1. Delhi State
2. Delhi Rural

Density per sq. mile.
3017 r

3. Delhi Urbanf 613
4. Delhi City 11664
5. New Delhi cit 136536y

8419 4
The density of cultivated area is 500.5. ii

*See Appendix II-Part II

tDehhi urban comes under Delhi Municipal Committee, New Delhimittee and Notified Areas . Municipal Com-
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Since our first concern is to provide all citizens proper living
environment, the structure of our population is also as important as
its size. We have, therefore, indicated the age-sex pyramid of the
population of Delhi in 1951 and also the occupational composition.
There is no special feature to mention about the age-sex pyramids of
Delhi in comparison with that of the country as a whole.*

Projections for the age'-sex composition are also made out to get
a rough idea of the future composition.f

The- break-up of the population on broad occupational basis is
illustrated on Chart.

The largest segment of the population of Delhi (44.6 per cent.) is
dependent on miscellaneous occupations Including Government ser-
vice. The next large Size, 22.6 per cent. is dependent on commerce.
The next large size, 17.3 per cent. is depending on production other'
than cultivation. People depending on agriculture is only 10 per
cent. The balance 5.5 per cent. of the people is dependent on
transport.

The number of Government employees- in 1951 was just below 1
lakh out of a total population of 17,44,072•

The break-up of the Government Employees :
(i) Union Government 87,559 •
(ii) State Government 11,839 0* 7%

(iii) Local Government 10,639 - - o•6%

Factory Employees (1956) 35,709 - s•o%

Now nearly 6.25 lakhs of people are depending on Government
employment,. covering. Union. Government, State Government and
Local Government. There are. no accurate figures available yet for
knowing the exact-composition' of- the unemployed total population:
It is expected that the National . Sample Survey would reveal such
statistics in the near future: An interesting extract is also added
from the National Sample Survey No. 4, Special Report of person-
nels in the Live Register of the Delhi Employment Exchange to give
an idea of the nature cf qualified unemployed people in the State.$

H. Deductions

The variations of population for the rural and urban areas, during
the.past several decades seem to have been almost inversely propor-
tional to the areas covered by these two types of land which are 501
sq. miles and 79 sq. miles respectively. When the percentage varia-
tions maintained almost a steady progression through the several,
decades, say 1891 to 1941; in the urban areas (8, 12, 31, 47 and 55) the
variations in the rural areas have. gone down since 1911 to 1941.. The
corresponding figures are 9, 8, 2, 3 and 18. See -table on next page.

. =see Charts E. & F.
tSee Appendix II-Part VII

tSee Appendix II-,Part III
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Percentage variation of Delhi State Population 1891-1951
1901 1911 . 1921 .1931 1941 1951

1. Delhi Rural . 9 8 . 2
3'' 18 38Aslhi Urban: • 8 ii 3 47 55 ' 107

3. Delhi Total . 9 3 13 29 43 91

The table indicates the impact of the development of New Delhi,
the urban centre on the rural surroundings; and how large percent-
ages of rural populations have been gravitating into the urban area
since 1911:

Immediately. after New Delhi was established as the Capital, i.e,
1911 onwards the rural-urban migration would have been maximum*causing the variation in the. rural areas come dow t 2. n o & 3 from9 & 8, it is only natural that after sometime this migration would
have reached a reasonable rate and hence we notice the variation
since 1931. to be somewhat steady giving the-figures 18, 36'and so on.

The variation between 1941 and 1951 has been unprecedented due
to partition. The variation over Old Delhi during this decade was
over 90 pet cent. But the variation over the urban area was 107 per
cent. and that over rural area only 38 per cent. This brings out
vividly the reasons for the uncontrolled and unpredictable. over-
crowding that has been taking place in the urban region in wide
contrast with what happened over the. rural tract.

What do these studies lead to?

Perhaps situations similar to those raised by partition may not
arise again. But the factors that were responsible for the disparity
in the population trends between urban and
still remain.rural areas since 1911

1H. Population projections

What will be the trend in' the' course of the next 20 or 30 years?
The answer to this question is fundamental to' nearly' every aspect
of our. plan for it governs the scale of provisions required to meet the
future needs in respect of schools, play-fields, transport and housing.
Therefore the future population projections have also been attempt-
ed unto 1971 according to the different known techniques of projec-
tion. Projections have also been made for the livelihood categories
on,the basis of the data available of 1951 and previous years.*

The estimates vary from 29.7 lakhs to 35.85 lakhs for the year1971

The average birth rate for the -second quarter of 1955 was 23.6
per thousand as compared to 207 for the corresponding quarter of
1954, thereby indicating an increase of 2.9. Per thousand persons. As
regards death rate, this has also increased to 9-7 Per thousand per-
sons for the second quarter of 1955 as compared to 9-5 for the corres-
ponding quarter of 1954. The increase in death rate is thus very in-
--------------*Please see Ajpendix II Parts V-A an i V-B.



significant when compared to the increase in birth rate.. The growth
potential in the State is high on two accounts. Firstly, the basic
population is large and secondly a reduction of death rate without a
corresponding decline in. the birthrate is highly probable. Mortality
has been and can be further reduced by a few simple measures, such.
as improvement of sanitary conditions, availability of health services.
and nutrition, better. transportation and distribution facilities. Re-
ducing the birth rate, however, is a much more complex matter in-
volving radical adjustment in social outlook which hitherto has
been resistant to change.s'.

I
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The Interim General Plan does not lay down any definite target
for population because it is intended to serve as an interim physicaldevelopment guida during the Master Plan preparation period.e

IV. Population redistribution and recommendations

Having aimed at the population. Projected over the span of time
considered for planning, in this case 1971, it becomes essential tQ in-
dicate the manner in which this population will-be, or is desired to be,
redistributed within the planning area. The purpose of the entire
process of planning, the researches, studies and techniques of design
is to enable the experts. to give this indication on a Map, namely as to
how the projected population will be and can possibly be redistri-
buted over the planning area. All the proposals whether for land
use, circulation or for neighbourhoods will have to serve this redis-
tribution.

If planning should bear any lasting meaning or should offer radi-
cal remedies for the evils of city he, we are witnessing today, such
as slums, over-crowding, traffic jams, accidents, etc., it is imperative
that we. should prevent all conditions which induce the rural people
to migrate to. urban. centres. This will be possible only by purpose-
fully and boldly employing the techniques .of Town and Country
Planning. In case comprehensive town and. country planning had
existed from earlier days, the impact of the influx of refugees would
have been distributed equitably over the whole State, instead of all
of it coming on. the urban core and a balance could be -set up between
the rural and urban economies.

The approach to planning adopted for Delhi, will naturally be
looked upto by the rest of the country for as lead in pl poh-
cies, planning to preserve the peaceful nature of the 1aggre life in
India and to build up a balance between the urban and rural eco-
nomies of the country. It needs a technique which can prevent the
inordinate expansion of city limits and at the same time to control
the migratory trend of the rural population into the urban centres.
It would be ideal if these techniques can be demonstrated in prac-
tice by the Planning in Greater Delhi. It is possible since the
entire Delhi State is centrally administered and since there is no-
thing to prevent the vast unbuilt rural expanse within Delhi State
being studied along with the urban core as one planning unit for

o ulation di trib tip p re s u on.
109 M of Health

S
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. Dispersal of industrial ; commercial and work - centres from theexisting crowded . centres- .of cities and re-locating them in the neigh-
bourhoods, has become an accepted philosophy in modern plan-ping; particularly in planning for Slum Clearance and prevention
of slum conditions . The choice of the nucleii for re -location of in-dustries, Commercial Centres, etc . will have to be going along with-the plan for the prevention of the migratory trend from the rural
areas to urban centres.

(The proposal already put up for re -location of all slaughterhouses along . with ancillary trades usin
g

the land in a village(Nangloi Saidan) in the outskirts of. the urban core is an example
to show how this principle . can be implemented for the advantage
of the people.)

This- process is linked vitally with the stud of employmentpotentialities and possibilities, of physical - and mdustrial develop-
ment in the various areas, as well as with the study of the different
conditions that are responsible for the rural-urban migration.

The researches involved herein are essentially of a socio-economic
nature and before the Town Planning Organisation could put up any
valid proposals for redistribution of population it is necessary that a
thorough socio-economic survey is made. In this connection it is
encouraging to note that the Delhi School of Economics, at the ins-
tance of the Central Research Programme Committee of the Planning
Commission , have launched on' a very thorough going socio -econo-
mic survey for Greater Delhi. The results of this survey will: supply
all the important information that will be needed by .planners. This
survey, it is learnt, will be completed in another one or two years'
time. The Town Planning Organisation will utilize the results of
their survey of the different localities as and when they are com-
pleted . The following is an extract from the background literature
of the Greater Delhi Socio-Economic . Survey of the Delhi School ofTsconomics, which would indicate the very valuable information

• that this survey will give to Planners for shaping their proposals and

In addition to" this socio-economic survey which i b is e ng done by
the Delhi School of Economics, it is also necessary to have a particu-
lar research . into the economic base of the community.

Ii,
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Circulation system consists of roads and highways and transporta-
tion for the movement of people and goods from one place to another
with minimum conflict and friction.

i

Roads and. Highways

Roads and highways are the transportation facilities that serve to
move people and goods, and as such are of vital necessity in the
economic life of a city or metropolitan area.

In Delhi the road system has to cater to various types and speeds oftraffic such as, cycles, animal-drawn vehicles , cars, buses and truckswith. convenience and safety. Therefore roads should be wide
enough for achieving traffic mobility. Thought should be given for
segregating slow fast and animal-drawn vehicles and provide ade-
quate grades and curves on roads.

The existing roads and highway network in Delhi is inadequate
for today's, traffic load and will . certainty be grossly inadequate for
the future traffic needs.

The road system in urban Delhi lacks the functional classification
of roads and much of the [traffic] congestion and hazards on these
roads has come from trying to make the same roads do too many
jobs at once . To have an orderly . flow of traffic the system must
have collector streets to collect traffic from major localities and dis-
tribute on to major thoroughfares , which in turn channelize the
traffic to the major arterials of the city:

There are many. reasons for inadequacies in Delhi's road system,
but generally there has been a lack . of co-ordination among the
agencies concerned and the absence of an overall com i h

course no one,
could have anticipated the influx that expanded the city almost over-
night. Nevertheless under the pressure generated by the refugees
many ad hoc decisions were taken and these have resulted in the
conditions that exist today. The major traffic movement in Delhi is
from the North , West and South direction and yet . there are no
thoroughfares connecting these areas to work centres . Consequently
the traffic leading to and from the Secretariat has to pass through
either residential areas or the busy commercial centres; adding

.hopelessly to the already existing congestion.

35

When New Delhi was created it was planned as a separate entity
with the result there was no integration of road system between Old
and New Delhi. Moreover the circulation plan of the new city lack-
ed flexibility as there is no room . for adjustment Of

and highway
ensrve roads

plan for the entire Delhi.

v
CIRCULATION
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An adequate road s ystem should seek to separate traffic by func-
tion, so that residential roads carry only residential traffi4 being so
designed that through traffic is discouraged. Through traffic havingno business in.Coimaught Place should be provided with traffic waysto by pass it.

-Keeping these ends in view, some of the defects in the road system
in Delhi have been pointed as follows:

1. There is a mixture of all forms of traffic on practically every
road. Though certain roads are more important traffic routes
than others, the distinctions according to function are not
sharp enough.

Most of the main roads in Delhi are not wide enough to take
care of the present traffic volume, particularly bad -examples
are Faiz Road, Shankar Road and DelhiMathura Road.

3. Major roads which carry through traffic should' have limited
access to them. but in Delhi intersections occur at too fre-
quent intervals on main roads, tending to slow down through
traffic, and proving sources of danger.

4. At important intersections, no storage lanes for turning move-
ment are provided.. Thus vehicles which are making a right
turn block traffic behind them

5. Housing and ' shopping in the form of ribbon development along
Najafgarh and Qutab Road is bad since local traffic interferes
with through traffic.

We must therefore develop a circulation system for Delhi, which
will provide for the safe, convenient and efficient movement of peo-
ple and goods, not only to meet today's traffic load but also future
loads as they develop.

Traffic:

As . mentioned earlier, the traffic in Delhi is of heterogeneous
nature. Past and slow moving vehicles use the same carriageways,
as there is no provision for segregating them. This had led to con-
fusion and obstruction to an orderly traffic -flow, due to the slow-
moving vehicles not yielding right-of-way to faster vehicles.

The traffic problem is further aggravated during the morning and
evening peak hours, when due to the simultaneous 'movement of a
large segment of the city's population to and from work, almost
every road is congested in Delhi. This again is due to the fact that
there is no proper system of roads to distribute the traffic, with the
result that it dribbles out. on. every road and congests them.

The conditions are chaotic at intersections in spite of police andtraffic signal control. This jam-up at intersections is ca
turning movement of vehicles which could be alleviated by proby the

vid-ing storage lanes. Vehicles clogging at intersections can be reducedby channelisation, i.e., by building storage lanes for cars waiting toturn. On important streets a right turn storage lane should be con-
structed with concrete channels to permit straight-ahead and left-
turn traffic to proceed without interruption from right-turning vehi-
cles. Traffic congestion at intersection can also be alleviated by
segregating the slow and fast moving traffic.

i
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There is no clear separation of pedestrians from traffic.. In many
places side walks are monopolised either by vehicles or hawkers,
-with the result pedestrians use the carriageway thereby Impeding
the flow of traffic.

Pedestrians experience great difficulties in crossing roads, because . .
at important intersections , . pedestrians and vehicles are contending
for restricted space in restricted time. Each vehicle , each pedestrian
wants to go on. This competition is intensified by vehicle-turning.
-movements and curb-parking. At such intersections merely police
control is not enough, but a `walk-wait' signal system should be
installed. In this system pedestrians can cross in any direction and
even diagonally across the intersection, while all the vehicles wait.

The traffic conditions in Delhi to -day are bad enough. Ima - e.
what they will be like in the future with our ever -growing popuulla-
tion and increasing vehicular traffic. Figures obtained from Delhi
State Transport Department indicate that motor vehicles increased
by about 6,000 in the last five years . Whereas the number of cycles
.show a phenomenal rise from about a lakh in 1952 to almost over two
lakhs in 1955.• .

So in order to alleviate the chaotic traffic conditions on roads,
and clogging at intersections adequate control measures and traffic
regulatory devices should be employed immediately to allow for the
efficient flow of traffic without accidents , and for the pedestrians to
walk with confidence.

This can be . done by improving the facilities already available.
Street widening and building new roads which involve high expendi-
tures ought to be considered at a later stage.

Full capacity from present facilities can be extracted by improv-
ed traffic routing, intelligent traffic regulations from the . point of
view • of speed, turning movements and parking and loading.
Accessory devices, such as traffic signals , stop signs with adequate
design and placement also help to control traffic .. Street lighting

-.should be improved , and vehicles, particularly cycles; should be
made. to carry both head ' and tail lights to facilitate night driving.

Traffic police should be well-versed regarding traffic rules, so
that enforcement of law observance becomes feasible. ' Last but not
the least is the safety education among both drivers and pedestrians.

Cycle Traffic:

The cycle traffic in Delhi is a major problem by, itself , regardless
of its impact on other vehicular traffic.

Studies conducted by Central Road Research Institute reveal that
cycles constitute nearly 65 per cent . of the total traffic volume in
Delhi . The total number of cycles registered in Delhi to-day is
about 1,25 ,000 but estimates of the actual number of cycles on road
run as high as two lakhs, since a substantial number of them are not
registered;

*See Chart-II

3
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-During .. the peak hours, there is a meat volume of cycle trafficmoving towards the Central Secretariat area.- Most of this trafficalong certain roads - and- because of : the lack of seimpedes and blocks fast-moving Xegation

mse hick in tumcreates hazardous conditions fo t
V
he

cular traffic
increased rate of accidents. Nearly 30 theemse Ives . resulting isper
dents on carria ewags and at fete cent. of the total acci-

rsections are due to cyclistsAnalysis of accidents records from
or cities withlarge volume of 1 cycle

945 ' .to
traffic 1954show for a some of the

V raterate of accidents with the increase in then in
In a few umber of vehicles.**

areas cycle tracks have been provided in an attempt tonoun erycycle straic front ' fast-moving vehicles, but the effort has
volume an

d ndl
ce m

' as they are not wide enough to carry the
meat, which hampers s

the se of the inter erence of pedestrian move_
using the carriageway along traffic flow. This results in the cyclists
traffic. with , - motor vehicles and animal-drawn

The capacity of the traffic lane is reduced becaue of the mixtureof slow and fast-movieg vehicles and inadequate road widths. There-fore steps should be to to im
prove the circulation of cycle traffic

on existing roads and those in new colonies under construction inDelhi.

Roads should be widened where necessary and some attempt _should be
made at segregating slow and fast traffibe ro idp v ed with .a separate route altogether c. Cyclists should

direct and wide enough to carry the volu which ought to be
me of cycles.

in Delhi and destination surveys and other studies of cycle trafficare essential before. any tangible recommendations can bemade. Shankar Road . and Panchkuin Road are at present used: by°the cyclists going to: and coming from Cpeakh entral Secretariat .during.the.ours.. The cyclists have to . compete with theand fast-moving . vehicle
a ^

s an the road and some of themhave tthe central business area :of'the city. These routes are not
through

eces
direct tral ^^etariatarily lt , and therefore cause .a cer.-.nt o ay for the
detraffic is un loa cyclists . Further, the volume of cycletraffic

resultingo y taccidents.haat it i
nterfers with the flow of vehicular traffic

to the Central Secretariat mustbbefound, sol
moreely direct

cethe cyclists andno other traffic on this route should be allowed during peak and
and it should be made one-way; towards Secretariat theth hours,

morningand from the Secretariat In the evening -
The
The central Road Research Institute has conducted studies on.

cycle traffic which are listed under four headings;

1. The influence of inequalities in the surface of cycle tracks and
enforcement on the . cyclists behaviour.

The surfacing of cycle tracks must .be of a quality equal to, orperfectly superior to that of the ad joining roadway, which.
• From a study made by the Central Road Research Institute** Ibid. , New Delhi.
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Eater is to be relieved by-. the- cycle' tracks; =otherwise: it may
prove difficult -or -even impossible to, interest the cyclists. -to
use the cycle , tracks and. to keep them: away from' the
roadway proper. Observations made on cy tracks Of
different width in New Delhi have shown 85 per cent: to •95
per cent. of the cyclists will use the cycle tracks of. good
riding qualities and' when there is enforcement during peak
hours. by traffic police.

2., (a) Determination of basic and working .-Capacities of cycle
tracks.

Observation on 121-0" cycle tracks- give a basic ca acity of 4,500
cyclists Per-hour-and working capacity of.3,2 cyclists per
hour... Capacities for 9'-0" and 6'-0" cycle tra are being
investigated. .

(b) The. effect-of major and minor intersections,.access to houses
and pedestrians on the capacity of cycle .tracks.

3. Determination of gradients which could be adopted for limited
and unlimited lengths of cycle tracks.

4. Investigations on volume of cyclists -and other vehicular traffic
which would justify the provision of separate cycle tracks.

Traffic Accidents

Statistical data on accidents obtained from the Delhi Traffiic
Police Department reveals that the total number of accidents in
urban Delhi increased from 281 in .1948 to about 1,100 in 1955*. This
is directly related to the increase in the total number of vehicles in
Delhi-from 16,728. in 1948 to 1,51,534 in 1953.*

The greatest percentage of accidents during the past. three years,
as recorded by the Traffic Police Department was due to rash and
negligent driving. Though the term rash and negligent driving needs
further definition, yet it appears- that most of the drivers 'in' Delhi
pay no respect- to.any. traffic -rules. and regulations.

. Almost every accident of any consequence involves at least one
traffic. law violation.: Strict enforcement of traffic laws, such as
speed limits, signalling, right-of-ways, overtaking, etc. is necessary
to prevent traffic accidents. -

Accident records obtained from Delhi Traffic Police Department
are far from perfect. Particulars about accidents are not-satisfac-
torily reported, -and many are not reported at all. Lack of know-
ledge of thoroughness, or of attention by the recorder may also
result in failure to record causative factors. As regards unsafe speed
and other traffic violations, evidence may often be lacking or remain
unnoticed.

Thorough accident studies are essential Accident data are the
customary basis of a selective enforcement programme designed to,
reduce accidents.. They are also important when decisions are to be'
made respecting the use of traffic control devices, the improvement
of street .lighting, the determination of through streets and special
routes. Studies should be made of the location and times of acci-
dents and of wrong practices involved. The worst accident locations

•See Chart-J. _
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'{manly ink-sections in the city) should• be studied .by. means of.
co diagrams and field observations. Such studies result in
,remedies which reduce the toll by large percentage.

Parking

While the problem of parking is not so acute as in other cities,
yet there are few places in Delhi . where there is enough parkingfacility. At important shopping . and business . centres such as.Connaught Place, where parking facilities are most called for, there
is i'nsu^i lent parking space. During peak hours it is quite common
Ito see automobiles, taxis, motor-rickshaws and cycles overcrowding
_the side-walks and monopolising them as parking spaces.

In the busy commercial areas of Chandni Chowk and Sadar
Bazar where trams ply on either side of the streets, automobiles,
thelas and carts are double parked on moth side 's throughout theday, impeding the through flow of traffic.

In the wholesale business areas of .Delhi, entire streets are utilisedfor arkingg^ trucks and carts, blocking entrances to lanes and causing
traffic .bottleneck.

The various municipal taxi and auto-rickshaw stands are inade-
quate both as to location and parking capacity. As .a result there
.are always more. taxis and auto-rickshaws on stands which are allot-ted only . for certain number.. Unauthorized stands are also prevalentin many localities.

The traffic load in . Delhi is increasing every day and unless firmsteps are taken, the parking situation will. deteriorate further. .
Adequate - off-street parking should be provided making side-walkParking Prohibitive.

The reason for curb and side-walk parking in Delhi is lack of
availability of adequate off-street parking space.

Parking : surveys, to determine present street and off-street park-ing demand . and probable future demand should be undertakenimmediately. Potential off-street parking sites, such as vacant plotsand obsolete, buildings in business areas should be mapped which
will facilitate determination of necessary - parking areas .
Public Transit.

In Delhi a large number of workers, shoppers and students depend
upon the Delhi Transport Service to go to and from their houses.

In the past five years there has been a 100 per Dent , increase inthe number of transit riders . In 1955 the total number of transitriders was six crores, whereas in 1950 it was three crores.•
The proportion of. the population using transport has increasedin Delhi, To-day the Delhi gransport Service carries nearly 1,67,000

people per day through 3,132 trips, covering about 32,000 miler.** Yet
it has not been able to cope , with the peak hour demand of thepublic, with the result that transit patrons are compelled to use the

• Figures supplied by Delhi Transport Service.
** See Appendix 111-Tables..3.
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motor-cycles and rickshaws . There -are about eight hundred motor-
cycle-rickshaws in Delhi which serve over 42,400 people per day.
But as their fares are higher than that of Delhi Transport Service,
not many people can afford them.

Again the travel time distance by Delhi Transport Service is
.rather long. Thirty to forty minutes is about the maximum amount
of time that most people are willing to spend in travel between house
:and work, whereas it takes well over 66 minutes to travel a distance
.of 10 miles between Kingsway Camp and Central Secretariat. This,
.of course, is partly due to want of more direct routes and partly-because of traffic congestion.

It must be borne in mind that transit vehicles . are by far the:most economical users of street-space in terms of passengers carried .`Therefore major emphasis should be placed Upon making the service
it provides attractive to as large . a segment of the population as
.possible. Perhaps the traffic congestion during peak hours can be
alleviated by ' staggering of work hours . At present the workinghours in . Delhi are between 10 A.M . to 5 P.M. This results in the
:simultaneous movement of workers, thereby creating traffic con
,gestion. If some of the offices change the working hours to 9 A.M.
to 4 P.M. this device would help in spreading the present concentrated
traffic load effectively and is a particularly helpful means of increas-
ing the load factor of transit lines . Moreover, the spreading of
traffic peak proves helpful.- for reducing congestion . and increasing;street capacity. -

Routing of transit vehicles often bears a direct relationship to
the efficiency of traffic operation . Studies should be made to be

.certain that the present routings serve the convenience of transit
riders and eliminate as far as possible delays and interferences
between transit and other traffic . The routings must be reasonably• direct, accessible and attractive. Route number-21 plying , betweenWest Patel Nagar and Kingsway Camp carries a large proportion of

-passengers going to Civil Lines and Old Delhi. Although .
Ki-ngsway'Camp lies north of Patel . Nagar yet the route is indirect as it goes

• east towards Connaught Place and - then south . covering about 12-miles in 75 minutes. The travel time on this route could have been
reduced by finding a direct route between West Patel Nagar and
Kingsway Camp. .

The Delhi Transport Service has prepared a Second Five-Year
Plan for the development of local transit. The plan aims at meeting
the growing need of Delhi and its environs. Its main features include
provision of a regular bus service with 10 minute frequency during
peak hours and- 20 minutes frequency during slack hours on all major
routes. This will involve a large addition to the existing fleet of 400
road worthy buses. Addition of more buses may not necessarily solve
the problem of the traffic congestion on our roads which causes delay

• on many routes.

Extensive studies are therefore needed to arrive at a lasting solu-
-tion to Delhi 's local transi$ problem.

* Sample Survey conducted by, Town planning Organisation

nterim

** See Appendix III-Table--3.



General Plan stage. But these `will 'have to be.. undertaken- whilePreparing a ..long: range .general and comprehensive plan.
Among other things these studies will include a ample surveysamplefrom which number of persons ' work, and school children Dehouse in Delhi nnri 4te '

anu applying thisaverage to; the actual number of hour te os or the.number calculatedon a similar basis an' "orate totals of persons of all
workers, shoppers -and school child- ssesban, can e determined. • Having.obtained the above information, the next stage would be to estimate
the amount of travelling whi h ill bc e expected to ._be performed,both individually and otherwise. w

Of workers, how many would use
their own can or use bicycles or could easily

' walk to work. How-
many children would walk to school. This study will reveal the
probable week day travellers to work; school 'and shop, and Saturday
and Sunday travellers to places of recreation

and amusement
Inter-City and lute--State Bus Service

Inter city Bus Service consisting of •variqus private and publicly
owned bus lines, serves,as a major transport link between Delhi andthe outlying towns and villages in its environs--such as Aiyana ►ar,Palwal, Azadpur, Indranagar, Bagh Dewas, Najafgarh and Qarh.
The economic life of the people living in these little towns and vil-lages depends on Delhi and the Bus Lines , form a major link between
them and Delhi. Delhi is also served by Inter-State Bus Lines which
connect Delhi with Ambala, Karnal, Hissar Chandy

in Punjab and..Meerut, Ghaziabad,. Saharanpur and Dehra Dun in Up.
There are two bus terminiine located at Delhi

Main Station.and the other at Ajmeri Gate. But there is no . proper terminalbuilding and as a result buses load and unload
passengers on the.curbs thereby interfering with through traffic
and constitute a_major traffic block on the street

Therefore there is a need for adequate terminal facilities to .
accommodate all' inter cit a dy ndesigned to facilitate and saf inter state bus lineees

,,
located and

luggage to,and'.from local.car
e-guard transfer of

r ti

ers - Studies such as the voollume opassengers, their on,gtn and destination , relationship to . local car-riers, .loading and unloading and other traffic charac
govern the location, desi s termi shouldfin, and operation of this bus terminus,
Railway Transport

Delhi is servved by four-major broadgauge lines and one meter-.
thaanu Madras a ^co neect it with all parts of India . Bombay, Calcutta.eoted by broad-gauge lines whereas RajasthaiLand Cutch by meter-gauge.

Railway constitute a prominent means of transport for Delhi both_
for goods as well as people . Delhi being the major goods distribu-
tion centre for entire Northern India receives large amounts of ship-
ments of goods from. important cities in India. - During the last year-
the amount of incoming goods into Delhi averaged to about 97,295 .
maunds per day, the largest load of which'was received at New Delhi

goods averaged 392
tion.

maunds perr day theme 1 gestmamountuof oslp mmpent being dm e from.Delhi-Kishanganj Station.

igtttes obtained roar orthern horsy Authorities,
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The number of inward passengers during the last year averagedto about 19,872 per day, with the largest number detrained at DelhiMain Station.. The number of outward passengers averaged4,137 again with largest number entraining at Delhi aS
to about

tation.
The railway network in Delhi divides the city into

several parts,making vehicular traffic circulation difficult and hazardous. It also in-troduces an element of nuisance , such as noise and smoke, to abutting.residential areas.

Perhaps it may not be . economically feasible to divert the lines; atan early date; but thought should be given to this matter.. The possi-.bility of re-locating the marshalling yards to Tuglakabad should begiven consideration.

The railway authorities have a proposal to construct a railway-link
which will complete the ring railway, and another link nears theGovernment Housing Factory:which will connect the main link fromMathura to the ring railway . A third link will connect Rohtak line
to Ambala line. When these proposals are implemented it will help
to divert the goods traffic which at present passes through the heart of
urban Delhi. There may be a possibility of the Ring Railway being
utilised for. public transit to serve strictly local passengers.

The railway line now passing through Shahdara bisects the 'com-munity and should therefore be located in order to avoid some of the
problems that now prevail in Delhi.

Level crossings, particularly where major traffic carrying roads.intersect the railway lines, hold up . traffic causing unnecessarydelays. Grade separation should therefore be provided at such cross-ings . For example a grade separation is warranted where the pro-
posed Ring Railway crosses the intersection of Upper Ridge Road,
Kitchner Road, Ring Road and the Cantonment Road. Grade separa-
tions should also beprovided where the Ring Road crosses the Rail-way lines ' to assure continuous traffic flow and -safety. .

in a short space of time, flying
rt to cover great distances. .

portation in India in recen
has become a Popular means of trans-.

In Delhi the total number of passengers embarking and disem-
barking at Palam and Willingdon during the last year , was about1,24,000 . This is a considerable increase over the previous years.

The passenger traffic is expected to increase and Delhi must be-
Provided with a more adequate airport to cope with this increase.

There are two airports -in Delhi, Willingdon and Palam. Willingdon•airport dates back to the founding of New Delhi, and was for many
years, the only Airport in Delhi; but as it was incapable of handling-
larger aircraft, Palam airport was built during the last war.

There is no room for its further expansion and particularly because.
of its location it is questionable whether Willingdon should be used for-.
anything more than the. Delhi Flying Club etc.

Because of -the ability of the air t

Air Transport

* Figures obtained from Northern Railway Authorities.
* * Figures obtained from various airlines.
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While some domestic traffic is received at Willingdon , Palat catersfor the bulk of the domestic and-international air traffic ; It is also theAir Force Station and handles all military flights . For security andOther reasons it is necessary that the Civil and Military airports be
separated-

it should remain with the DefenceForce and
Establishments

site befound for International Airport.

It has , been more or less decided that Palam would stay where it isas a defence Airport, the Civil Aviation would have a separate Airport.
In this connection the Civil Aviation authorities have alreadyi

the three sites
nvestigated the possibility of potential sites for the Airport. Out ofsurveyed, the most . suitable one, according to theauthorities, :is located east of the Jumna and south of Shahdara.

This site though sub ect to floods, could after improvement become
a desirable site for the Airport, because of its proximity to the Central
:area of the City, and suitable weather conditions . The southern cross-
ing over the Yumna would serve as an access to this .proposed Airport.



Caste V-A

UTILITIES :AND SERVICES
Water, sewerage and electric

are necessary ty are the three basic utilities which
in any urban, community. The • resPonsib'litY

and designing of utility systems does not ra°T the
Planner. But it is his concern to assure
of supplying the utilities for the maxim himself with the possibilities
town is being planned. No

Planning
population for whom the

without a convmcm' would be co let. for a city
necessary, utility services,

Water Supply for Greater Delhi

b The Delhi Joint Water and Sewage Board, which is a statutory
andy, responsible for the supply of water in bulk and the treatment

disposal of sewage from all the constituent bodies. These constt_.tuent bodies get
the filtered water from the Delhi Joint Water and

Sewage Board at the reservoirs. It is the responsibility of these
to distribute the same to the individuals. Similarly the bodiesd

constructionan maintenance of the trunk and branch sewers is the responsibility
of the constituent bodies but the outfall sewers, the sewage treatment
works and the disposal of the sewage is the responsibili
Joint Water and Sewage Board. ty of the Delhi_

ali^l

Ii

I
I

Source of Supply

At present practically all the water is drawn at Wazirabad intake
works which is situated to the north of Delhi, about 'a mile fromthe settlingThe .

tanks
water naew bfrom the river Juiiuthe settli located ia and pumped to

through closed conduits to y From these tanks water. gravitates:
Chandrawal. At Chandrawal the rapid filteration. plant situated at.
consists of The chemical ho both the old and new, treatment plant:. .
rapid gravity filters. After filterat on water settling the waters and
chlorine and is then is disinfected with
the differentParts Ped to various service reservoirs situated in.

Chandrawal ter Wororiginally started in 1889
. At that time th populat on wasvery

were.
and water was drawn from the river at that site. With' the inc ease iintt

in.the Population the intake to the water works was shifted to Wazirabad:and the treatment plant has been
. gradually extended . to meet the

growing needs of the city. At present the capacity •of. the plant is.about 60 m.g.d. which
ready by November, is being increased to 75 m.g.d;i9se This would be

There is a small water filteration plant at Okhla . Water 'Works..:
Water from the river Jumna is pumped to the. filteration. Plant nearthe Jarnmia Millia and after treatment is p
Kalkaji.' This plant was installed umped to the reservoirs at

to supply water to the rehabilitation

45
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townships of Kalkaji and Malviya Nagar and the capacity of this
plant is only 2 M.G.D. The Chandrawal filteration plant supplies
water to:

(1) Notified Area Committee, Civil Station.
(2). Areas within the Delhi Municipal Committee's limits.

(3) Notified Area Red Fort.
(4) Areas within the limits of the -New Delhi Municipal Com-

mittee. .
(5) Delhi Cantonment.

From Okhla Filteration Plant Water is supplied to:

(1) Part of South Delhi Municipal Committee.
(2) Part of the New Delhi Municipal Committee.

At present no filtered, water is supplied to the West Delhi Munici-
pal' Committee as this body has recently come into existence and is
drawing water from hand pumps. . "

The Shahdara Municipal Committee is also drawing its water fron
tube wells in the Shahdara area . The supply is on a restricted basis.

Per Capita Consumption of Water

The per capita consumption of filtered water depends on many
.factors such as the dependability of the source of supply, the living
standard of the people, presence of underground sewerage, general
standards of plumbing and sanitation. At present in the Delhi Muni-
cipal Committee area about 30 gallons of water per capita is supplied
per day. In the Civil Lines and the Cantonment areas about 40
gallons per capita are supplied per day and in the New Delhi Muni-
cipal Committee area about 55 gallons of water per capita are supplied
per day. The average consumption in the urban, area comesto about
34 gallons per capita per day.

Allowance for per capita Consumption

A provision of about 45, to 50 gallons per person per. day of filtered
water is considered reasonable . The supply is to be on the continuous
basis and the connections should be all metered. -This is necessary to
check the wastage of water . Almost all the towns in India are on
intermittent system and the average consumption is not more than
25 to 30 gallons per capita per day. Over and above this unfiltered
water is supplied for the maintenance of gardens and lawns in the
New Delhi area. This comes to about more than 40 gallons per
person. In the other parts of Greater Delhi' area very little or no
vmfiltered water is supplied. If these localities are to be developed
-with gardens and lawns it would be necessary to provide unfiltered
-water supply in all these areas especially the New Areas, both Govern-
mental and Privately developed all round the town.

The Delhi Joint. Water and Sewage Board is proposing to supply
about 150 Million Gallons of filtered water, 90 Million Gallons of which
would be treated at Chandrawal and 60 million gallons at the new
plant to be installed in the South of Delhi. The provision in the
Second Five-Year Plan is for 112.5 M.G.D. capacity.

AF
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-Chandrawal Extensions

At present the river Jumna is not in a position to supply this
,quantity of water in the summer months. A tentative arrangement
has been arrived at whereby the Government of Punjab allows addi-
tional water. to be thrown into the river Jumna from the escapes.
This arrangement is being improved :upon and regular canals will be
constructed upstream of.'Wazirabad from the escape known as
Bowana Escape so that in case of depletion of water into the river-
Jumna more water will be made available at Wazirabad . The filters-
tion plant at CChandrawal is being enlarged on this basis.

An independent water treatment plant will draw the raw water
from the river Hindan . It is proposed to construct a reservoir on the
river near. Ghaziabad. About 60 M.G.D. of water will be treated
from this source., This source will supply water to both, (1) the areas
rapidly developing to the south- of Delhi , and (2) to Shahdara.

Reservoirs -

Several reservoirs are constructed on top of the Ridge to store
water and to supply the same at peak demands. Several new reser-
voirs are also to be constructed in the near future.

Sewage

The Old Delhi Sewage System is based on combined sewage and
storm water flows, while the New Delhi and extensions are designed
on separate sewage system. Many parts of Old Delhi are still on dry
system. It is however proposed to provide underground sewage in
.all colonies both Government constructed and private.

At present there is one sewage treatment plant at Okhla. All the
sewage from the Notified. Area Committee; sewered parts of Delhi
Municipal Committee and the New , Delhi Municipal Committee
collects at Kilokrl. pumping Station from where it flows to the sewage
treatment plant at Okhla. The plant is a modern activiated sludge
combined treatment plant and -Bio-Filter Plant. The treated effluent
from the plant is disposed off on land for growing vegetables, grass
and grains which are supplied to the city. The sludge is partially
treated and dried and is used as manure . The capacity of the present
plant is only 36 M.G.D. An extension of the plant. is under finalisa-
tion. Sludge Digestion and Utilisation of grass is under completion.
It would be a complete treatment plant, the effluent from which will
be used for irrigation and sludge properly digested.

An independent sewage treatment plant to treat about 20 M.G.D. is
under construction to the North of Delhi near, Coronation Pillar. The
sewage after treatment would.be put on land and sludge digested and
gases of decomposition utilised . Another sewage treatment plant will
be constructed. to the west of Delhi near Keshopur.. It will have a
capacity of 7 M.G.D. and will treat sewage from the western Exten-
sion. The treated effluent will be used on land.and the sludge utilised
as manure after gases of decomposition are utilised . fpr,power produc-
tion.
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At present many localities of Notified Area , Committee and a large
area of Delhi Municipality are not served by under-ground sewers..
This work is being executed in stages . It is proposed to provide.
underground sewers in the whole of Greater Delhi, including all.
refugee colonies many of whom are served .at present on dry system..
The three sewage treatment plants would be capable of scientifically'
treating all the sewage so as to enable all products of decomposition
being utilised and irrigate a total farm area of about 8,000 acres.

Electricity

(a) The Delhi State Electricity Board is the sole agency for gene-
ration and distribution of power in Delhi Urban Area. It runs on a
no profit and no loss basis.

With the influx of refugees from Pakistan after the partition and
the enormous increase in the rising population ,. the consumption has
increased considerably causing a terrible power famine . It has also
adversely , affected the development of i;►dustries and hampered the
work of rehabilitating the refugees in colonies like Malaviya Nagar.

It was previously envisaged that with the completion of Nanga}
Hydro-Electric Power Station arrangements could be made to receive

. the bulk supply from this source . It was also estimated that. from.
Nangal 1,32,000 k.w. of power could be tapped. All this has fallen.
through as it is nowdound that Nangal Project Authorities would be
able to supply at best 10,Q00 kw. as against the immediate present
requirements of nearly 40,000 additional k.w. The Board is already
supplying 54,000 k.w. though the Central Power House at the Rajghat.
Thermal Power Station generates only 50,000 k .w. The overloading
of the system is resulting infrequent break downs.

The first instalment of 6,000 k .w.. power . from.Bhakra was expected.
to be received by the end of July.. The. rest of the allotted quota . ii.e.
the remaining 4,000 kw: will be supplied by the end of the year. Thus:.
the total power . of 16,000 k.w., beyond . which no additional supply by
Bhakra Nangal Project is possible in, the next four years or so, will
not even touch the. fringe of the . problem of the States ' Power shortage
which is still accentuated, as observed already by the rising demand
for electricity for domestic as well as industrial purposes.

When the inability of the Nangal Authorities to meet Delhi's.
present power requirement was realised, plans for ' generation of
power in Delhi were again revived and offers invited from firms in-
terested in the project . Four foreign concerns offered to set up a
power generating plant in the city. But none of them was- in a position
to assure delivery of the plant before two years . Erection of the Plant
would take an additional year. In view of the delay involved, no
decision was taken on the project..

Under'the Second Five-Year Plan period , it is envisaged that about
.54 villages in Delhi State are to have the blessings of electricity. At
present in the context of the acute shortage of power which afflicts the
normal domestic and industrial requirements in the Urban Delhi, it
remains to be.. seen how far . such extension of electrification in the
rural areas works out to satisfactory condition..

I
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. (b) Telephones : Urban Delhi is served by five telephone ex
changes sited in various parts of Delhi. Each exchange is capable of
providing lines to the areas within - the orbit of 5 miles.

The following are the five exchanges:-
(1) Tis Hazari:.... .
(2) Lothian Rcjad.
(3) Connaught Place.
(4) Karol Eagh.
(5) Safdarjang.

In the immediate future expansion , there is also a:provision for an
exchange at Delhi Gate.

log M. of Health 6



CHAPTER VI

SLUM CLEARANCE AND REDEVELOPMENT .

It has not been possible in the short period of time allowed for
preparation of the Interim General Plan, to carry out. the 4etailed

surveys required for-an accurate assessment of the magnitude and
complexity of the slum problem in Delhi. Therefore this chapter
is necessarily confined to certain broad observations, that were for-

mutated as a result of the preliminary survey work that was carried

out in the last few months.

Findings .
Even before 1947, the absence of a proper planning programme and

the inability of essential services and community facilities to cope
with an ever increasing population , had led to the creation and

gradual growth of slums within and without the walled city of Delhi.
With partition and the influx of refugees that followed, the existing

problems were further intensified and aggravated.

The real problem of congestion is in Shahjahanabad or Old Delhi

as it is known today. According to Mr. A. P. Hume, the-city. was

capable of housing 2,48,000 persons in 1936 and he therefore recom-
mended additional housing for the extra. 1,00,000 persons. who were

then living in the old city. Today the population gathered within the

old city is in the neighbourhood of 10,00,000 persons , and the building

activity since 1936 has only partially met this extra demand . Census

figures for the old city show that while the rate of increase was

gradual in .the beginning , it.began to shoot upwards from 1941_because
of increased urbanization and as a consequence of the partition of
India.

.Population of Delhi City*

1891 .. 2,00,000

1901 .. 2,06,000

1911 2,25,000

1921 . 2,48,000

.1931 .. 3,48,000

1941 .. 5,22,000

1951 .. 9,15,000

. .

At the present time the average net density of population in the

old city vanes between 400 to 600 persons per acre , and in some
areas it is as high as 1000 persons per acre. In addition to over-

crowding, the general deterioration of houses through decay has been

*Census of India 1951.
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a major cause of slums in the old city. Dilapidated structures, over:
crowding, faulty arrangement of rooms, lack of ventilation,. electri-city, and sanitary .facilities are some of the characteristics of sub-
standard housing. One method of measuring the quality of. housing
considers that each of• the. following listed conditions represents a
basic deficiency, and that any. dwelling unit having four or more
deficiencies is a slum.

I. Water supply subject to contamination.
2: Limited or inadequate supply of water.
3. Lavatories located. outside the dwelling unit.
4. Bathing facilities located outside the dwelling unit.

8. Lack of inslnlled el tr' 'tec i ac v. .. .
9. Stabling of cattle and other animals within the dwelling unit.

10..Sei ousdeterioration or dilapidation of the structure;

it. is difficult to spot an area within- the city'that -is either not' aslum, . or on the way to becoming one. Squalor and filth , dirt and
disease, these are the hall marks of life in the old city. Some of themain causes that have led to these conditions are listed here:

1.. Structural , diiapidation of the ,tenements.
2. Overcrowding of tenements on the land.
3. Overcrowding of people in these tenements.
4. Lack , of. civic services and community facilities.

The magnitude and extent of the problem defy - description for
within the limits of thet Delhi Municipal Committee there are 700
"katras" housing a population ot over 1 ,00,000, some . 35 "bvstees"-housing * another 90,000 persons , and in New Delhi over . 30" labour
camps with a population of 30,000.. These . ""katras" and "Ebustees"include ' extremely' . unhygienic and structurally unsound structures, .
with no proper ventilation, drainage, latrines , or filtered water sup-
ply, and thus, in their present state are unfit for human habitation.
The existence of cattle-sheds , animal, stables, factories, workshops,
and slaughter houses within this thickly populated area - has'added to
the prevailing unhygienic and insanitary conditions. . . .

The slum dwellers are generally tenants, though in. some cases it
was found that the houses were built by them, while . the tenancy
related only to the land. In other cases where both the land , and
house are rented , the land often belongs to one person and. the house
to another. There is a wide range of income groups within the slums,
from the indigent and improverished . to the rich :and well-to-do, who
own their own homes and businesses . A majority of the occupants,
however; belong to the lower economic strata and include such trades
and occupations as common- labourers , construction workers, paid
hawkers, dhobis, mochis, 'rickshaw pullers , - tonga "drivers etc. The
poverty of the slum dweller is thus a major contributory factor toth wth fth se-gro o e lain areas.

5. Less than 40 square feet of sleeping area per person.
6. Lack of proper egress and ingress.-
7. Lack of windows for light and ventilation in rooms.
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lysis of the Findings

It is obvious from the -facts' mentioned' •ab&16 that slum '.
and urban redevelopment is a task of ma"or proportions, ahd iat it is'
a vitally necessary task because of the 'lge number of people, in-
volved;' `It is possible to distinguish two characteristic features of the
alums in Delhi, `namely overcrowding and insanitation. Of -these two
distinguishing features, insanitation may result as 'a direct effect of
overcrowding, or it may. occur independently. These conditions are .
also present in conservation areas-a conservation area being defined
as an area which is beginning to deteriorate; but which may be rehabi-
litated and prevented from becoming a slum... Some areas within the
old city fall. within this category, and therefore in a comprehensive
redevelopment programme, the. aim should.-be simultaneously to
clear the slums and to reclaim these conservation areas

It has been mentioned' elsewhere in this report that -slums' have .
existed for many years in Delhi, and Government were not unaware
of.their existence. But unfortunately the approach towards the
problem until the present time has been in a piecemeal fashion No
detailed surveys were conducted .and no thought given to the human
side. of the problem..The authorities, concerned attempted to redevelop
such areas in the City as they were able to, without a re-housing pro-.,
gramme for the displaced inhabitants,..or even a comprehensive.
planning approach, with the result that .their efforfis at slum clearance:
failed to make much headway in solving the problem: .This failure is:
attributed to various reasons, 'sUch:as lack.of.funds, limited legislative
powers. etc. These factors.did.indeed hamper,re-development efforts,
but basically the approach to the problem was alimited.,one.., The
social, economic, and human factors of tfie' city • aridlts people were
not considered, at all.- :Re-stating: the:reasons for past failures will
only be of help if. we are. able to learn from them, and .mak. sure that
the present effort considers the human needs and desires . of the
people.

Suggested Proposals. .

A consideration of the. findings and their analysis leads. to certain
recommendations which are listed here. A basic consideration, .how
ever, is that any programme -of slurri clearance. and urban redevelop-
anent must be a . comprehensive programme, and one. that.-will go
beyond mere engineering and architectural solutions to the. social;,
economic and human factors involved. In the light of , this guiding
statement the following` recommendations are made:

(1) The city should take over and fulfil the - responsibilities .for
street cleaning. and removal of. garbage, mightsoil and. other
refuse from the slum.areas. ,

(2) Civic services should be extended to the conservation areas,
and an attempt made to provide; comtiiunity facilities.

(3) Dairy, farms should be established;, on, the outskirts of. the::
city, so as to remove existing cattle sheds from residential
areas. In the meantime, the stabling of cattle should be pro-
hibited in congested areas, and alicensing system set. up for,
other areas of the city. -

. Ilk
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(4) The_.slaugbter. houses shoul&.be . movod:ftom:'tlie bedrK 61 the
city to a seleeted •..area-outside,.along . with. :.their -.-ancillary
trades.

(5) Obnoxious trades such .-. as dime kilns;: 'pottetie :etc.' and
major industrial concerns should be moved out of the old city
and into the areas recommended in the Interim General Plan.

(6) Land made available by the shifting and removal of these
uses should be used for dispersing and resettling the excess
population from presently overcrowded areas, and for
providing necessary community facilities.

(7) Dilapidated and structurally dangerous buildings should be
demolished, and the areas redeveloped within the frame-
work of the Interim General Plan.

(8) A rehousing programme . should be undertaken keeping the

planning which will have to be done within the framework of the
Interim General Plan. Removal and rehabilitation of dwellers of
overcrowded areas will require a well phased programme spread over
a number- of years, and this should constitute the most important part
of the planned redevelopment of Greater Delhi . In the execution of
these schemes it is important to obtain not merely the goodwill, but
also the active participation of the people affected . In this respect the
executive agencies should enlist the active co -operation of all social
welfare agencies and of the community itself . The execution of a
slum clearance and urban redevelopment programme will need legis-
lative backing , and this will have to be secured by appropriate
amendments of the existing laws, or by enactment of new ones. The
legislation should vest powers in the State Government or proper
local body to:

(a) declare a defined area as a slum and as unfit for human habi-
tation,

taken . within the area defined on panel 6 showing slum con-
ditions within the city . After completion, the physical survey
should show the type, construction and condition of every
building within the area . The socio-economic survey need
not be conducted on a house to house basis , but may take
advantage of random sampling or other techniques to arrive
at a valid result. This survey should cover family size,
number of employed , unemployed and under-employed
persons, age and sex distribution,: place of employment, mode,
and cost of transportation , living space , presence of sickness
and disease, average income of family and other related

(a) Selecting sites for rehousing slum dwellers as near as
possible to their existing work centres or , creating new
work centres near the proposed rehousing areas.

(b) Where rehousing is involved , care should be taken so that
the existing' community and social patterns of the people
are maintained and strengthened.

(9) A detailed physical and socio-economic survey should be

following two considerations in mind:

matters. .

Items six , seven, and eight involve structural changes and require



(b) to.provide for the creation of an executive authority t6' take
. over the areas so declared as slumm, and

(c) to direct operations for demolishing, reconstructing , developing-these slum areas.and re-
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CHAMM: VII

OBJECTIVES AND :'PQLICTES`

0

o o t is report it- is theus .f h; . p poe o :tis: chapter to
set down certain basic facts, to postulate' certain assumptions about
the, future of. Delhi and to-make a statement • o# JP in policy forDelhi, and the. principles •to :guide the develop

,
l t. I eInteGeneral Plan. .

Following `considerations of the researci 'dapesenfied in theprevious -seMi n f h

The Planning process interprets research; applies" standards andtranslates t assumptions , .policies and. principle Tinto a general: plan to
guide the future physical develgpXieut-.. of :Delhi.

Background of Delhi .

1. Delhi has long been the capital city of India and in , recentpeals has been a - formidable increase M • govei'riiiieht lafftees,agencies and staff.
2..• It is an old a?I.1 h4toric ..city, with many a.Acient . monumentsand buildings ..that are .worthy .of preservation.
3. The population. of.. Delhi .has. ;shown an. abnormal 'increase.. because -of the influx of•refugees after :partition.;..
4. All energies have been directed taawards .-rehabilitating andrehousing .;the. refugees,. and. in. so doing many - new slumshave been created because of the : piece-meal nature of theplanning effort.

.5 . The city has . grown in a haphazard fashion along its periphery,
and this has placed- . a tremendous burden o}i ,. the •existingpublic ' utilities and municipal ' serviees ' which ,haveRot beenable to keep pace with the demand.

6 Existing bade patterns have been disrupted b pail ition and
with the decline of Amritsar, Delhi has assumed Increasing
importance as a distributing centre for - Northern: India. •

7. 'Similarly the indu"stria1 • developmentof the Delhi Region hasbeen acceleirat'e&'*by t̀he immigration of many industrialistsfrom the Punjab.
:8. The area df ' ii flt ence -bf.'Delhi extends 'beyond the presentpolitical boundaries of Delhi State. ..

Assumptions

Consideration of the basic facts mentioned ; iiegds =tv the. fornirila-'tion of certain assuxnptiohs -about . futuretxends -
t3: e' ii:e '• bf `the governmental` estibllshmeut will ' Continue toincrease as the public sector expandsl^<=
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2. Coincident with the economic development of India, Delhi
will assume increasing importance as a commercial , distri-
buting and financial centre for. Northern India.

3. Any larg scale industrial development is likely to take place
outside the present boundaries of Delhi State; because of
the availability of cheap labour . at places like Faridabad and
Sonepat, and the difficulty of obtaining essential services
closer to the urban core.

4. The population of Delhi can now be expected to follow a nor
mal growth pattern , -and it is extremely unlikely that there
will be such a large scale influx of population into Delri, as
there was after partition.

5.. The necessary land services and. utilities for the- expanding
population will become available. -•

Policies

Certain basic policies must guide all planning decisions and these
policies are set forth here. -

1. The planning area of Delhi should not only include the urban
core but also areas - beyond the present boundaries of Delhi
State that constitute its hinterland , but at the present stage
and for the consideration of an interim plan the planning
area is . necessarily limited. -

2. Concentrated industrial growth must be planned for outside
the metropolitan area of Delhi State. -

3. The existing heavy concentration . of. population . within. the old
city must be reduced substantially.

4. Slaughter houses and cattle sheds must. be moved outside. the,
old city.

5. Planning activities and decisions must be directed so as to
develop a proper . balance of land uses in order to provide:

A. For Residential Areas:
A variety of . choice in housing accommodation aiming at

heterogeneous neighbourhoods of .people with different
incomes and professions..

Nearby work centres, markets, schools, parks and community
facilities.

Necessary public utilities and services.
Stable Land values.

B. For Shopping Areas:
Proximity to those persons who will buy.
Variety of shops in concentrated locations instead of "ribbon"

developments.
C. For Industrial Areas:

A nearby labour pool.
Opeu land for building expansion.

0
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Direct access to transportation routes..
Good housing for employees.
D. For. the City as a whole:

A stable community with employ nt and work •f

C

or all.A relationship of land use , areas that makes possible the
adequate provision of public utilities and facilities.

Principles upon which the broad land use proposals are based
A. For'the community as a whole:

1 1. The division of the community. into distinct functional areas
for long range planning purposes, separating those that have
to do with LIVING, those that have to. do with SHOPPING
those that have to do with OPEN or AGRICULTURAL Me-
those that have to do with INDUSTRIAL USE, and those
that have to do with GOVERNMENTAL AND INSTI-
TUTIONAL USE.

2. These functional land use areas to be delineated on the basis-of the knowled e ained frfg g om the land use inventory, withPurpose o

Preserving those areas -which have developed with a healthy
pattern and consistent use,

indicating for special study and possible. change those a as
which have developed with conflicting or uneconomicpatterns of use reuse,

guiding new development. into desirable uses.

locating each land use area. in. A manner so as to' insure that
each will function properly in relation to other land use,
areas and to.the Metropolitan areas 'as a whole .

3. The boundaries between these functional land use areas to be
defined wherever possible by topographical or natural
features, by the location of major traffic routes, and byexisting or proposed land uses which fit into a healthybalance of community development.

4. These functional areas to be grouped with. the old city and
the Secretariat Group as the core, so as to preserve Delhias an organic urban unit, retaining its unique character anidentity. d

5: Each category of land use to be protected from encroachment
of conflicting uses;

6. The recognition of the fact that general plan objectives are
long range in nature, and that intermediate controls are
required to preserve certain open areas until the long euse becomes economically feasible. This means the .{ngpre-vention of spotty or conflicting development now, which

- .would make the, long:. range use impossible to achieve later.



B. For Living Areas: :- .... _..

1. Provision of density . standards: to'insure adequate- space; light,
air, safety, and amenities ....,...;

2.. Efficient layout for the provision of streets , drainage and
utilities.

Proxima to schools;parks, local, -shopping, public transit and
work. centres:

4. Protection from noise, odour, smoke, through traffic, and
:.--blight : as1sing- from ' "non-r tial, uses' hr living areas`.

5. Variety in living accommodation and. neighbourhood character,
6. Preservation for residential use of those areas- having, a

pleasing natural aspect, Views, or `proximity to hill . or- park

C, For- Govem*ftt * Areas:
1. To serve . as tbe ' :primary ;economic activity ` and source of

employment:
2. Directly accessible to traffic ways and public transit for access

by personnel.
provided witlr land physically suitable foi building:in large

enough parcels so as to meet current and - projected trends in

4. Protected from encroachment of other conflicting uses.

D. For Working Areas:

1. To serve as the secondary economic activity and source of
employment.

2. Directly accessible to truck . and rail routes for the, movement..
of goods, and to truffle ways -and public transit for access.

3. Grouped and' located for efficient service . by. public utilities.

4. Provided. with land physically suitable for building in large
enough parcels.-so as to meet current trends in demand, and
in the quantity indicated' from studies of economic potential

for the Delhi area.
5 .' Meeting minimum . design, standards so as to ensure 'livability

of adjacent areas `of different use.

6. Protected from encroachment of other conflicting uses?

1; ForsBecreation 'Areas: .
1. Facilities to be developed in proportion to anticipated future

::popi?latinn ai}d . jp accordance.: with studies of '_ prgsent:; and
potential habits of use.

2.. Promoting ..a comprehensive park and recreation progrannxne
'based on 'th6 ,Y 11ro 9; . 9 ,,% . §; TsCHi_

NEIG$BOURHOOD FA.CILI;TIES, .primarily ftsr:. l+smentary
school ages' within .walWh g:tSstance -:ofr:r enbsl areas.
plSTRIO.F1 CI-ITf ' k p ary3- or ,:wool age
grqups and eadults, and aeates},,. to •sei vE a1Di :=sidential
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areas. SPECIAL . ACTIVITY FACILITIES . (National
Parks, Zoological Gardens, River front development) to
serve the community at a -whole.

if. For Shopping Areas::

multiple purposes; that is, in conjunction with flood control,
reclamation .work, -school uses, and preservation of monu-

e t h 'm sn aving a,.historical Ur _arcl tectural value.

i

Small in: scale,'serving prily day to flay needs of'.,adjacent resi
detttwl area.

1. The City's Central : Business Distract:
Serving as the major commercial centre for Northeiz Tiidia with

financial, :professional,.aiid major shopping facilities; Directly
accessiiile f^oin, but. not cut through by major. highways.

Assembled and compactly grouped in relation to .,public transit,

3: Local Convenience Shopping -Facglities:

S. Provision of these .facilities .'9 so OX: as,ppssible, to accomplish

• off-street parkng and loading facilities.. Occupying a land
area based on"the needs- of anticipated future: population, in
accordance. with general theories Or spending - habits, pur-
chasing. povwer. and' ratio .of sales to coinmercial=aea.

2.:Sector Shopping Facilities:

'.:Serving major residence areas with shopping facilities based on
the economic requirements of the particular district, in
which they are located.

Accessible - from major street systems.
Of compact -and co-ordinated d gn and adequately,_provided

with off-street parking and loading facilities.

Walking :distance : of.-area ;se ed. r .:.
Harmonious design in:',keep iiwwitii its-. location ditoetiy :adjacent.

t. o residential use



CHAPTER VIII

INTERIM GENERAL PLAN

From the principles and ..objectives discussed in' earlier chapters
of the report, and on the basis of the preliminary-surveys undertaken,
the Interim General Plan has evolved. To. develop a Comprehensive
Plan for the National Capital Region, it is necessary to conduct
detailed planning analysis of the • factors: physical, economic, social,
political and cultural, which form the basis of urban living.. Because
so • much study remains to be done, the present. plan has been called
as Interim, while the specific subjects ' which must engage the
attention of the people and authorities concerned is the future, are
recognised and mentioned in the proposals.

For this tentative plan the proposals are mainly confined within
the urban core as indicated. on the Land' Use Plan. It was not
possible during this stage to•ascertain with. precision the potentials
of population,. economic base and urbanisation on a long rangebasis. Therefore, the recommendations of the. Interim General Plan
are :meant primarily as a guide foi the physical development of this
area, before a Comprehensive'. Plan f+or the whole National Capital
Region is developed..

''This plan is thus a beginning, and not the end, to a long range
Comprehensive Plan. In fact this may be taken - as -a `!plan for
pining."

The major proposals are based on a basic premise: planned
physical and. economic growth of Greater :Delhi, a more logical
pattern of residential densities. and facilities provided for a healthy
social and cultural living: This is based on a further assumption
that in order to.work for the effectuation of the plan, communications
and. transportation will. have to be -;radieally -improved:

.Major Recommendations

I. Land Use:

All proposals in urban planning relate to 'the use of land for
carrying out various functions. A sound land use policy aimed at
rationalising `land costs' in relation to the land use and tax struefure
is essential. At this stage it is difficult to enunciate, on the basis
of these preliminary surveys, such a policy. Nevertheless, for the
long-range plan, a detailed study should be made of this aspect.

1. Government Offices

In the past it had not been possible to follow a well co-ordinated
policy in regard to location of the offices of the Central Government.
The natural outcome for the lack of policy has been that- either the
office buildings were concentrated in a relatively short area or elselocated at odd corners throughout the urban complex.
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Since the Government of India is the largest "basic employer" In
this region, it is suggested that serious consideration should be - givenfora decentralisation to outer areas of the urban core, andpossib

tanned
aou^de the Delhi region.

Any specific recommendations towards decentralisation could only
be made after a study and analysis of:

• type of office operations that could be performed more eificientl
by dispersal- _ Y

• the dependence of the decentralised- offices to the central. offices.
• a stud̂yy on the possibility of satellite towns with government

offices as one of the primary economic activity. -

For the interim plan the following proposals are -.made:
i. The area between Queensway and India -Grate should not bedeveloped . intensively for offices as this would result in un-

desirable concentration and Additional pressure on circula-
tion system. However, this land could be developed -:as a
Cultural and Convent ''-on Centre. ' Museums, art galleries,
convention halls, conference buildings and other • cultural
activities for which there are at present inadequate facilities
could be located in. this . area. This space can thus be trea ;tedarchitecturally from Rashtrapati Bha tan on one end to the
National Stadium on the other . , This would not load" thestreets unduly, and on the other hand , with. a..propgr aarchi-tectural treatment, it would give a better scale to the CentralVista.

2. The Old Secretariat site at present accommodating ; the offices
of Delhi State Government is rather suitable and the possi-
bility of future expansion in this area should be explored:

3. It may be desirable toHeestud the
proposed -Defence ad Y possibility of lee retarg the

the south-western Part ofaztherurban area ^ etariat to
Cantonment Area itself : In fact, for the . Cantonm n

in the
Areawhich is outside our planning jurisdiction , an over-all cityplan should be prepared as an integral part of the RationalCapital. . -

2. Residential:

Healthy residential areas with minimum sanitary and.other com-
munity facilities are of prime importance to the operation, and
survival of modern urban life.

There are extreme contrasts in. the residential densities and living
patterns in Delhi area. In older section of Delhi, there are houses
which were built more .than a hundred years: ago and are, still -being
used with minor additions and alterations...- Many of 'these 'houses
lack the basic facilities and sanitary equipment.. On the other hand
there are thousand; of recently built houses which also lack facilities,
like the filtered water aupplyi sanitary swerage and adequate
drainage. Although. the Government. of Indjja,is the biggest
in the residential sgctor (abo developer

ut 45. per cent.' houses hRye been built
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ht I) ;lost of-these--rtisidetitiat areas =were plannedbey'.t&t^Obveriiniii
whit but, c6rid' deration'of- such cominttnitf facilities as schools,;- parks;
playgrounds,' tot"16ts, shopping: and- other :..soda1' or' communal
amenities.

The residential areas . of Delht cquld ;be :broadly described in three
categories:

(a) Rather good . areas, mainly in Civil Lines and New Delhi,
which mainly lack community facilities such as schools, local
shopping area, tot lots , playgrounds, etc:.. These areas are
needed to be provided with minimum of such . facilities.

(b) Areas developed during the 'post 'independence era which

rebuilt according to a long-range pion.

become more - less unfit for healthy living . ` These -are blight-
ed and , dilapidated and- include some of the well;: known
slums. These areas are situated mainly within the confines
of the Delhi Municipal Committee and should --be' radically

(c) Areas ' which are deficient in` public amenities and have

not only lack all the above mentioned. amenities: but also
water supply, proper sanitation, drainage and open spaces.
'Most of these. have been developed by land- speculators
exploiting the housing shortage. They are ill-planned with
odd size. plots, narrow streets and with no *regard to circula-
tion.. These areas could possibly be. provided' with a mini-
mum of community facilities. on any. ugbuilt or vacant land
either inside the subdivision or fmniediately adjoining.

A three point plan has been proposed for the future residential
areas.

BASIC SERVICE FACILITIES:
(1) .(a) filtered ' water supply, proper sanitation, storm. water

drainage,: electric supply:'
COMMUNITY.. FACILITIES: .; * 5 r,9

(b) schools, open spaces , parks,:: playgroui^da,3.% urseries,
local shopping and. health. centres,:

:,(2) -Residential °areas to be designe&a integrated `'social units.
The layouts should have the following considerations:

• Variety in the design of dwelling units for different, apcial
groups and incomes.

• Diversity of population and. occupation
•` Propel circulation and inter-connection with othgr ne

bourhoods and communities . The neighbourhood streets
to serve only the residents and: not to be used f as through

(3) Control of residential de isities: Tentative ' 'net densities
id d d i h lcons ere ur ng t is p an ,are=

-LOW I-- 150 persons/acre
Low Medium .,.I ^; . Shoo
high. Medium
High 151 200
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It is suggested that the future residential areas develoed by the
various goernment ministries should encourage the idea of' "planned
neighbourhoods" aiming to minimize the social and economic segre-
gation . Instead of providing blocks of flats or dwelling units of
one-type designs and reserved for. a certain rank.of employees, it
would be more desirable , both socially and economically, to design
a well integrated neighbourhood containing different types of
dwe ings to suit different family requirements rather than official

3. Business and Commercials

Taking into recognition that Della is the major wholesale com-
e, meicial and business centre of North-west India, certain areas have

been tentatively reserved for planned expansion . Of course, the
role of business and commercial activity in the general economy
of Delhi - region has yet to be studied . Nevertheless, the following
recommendations are made -in the Interim General Plan

• Connaught Place to remain the principal shopping centre of
the t li I ime ropo s. t s proposed to enlarge this, area and to
provide facilities for loading and unloading of merchandise
and, by a planned net-work of streets , to relieve it of all
through traffic. . A major link to old Delhi through Jama
Masjid area by passing the Minto Road traffic jams is being
considered . Also under consideration . is the provision for
more parking facilities and to rationalise the service indus-
try (motor workshops , ' printing presses etc .) that is now
located in the, Connaught Place area on the basis of "per-
formance standards."

tD • Old city centre to be redeveloped into two distinct parts:

• Commercial and wholesale in. Sadar . Bazar area ; Financial and.
etail re i Ch d Cr . a n an nia howk and its adjoining areas.

• It is suggested to study the nature of business activity in
Chandni 'Chowk .and to work.. out long-range, plans for its
eventual redevelopment . Chandra Chowk might be redeve-
loped as a.retail and financial centre with properly planned
circulation, parking and other facilities and architecturally
into a grand promanade between the Red Fort . and the
Fatehpuri Mosque from where all the vehicular traffic
might be excluded . It would be possible to create an Indian
Bazar with modem amenities, landscape plazas , side-walk,
cares and reflecting pools.

Six new community shopping centres are proposed to serve the
new residential communities. These are tentatively located
at:-

1-North of Old Secretariat,
2-Junction of Shankar Road,
3-Junction of Ring Road and Najafgarh Road,
4-South-west of Vinay Nagar at the Outer Ring Road,

WZ
5=North of Kalkaji,

io9 M of Health
75



4-East. of Jumna river and Shahdara area.

Besides the above tentative locations, certain improvements like
off-street parking, loading .and unloading facilities. and easy access
will be made to .existing shoping centres.

Neighbourhood shopping has not been shown on the Interim
General Plan but would be located on the Comprehensive Plan after
ddeetatail' ed study of the needs of the residents living in, the neighbour

4. Industrial:

A - comprehensive survey. of industries and manufacturing will
have to be • done . later to ascertain its relative. importance in the
economy of the National Capital Region. -Also to. be considered in
this connection, would be the possibilities of encouraging the diversi-
fication of industrial economy into different types of manufacturing
trades suitable to Delhi region.

Detailed recommendations as to the land and space requirements
for industry during the next twentyfive yearn could only be made
after this study in the Comprehensive Plan.

In the absence of detailed information on the existing conditions,
future. trends and types, and land area requirements, only tentative
proposals are made aiming to create "planned industrial districts"
with certain basic facilities such as railroad and highway access in
the following areas: .

• Rohtak Road for storage and light industry.
• Najafgarh. Road for storage and light industry. .

Okhla for light and , medium industry.
• East of Shahdara for medium ' industry,

1. It -will be desirable both in the interest of industry and the city
to consider the idea of eventual relocation of factories like
the Delhi Cloth. Mills, Biria Mills, Ayodya Textile Mills
from the already built up congested areas, where there is
hardly any room for expansion, to the planned industrial
districts outside the residential areas.

2. Detailed investigation should be made to provide space for
small scale, non-abnoxious cottage and service industry in .
selected communities, based on performance standards.

3. It is proposed to relocate the slaughter house and ancillary
trades on, the south of Rohtak Road in the western comer of
the urban area as indicated on the plan. .

4. It is strongly recommended to relieve the city from junk yards,
which should be relocated, outside the residential zones.

5• Four areas are tentatively marked on the plan. for the Dairy
to relieve the city from the cattles..in supplying, m'

'and products to the urban area.
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II. Schools and recreation:

Education and. Recreation necessary to the healthy development-Of Mind and body are functions, which form an important part in acity. Plan. A sound _ planning of schools and recreation areas is
conducive not only for the preservation of human values but . to the .Progressive development of community as a whole. .

The proposals for school and recreational sites presented in the
Interim General Plan are limited to a broad concept of the manner in•
which systematic school planning should be done to achieve theobjectives over a twenty to twenty- five year period.

1. Educational and Cultural:

Public * responsibility .for educating both the young and illiterate
adults is the very key stone of a Welfare State . -It is a basis prin-ciple in school planning that public education should be availablefo
system.

i .. ev ry child , who is not voluntarily cared for by some other

In a city like Delhi the need for comprehensive educationalPlanning in relation to the f ailliterate adults, places of residenttso eettc., is long school-age children,

1. Actual sites and locations of public schools, adult educationcentres, colleges and technical- education centres, would be deter-mined during the phase of comprehensive plannins. Inthe following tentative standards have been adopted: general

• Nursery schools should be provided wherever possible, in theresidential neighbourhood , for children of 3 to 5 years witha minimum area of half to ' one
size of the nursery. acre , depending upon the

• Primary school children should not be req . uiredto travel more
than i mile . to their school. In congested areas this mighthe reduced . The school site should not be less than 1.5acres in. addition to 3 acres for play-grounds and other. schoolactivities. .

• Middle and High Schools should be easily accessible from the
is residential areas, wherever possible within one mile of

every home . The size of the school is a factor depending
" upon the number of pupils . For a high . school of 600students a site of '2.5 aa

a
a

a

ces is mMunum desirable in addition
to area for play-rounds and. other school activities.

2. It is proposed to enlarge the North Campus of Delhi State
University to include the area presently occupied by the DefenceDepartment . Possibility of reserving this . campus mainly for postgraduate and Research studies might be explored.

3. A South . Campus is proposed . at the intersection of KitchnerRoad :. znd Outer Ring Road to accommodate colleges in southernarea . of the urban core. In addition, to the . convenience it wouldafford to the students living in that area , it would also encouragedecentralisation of educational institutions - at present; mainly concentrated in North.
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4. The Jamianagar area to be expanded and developed as rural
and adult educational centre.

5: A portion of Central Vista in the vicinity of National Stadium
rimy 'be' reserved for a National. Convention and Festival Centre.
The need for Conference and Conventional facilities in the National
Capital is increasing everyday. A planned area for such conferences,
conventions and cultural activities with the National Stadium as a
focal point could be ideal, and would also giye a better architectural
form to the Central Vista. -

6. The Red Fort and the adjoining area to be maintained and
planned-as an additional Civic Centre, and to be used for civic recep-
tions and selected cultural. activities.

2. Recreation and open spaces:

Any Klan meant for the physical development of a community
would fail in its purpose if it does not provide facilities for recreation
and amusement in which the individual in society may grow
healthy in body and spirit. The objective of recreation planning
is, not merely the provision of open spaces and parks here and
there, but the development of a co-ordinated system. of different .
types of recreational facilities.

In the Delhi of today, there are but a few parks and play-grounds.
There is no active recreation programme. The few picnic spots
that exist are inadequate and far from meeting the. growing need
of metropolitan recreation. Children parks - are few and there are
no tot lots. Even the very few open spaces, particularly in the
older parts of the city are becoming scarce everyday. The prices
of land go high and the open spaces which should. be maintained
and 'reserved as parks and recreation are put to all sorts of undesir-
able land uses.

Detailed recommendations for.the metropolitan recreation sys-
tem can only be given after propes evaluation of different types of
recreational facilities and their relative importance and inter-rela-
_ tionships.. However, for the Interim General Plan the following
tentative proposals are made:

1. Improvement and Enlargement of existing parks and play-
grounds:-

• (i) Queens- Gardens should be extended towards the east
along.Queens Road to an open space in front of Red Fort.
The buildings on Queens Road in this section are very
dilapidated and blighted. These could be gradually clear-
ed to make space for much needed green area and a link
to the existing park.

• (ii) Juma.Masjid area should be cleared of junk yards and the
plaza to be further widened to form it a part of large open
space connecting -to the Edward Park; Esplanade Road
open space, and finally to the river front recreation area.

• (iii) Nicholson Gardens in'Civil Lines area to be enlarged.

;. r
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0 (iv) Ajmal Khan Parka in- Karol Bagh should be expanded
and linked with . a strip of open space to.' the Idgah
ultimately connecting it to the Ridge.

(v) All the existing open spaces in the older section of the
city should be maintained as green spaces and intensive
land use should not be allowed before the comprehensive

r•,

re-development schemes are prepared.

2. The following new parks are suggested :- -

• (i) Near Coronation Memorial in Civil Lines.

• (ii) North of. proposed Karolbagh-Patel Nagar Community.
shopping centre.

• (iii) North of. proposed Najafgarh Community -shopping centre.
• (iv) South of proposed Viney Nagar Community - shopping

centre.

• (v) West of Kailash Colony.

• (vi) North of T. B.= Hospital in Shahdara,

3. The Ridge to be preserved as natural green area with
planned recreational and picnic facilities.

4. Mehrauli , Qutab Minor and Hauz Khas to be developed
for intensive recreation.

5. There is no major recreational centre in the National Capital
Region . Fortunately the river front has remained un-
spoiled from intensive land uses . A multi-purpose scheme
for flood control, opening of eastern areas of . Jumna for
urbanisation and industriafistation, location of the new
International Airport and . general river front development,
is proposed

The whole river front from Wazirabad in North to Okhia in the
south to be developed as a major recreational area . Provisions for
the zoological garden, :race course, bathing ghats , swimming pools,
parks including children tot lots, boating and fishing and open air
theatres to be made in this area.

The whole area to be inter-connected by a sytem of parkways
and pedestrian walkways. ' Nearby places like the Red Fort, the
Juma Masjid , Kotla Ferozshah, India Gate, Humayun 's Tomb and
Okhla that are in close proxirnitiy to this belt would be eventually
linked to make a co-ordinated system of open space and recreational
system.

6. In order to roster the development of a co-ordinated
recreational programme , it is suggested that a Metropolitan
Park and Recreation Department be established, to acquire,
develop and maintain parks , play-grounds , and other faci-
lities for active and passive recreation . This department
could develop the proposed areas in a 20-25 year period
and could also collect some revenue on facilities such as,
open-air theatres , cycle and auto parking and use of other
recreational facilities.
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(7) It* is further suggested that as a matter of policy, no inten-
sive land use (like Cinemas, Theatres , big Sb0pp ng Cen-
tres) be -permitted before We Comprehensive Plan for the
National Capital Region is .developed Only tentative sites
may be allotted in very .special . cases and they should be
subject to revision in the light of the detailed plan.

The effectuation of major. recommendations of the recreation plan
would not be easy or cheap. However, a policy decision has to. be
taken now to reserve and acquire the natural areas for recreational
development and to salvage the open space ' from undesirable land
use. Delay would. inevitably result. in good land being used up for all
purposes except recreation and parks. The developing costs later
would. be much higher. Nevertheless recreation facilities will, in the
long run, be an economy for Delhi,' rather than 'a luxury.

A . well co-ordinated recreational plan would contribute greatly
to the physical health and happiness of the people--an immeasur-
able, but teal. value. It would also constitute a - major- weapon in
the fight against blight and slums, and would eventually become a
real asset, socially,--culturally and economically.

M. Circulation:

The Interim - General Plan for Circulation as presented. here is
primarily a major roads and highways plan, which provides for the
safe and efficient movement of people and goods. into, about and
through the urban area of Delhi.

The Circulation plan is based on the land use pattern of the
Interim General Plan whose details have been - described in the
preceding section. The proposals of the Land Use Plan can. become
realistic . only. if .they ' are. linked through an- integrated net work. ofcirculation. It is the purpose of circulation plan to incorporate. and'.
coordinate different recommendations relating to the. basic pattern .
of. land use and population distribution. As new trafc-ways..are
built,: and. old routes improved right-of-ways, can be established
which will be adequate for .the forseeable. future. demand. However,
at the interim stage the plan for circulation cannot be taken as some-
-thing fixed and final. .It is a point of departure. It will require
continuous observation, study and adaptation to actual . development
in Delhi, and to new trends and conditions of modem transport.

Major Proposals for Roads and Highways:

The principles on which the Interim General Plan for major roads
provide direct access to major residential localities from major work,
and highways is based, are to separate traffic by function and to
commercial and recreational areas.

The planning problem is to rearrange the existing circulation
system and propose new links so as to sort out the. present confusion
and establish a' more logical relationship with various land uses.

For planning purposes the major elements of the circulation plan
have been. classified as:

. ,
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• National Highway BY p
Arterials
Sub-arterials
Major roads..

Major Proposals:

1. The existing National Highway By-pass on east of Mathura
Road, to be extended towards north of Coronation Memorial
to join the Grand Trunk Road and towards south upto 10th
mile on Mathur R d Tha oa is will lead to by-passing - of theurban area completely. .

2. Outer Ring Road alignment, under construction to. be. main-
tained as such.

3. Inner Ring Road proposed ,. from Humayun's Tomb, along LodiRoad, through Diplomatic Enclave, along Upper Ridge Road,
Faiz Road , Chamelion Road, Pull Bangash, Boulevard Road.
to National Bye-pass near Kashmere Gate. .

4. Inner loop, to carry peak hour traffic to work centres, starting
from Teliwara , Mondhewala Road, Queen Victoria Road,
then along the back sides of Hyderabad, Baroda and PatialaHouses to Mathura Road.

5. Creation of Arterial, sub-arterial, major and local roads with
-different values, by-means of different cross-sections , neces-sary 'widening of certain roads, and closing of certain roadsfor vehicular traffic.

6. Cycle tracks for the exclusive use of cyclists.
7. Creation of a new link for Old Delhi and New Delhi between.Minto Bridge and Hardinge Bridge.
8. Change in alignment of Grand Trunk Road towards east . OfJumna to By-pass Shahdara development:
9. Creation of an . under-pass for Kutab Road under the Ring Rail-

way line near Wellingdon Airport.
10. Construction of a new Rail -cuni-Road bridge over Jumna Rivernear Humayun 's Tomb.

7. Tntffiic Proposals:

In Delhi the present traffic chaos is due to the multiplicity of
traffic . rather than merely the volume . At the interim stage with
minor improvements traffic congestion can be reduced . and full
capacity from present facilities can be extracted by improved traffic
routing, improvement of traffic rules and regulations.

it is suggested that traffic rules and regulations be framed for the
movenient of different types of traffic in the urban area of Delhi.
Traffic laws should . clearly indicate the desirable ways in which a
vehicle should travel on the roads. Specific 'rules should be framedfor turning, over-taking, stopping and parking for vehicles . Similarlythe traffic cede should be enunciated for the pedestrians.
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For alleviating traffic hazards the Interim General Plan makes
following recommendations:

-adequate street lighting and traffic signals,
-provision of pedestrian cross-walks , to be indicated by 'Zebramakings"

-improvement of important intersections,
- making of lanes,

--reservation of certain streets for fast and slow moving traffic,
-adequate parking spaces for automobiles, trucks, buses andcycles.

2. Public Transit:

The present D.T.S. routes should. be studied wad revised where
necessary during the Comprehensive Plan stage. Introduction of
more routes and buses and special routes to connect outer areas. -

Location of central or decentralised bus terminals should be
studied in the Comprehensive Plan.

Work hours should be staggered, so that it will not only reduce
the load factor of the buses, but also alleviate the traffic congestionon the roads.

3. Railways:

• Level crossings at major roads and highways should be eliminated.
The crossings at Mathura Road, Qutab Road and Shankar Road
should be provided with radg e separation.

• The Ring Railway as proposed by the Railway Board should becompleted. In this connection the pr bl. o em of bringing people from
the suburbs to their work centres, should he further studied and if.
possible a system of suburban; railway transport be . studied. .

lThee possibility of providing an 'underground . mass transit system
given due consideration in the Comprehensive an. A

north-south : line from University Campus via OldChandni Chowk , Connaught Plhce, Centr S SecretariatSecretariat,and thenMehrauli may provide an efficient and tune saving commuting.

• For further development on east of the Jumna- river as a new
urban centre, a change in the alignment of railway .. line as well asGrand Trung Road to by-pass Shahdara is proposed.

• In order to provide an access and open the area east of Jumna, it
is proposed to construct a rail-tur road bridge on the river some-
where near the Humayun's Tomb.
Airports:

• To cater for the increasing volume of air traffic, atentAtive site, for
a new International Airport, located to the east of Juana river has
been reserved in the plan. This airport is to be designed for jet air-
crafts with parallel runways , instrument landing systems, and
equipped with contemporary facilities . Approach zones and glidepaths to be especially zoned for low intensity development.
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The Willingdon Airport to be reserved for flying dubs, glider and
helicopters.

,The Palam Airport should be developed by the Defence Department
primarily for the use of the Indian Air Force, and could serve as
secondary airport.

• Provision for a Central Airlines Terminal should be made now,
preferably in Connaught Place area between Regal Buildings, and
Scindia House. This terminal should provide all transit facilities for
air passengers including booking; freight and baggage etc. of all air
lines serving Delhi.

i
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IV. Public Utilities and Services:

One of the principal features of the Interim General Plan for
Greater Delhi, Is a plan for augmentation and for further provision
of community facilities and services that are provided for the inhabi-tants of the city by the public, semi-public and other agencies.

The main difficulty that confronts in this connection is the in-
ability of the authorities to meet the increasing demands, largely due
to the heavy increase in population in the present decade apart from
the influx of refugees since partition.

Water Supply:

In the case of water supply, the problem of enormous increase in
demand for filtered,water is becoming seriously acute and the
authorities feel their inability to meet the increased demand since the
capacity of the existing reservoirs is not much to hold adequate quan-
tum of filtered water for the necessary supply.

In, this connection, the tapping of - new sources to supply water to
cope with the increasing . demand should be. envisaged and immediate
measures taken so that the. calamity of an impending insufficiency of
-supply may be.avoided well before hand. Prevention of wastage from
unnecessary use and provision of. adequate water supply in the newly
developed colonies and in many of the existing refugee colonies are
some of the important problems that require immediate solution.

Sewerage:

In the matter of adequate provision of sewer connections all over
the city the position is no better. The state of dilapidation and
over-flow, inadequate repairs, the combined system of sewerage,
partial or complete inoperation are some of the grave shortcomings
that are to be tackled in this regard.

Electricity:

Apart from water shortage and lack of adequate provision of other
services, the question of shortage of electricity supply has created not
very salubrious situations. The comfort of citizens and industrial ex-
pansion - will have to wait until the various authorities set their houses
in order.



The staggering increase in the demand for additional: supply `bf
power and the consequent inability to cope with the increasing
demand have been the result of not. taking the job . comprehensively..
The Production of towers and power .lines has not been effected
within 'the allotted ' time schedule and the plans for general Join..- of
more power, by the setting. up of additional power plants has not
been taken up.

Under the second five-year plan period, it is envisaged that about
54 villages in Delhi State are to have the blessings of electricity. At
present in the context of the acute shortage of power which effiicts
the normal domestic and industrial requirements in the urban Delhi,
it remains to be seen how far such extension of electrification in the
rural area works out to satisfactory result.

Complacency and lack of coordination are the two main drawbacks
that - must be set right in connection with effecting improvements and
extension in the provision of.public services and facilities.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE ' PLANNING
The scope of urban planning is as vast and complex as the. urban

living itself. Since the Delhi Region is expanding and enlarg.^.ng,
it is essential to have' its growth planned and guided into desirable
channels. Planning has to be- a. continuous process in fullconfor-
mity with the changing pattern and needs of contemporary living.
The proposals of the Interim General Plan would remain on paper
if there is no machinery to effectuate its major decisions.

In order to transform the major proposals of the plan into reality,
and to refine the general recommendations of the Interim Plan into
a Comprehensive . Plan, an effective "planning framework" is needed.The character of.:a. plan is influenced , not only by 'its own. objectives,
but also by the: environment in which it must: operate and to the
available instruments by which it can ' be carried- out.

It was reported during this study that private developers were
planning ..-residential developments just outside Delhi State
boundaries as that area is. beyond the control ' of the D.D.P.A.

If such developments occur just at the outer periphery of
Delhi State, ' it would create the same problems which are now
being faced in Delhi itself. And we would defeat our objective
and purpose if we cannot control that growth now.

The following suggestions are therefore , made in regard to • theplanning framework ': and the tools of implementation that are
essential for making . physical planning a reality.

1. PLANNING FRAMEWORK

An enabling legislation from the Parliament of India ' is, needed
for the creation of ,a `planning agency'. This agency. may be namedas the NATIONAL. CAPITAL AREA PLANNING COMMISSION..
The Planning Commission should have the planning jurisdiction for
the entire National CapitalRegion as defined from 'time to time.
All the planning schemes in the region should . conform to the
Comprehensive General Plan evolved. by this Commission.

1. This Commission . should also have the authority of land
acquisition for planning purposes as permitted under
the 4th Amendment of the Indian Constitution. Fur-
ther, the Commission should have the exclusive .power
to approve, regulate,change, accept or reject "the urban
development schemes" by private .developers and
organizations.

2. The planning jurisdiction of the said Commission should
include, at present, not only the entire area of Delhi
State,' but also the adjacent territories in U.P. and
Punjab, which are under the direct influence of the
National Capital . These urban areas are namely

75
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Faridabad, Ballabb h , Gurgaon and Bahadurgarh in
Punjab, and Ghaziad in Uttar Pradesh.

Moreover, a provision should be made to re-define and enlargethis ".planning area" preferably. with every census year, if there issuch a need . It may be feasible later to prepare a Regional Plan
of physical development for an area including Rohtak, palwal,
Panipat and Patudhi in Punjab , and Bulandshahar, Khurja, Hapurand Meerut in U.P. _

3. The proposed Planning Commission should be broad-based
and well represented . Although it. should be re-
presentative yet. it is to . be constituted in a manner as
not to be influenced unduly by the "politics of. expedi-.ency"

It is suggested that the members of tbe National Capital Area
Planning Commission should be appointed by the President of India
on the recommendation of the Chief Commissioner who would select
the members after due consultation of the local authorities. The
Commission may consist of 20 to 50 members, . depending on the
number of communities represented and the size of the region.
Half of the members should be officials and the other half non-officials . A suggested composition works out as follows :

2 members from Old Delhi Area..
2 members from New Delhi Municipal Area.
1 member from Civil Lines area.
1 member from Delhi Cantonment Board.
5 members , on aach from Shabdara , Najafgarh, Narela , Okhla

and Mehrauli.
2. members from the rural areas, nominated from the . DistrictBoards. .

6 members representing the following professions:
1 labour .and trade union. .
1 from . Architecture or Engineering professions.
1 from the local Bar Association.
1 from the field of Education.
1 representative of the private industries , may be nominated

by the Chamber of Commerce.
1 from medical profession.

5 members, one each from Faridabad , Gaziabad, Gurgaon,Ballabgarh and Bahadurgarh.
6 ex-officio members from Government Departments includ-

ing Education . C P W D, Railways, Communications andHealth.

6 members to be selected from Local Planning Area Coun-
cils.

4 members selected from the Parliament of India and other
elected bodies, local municipal corporation etc.

C
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TOTAL 46
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As this Commission would be a large body, it would be essential
to have an Executive Committee of 12 members elected from the
Commission including , the Director of Planning as the Secretary.

4. To enlist the public co-operation and participation in the
evolution of the Comprehensive Plan , it is suggested to

.have Planning Area Councils. These Planning Area
Councils will be organised after a study of.the commu-
nity relationship and social structure in . the Conipre-.
hensive plan stage. .

The Planning Councils ' will help in the collection of data,
acquaint the Commission with the local problems and would be the
grass-root contact, so essential for any democratic planning.

II. TOWARDS THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The Town Planning Organisation is preparing a detailed outline
of the planning programme which it intends to undertake for the
preparation of the Comprehensive Plan . The essence of this pro-
gramme is as follows:-

1. Planning Research.-Population Study, Economic Base Study
including the study of the importance of manufacturing in Delhi's
economy , study of communities in Delhi and their social and cul-
tural characteristics, preparation of_ planning standards for future
urbanization.

2. Land Planning.-Land Use Survey and analysis , Circulation
and Traffic , Airport and Recreation plan, Regional and Metropolitan
aspects, location of Industries and Commercial Areas.

3. Urban Redevelopment . -Studies for slum clearance, urban
conservation , renewal and redevelopment , redevelopment schemes
in. rural areas.

4. Local and Commuauity Planning.-Planning of. new Residen-
tial neighbourhoods, Rural and Village planning , plans for outly-
ing communities.

5. Planning Administration.-Preparation of Zoning Ordinances, :
Sub-division and Architectural Control, revision of Building Code to
conform the recommended residential densities , Capital Improve-
ment Planning.

III. METHODS OF EFFECTUATING PLAN

Once a Plan is accepted, it has to be effectuated by various means
and methods . The points below describe briefly some of the known
practices employed for translating the proposals of a master plan :

1. Public co-operation and participation.-

A democracy working for social ends has to base itself on the
co-operation ' of the people and not on the `power' of
the -state . This leads to the application of the principle
of public participation in all '-p'liases of planning activity
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aixd _in ail the' functions which bring together indivi-
duals for the pursuit of common purposes. This help
would be enlisted through a network of planning Area
Councils which would be committees of people organiz-
ed from a locality to solve this problem by planning.

2. Legal Tools.-The accomplishment of " planning objectives
require sustained community effort , and even this is
truly effective only when proper tools are . available.
Among the legal tools employed for directing the
physical development withinn the framework of a Plan
are:

Zoning,

Sub divisional Control, .

:.Architectural Control,

Building Code; and

9 Mandatory Referal.

As soon as the plan is accepted in principle, Zoning Regulations
could be formulated which would direct the development of recom-
mended land uses in certain sectors and exclude the objectionable
nda non-conforming land uses from such zones.

Similarly, the Sub-.division, Control Regulations would enunciate
`standard practices'. which should be followed for planning urban
development. Architectural Control and Building Code would also
help in the same direction to. control the.densities and the form and
design of the structures. The privilege of Mandatory Referal would
further give an opportunity to. the planners, to review the plans and
put their opinion on general urban. development projects.

3. Capital Improvement Programme' .

It is proposed to prepare on the basis . of priorities and
resources, periodical plans (five year plans) for the
-physical improvement and development as indicated in
the interim General Plan, and recommended by other
public agencies.

The various public improvements like highways; street widen-
ing, construction of new public buildings including
government housing schemes , and other major public
works will be incorporated ' in the preparation of Capital
Improvements. Plan.

In this way through , planning the improvement on a
periodical basis some of the major proposals in the
public sectqr of the Master Plan could be implemented.
Moreover, the "Capital Improvements Programme would
help towards co-ordination of many physical develop-
ment projects undertaken today.by various government
departments, and they would thus fit. within the general
framework of the Master Plan.

Y
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. The Interim General Plan is not an end in itself, rather it is a
point of departure for the preparation of a general Comprehensive
Plan for the National Capital Region. Till such a plan is Prepared,
the Interim Plan shall serve. as a pattern against which current
proposal and long range objectives may be evaluated.

It is the earnest hope of the Town . Planners that the Interim
General Plan will succeed in provoking widespread thought on the
subject of desirable objectives and policies for the future planning of
the National Capital and methods whereby they may be attained.

0
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Type of Use

I. Residential '

(Private-7,730)
(Govt.-5,54o)

APPENDIX I

TABLE I

Land Uw-Factual Data

II. Business and Commercial
111. Industrial .

(Intensive -r,Ioo) .
(Extensive-2,860) .

IV. Government Offices .

V. Educational Institutes and other
Public buildings.

VI. Recreational (Public parks and
play grounds=;,310
Semi-Public-18o)

VII. Cantt. and other areas under De-
fence..

VIII. Railways and Airports

XI. Nurseries. and Fruit gardens

TOTAL

X. Agricultural Land

TOTAL

Total acreage within the incar-
porated areas

Vacant land .

Vacant land including Agricultural
land

Approx.
area in

Percentae Percentage
of the of theacres tbW actual

incorporated developed
areas ' area

13,270

18.9 41.9
{u•o)

(7.9)

580 •8 1.8
3,960 5.6 42.6

(1.6)

(4.0)
1,370 2.0 4.4

4,030 ,5.7 112.8

1,490 2.1 4.7
<I.86)

( •26)

2,500 . 3.6 7.9

1,550 4.0

31,580 44.9 100.0

13,500

45,080

70,290

25,210

19.2

64-2

.100.0

35.9

38,710 55.1
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Daodoped Areas =tAM the incorporated Area,

Name of the local Body. Total
area

tin acres)

Apply

eel area
(in saes)

p
0f the

total area

r. Notified Area Committee
• 5,180 2,740 5$•39%

2. Delhi Municipal committee • 7,420 6,330 85.30%
3. For Notified Area Committee 460 230 50'00%
4. New Delhi Municipal Committee 20,020 13,420 67.3o%
5. South Delhi Municipal Committee 13,030 950 7.29%
6. West Delhi Municipal Committee 7,600 x,440 13.94%
7. Notified Area-Cants. Board 10,700 4,090 38.22%
8. Shahdara Municipal Committee 5,880 830 13•.$7%

Torn. . . _ 70,290 31,580 44.90%
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TABLE 3

Industries in Delht.

Serial
No.

Name of Industry

No. of .
Factories

or
Capital

Investment.

No. of Workers Productive capacity value in
Rupees.

Establish.
ments Males Females Children Total Present Optimum

•.2 Textile Industry 258 6,50,86,204 18,730 812 167 29,709 60,19,48,000 21,95,02,000
2 Engineering Works 503 3,45,05,468 7,311 .7 332 7,604 6,82,90,545 2,35,65,288
3 Metal Industry io2 27,'7,700 i,2o8, 174 1,387 99,85,260 . 65,o2,Ioo
4 Sheet Metal Industry 539. 45,84,215 2,46o 16 814 3i280 2,64,69,570 94,74,210 aoElectrical Goods 71 . 76,77,539 1,176 38 12214 1,34,10,908 66,38,793

N

6 Ceramics Industry 28 37,46,100 1,372 72 37 2,48± . 53,64810 32,76,227
7 Chemical Industry III 1,05,62,916 1,630 31 40 1,681 1,56,oo,ooo 1,06,00,578
8 Industries of Food and Drink 2,143 22,71,79,800 4,803 20 29 05, 47 1,12,36,500 57,69,8759 Miscellaneous Industries 323 i,68,56,ooo 5,806 47 240 06 93, 2,97,50,000 1,83,60,000

20 Small Scale Industries 348 26,88,790 2,944 38 50 2,032 85,45,900 55 ,o5,6oo
.GRAND TOTAL 26 63,4 1 ,11,42,812 46,371 1,430 1,911 49,564 76,06,10,494 36,92,34,471

Source : Industrial Survey Report (Delhi state) 1950.51,



TABLE 4

Number of students in Recognised Schools: in Delhi State.

Year•

Primary Classes Middle Classes
including junior Basic including Senior basic Senior

Middle

High/Higher Secondary

Grand
T •otal

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total

J 1950 61,526 39,913 t,07;439 26,930 6,210 33,140 10,771 2,184 12,955 1,47,534

1951 68,811 43,229 1,12,040 33 ,091 8 ,143 42,234 12 ,720 2,590' 15,3:0 1,69,584

1952 11,156 48,741 14097 33,973 9,580 433553 12,464 2,684 15148 1 78 598

1953, 80,336 56,168 1,36,504 40,872 13,140 54,042 13,611 4,438 18,049 2,08,595

1954 , 84,592. 58,235 1,42,827 49,089 15,684 64,773 14,757 4,550 19,307 2,26,907

Data collected on March 31st every . year.

,Soprce ; D;reptoratp of Education, Dpihi State.
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Enrolment in various colleges under Delhi University

S. Name of the College ,
No. 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955

I St. Stephen 's College 474 485 461 468 475 445 356
2 Hindu College 1,226 1,066 1,057 998 1 ;032 883 931
3 Ramjas College 692 786 745 774 800 683 712

Delhi College 66z 964 I,oo6 1,047 , 1,128 866 1,018
5 College of Commerce 603 728 691 668. 676

687 712_

6 Inder Prastha College 56o 597 586 695 800 919 981
7 Miranda College 105 390 464 488 542. 572 636
8 College of Nursing 55 64' 71 75 . 69 .. 8o
9 Central Institute of Education 85. 86 1 10 99 80 94 83
Io Hans Raj College . 313 392 467 500 557- 386 549
II Central College of Agriculture I 170 146 122 x21 III 119

t2 Karori Mal College
498 227 318 439

t3 Lady Hardinge Medical College
230 238 218 222

14 S. G. T. B. Khalsa College $0..
.

151 . 300 373
.15 Desh Bandhu College .

-.2s 243
16 School of Social Works . .23 53 61 44 46 45 49



'17 Sch®ol of Economics. .

18 Lady Irwin College

,19 IAw College . .
536

2O . Delhi Polytechnic

21 Science I+acuity

.42Patel Chest Institute

r2 22 79 87

48 73 197

564 774 856 843

X40

126

865

375

1,180

15 14

112

x56

878

575

1,158

'5

torn (excluding Preparatory classes
) 5,279 6,557 7j036' 7,760 8,x18 9,477 • x0,304TOT A1. (including Preparatory classes)

7,651 8,3x1 9,501 x0,503 10,990 =453

Nora.-The students in the diploma classes are not included in this list . Only the list of degree students is given being under l^elhtUaiSo"u,ce 'i
vetsity.
Atidual reports of University of Delhi (1949 to 1955).
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TAaLE 6
Number of Recognised Schools in Delhi State.

Ar

Year
Primary Middle Hi8h/fBher Secondary. Total

Rural Urban Total Rural Urban Total 'Rural Urban Total Rural Urban Grand
Total

42-43

43-4

.. 97 121 218 31 28 59 3 .37 40 131 186 3174

44-45

• 96 118 214 .31. 28 59 3 37 40 130 183

.

313

45- 6

• 102 120 222 31 29 60 3 38 41 136 187 3234

46-

. 107 123 230 30 30 6o ..3 .40 43 140 193 33347

4t=48

• 114 126 240 31 3S 66 3 40 43 148 201 349

48-49

• • 248
61 ..

45 354

49-50

226

8

159 38.5 32 50 82 3 56 59 261 265 Sz6.

50- 1

2 5 191 476 23 54 77 4- 58 62 312 303 615 . 305 225 530 17 57 74 6 63 69 328 '
5

51-52 345 673.

52-53 .

301

301

237 538 19 60 79 7 73 80 327 370

.

697. 237 538 20. 73 93 7 ' .87
94 32853-54 -0 288 397 725244 532 28' 75 103 11 99 110 ' 327 418 745

Source : Directorate of Education, Delhi State.



t-Bis 7
Medical Pacilitits in Delhi

Type Municipality

A. Maternity and Child Welfare ------------------
Centres. Delhi Municipal Committee

New Delhi Municipal Committee

Civil Lines Notified Area. Committee
West Delhi Municipal ;Committee
South Delhi Municipal Committee
Delhi-Shahadra
Delhi Catitonement

B. Dispensaries (Allopathic) . Delhi Municipal, Committee ,

N. D. M. C.

Civil. Lines Notified Area Committee
West Delhi Municipal Committee
Delhi-Shahdara
Delhi Cantonemenf

(Ayurvedic) Delhi Municipal. Committee

Civil Lines Notified Area Committee
West Delhi Municipal Committee
South Delhi Municipal.Cottimittee
Delhi-Shahadra
{?elhi Cantonment

Location

Nicholson Road, Chandni Chowk, Dariba, Sank Prem Narain,Hauz Kazi , Jamma Masjid, Daryaganj, • Pahar Gan), BastiHaxphool Singh, Model Bassi, Dev Nagar, Subzf.Mandt (P, S,)Teliwara, Bagh Kate Khan; Patel Nagar,
Lady Hardinge Road, Talkatora Road, Reading Road , ThompsonRoad, Babar Road, Aurangazeb Road, Jangpura , Lodi Road,^uea Institute, Puratia Kila, Rajindar Nagar, Kitchner Road,Vinay Nagar, Lalpat Nagar.

Timer Put, Rajpur, Dhaka, Khyber Pass, Man',Ramesh Nagar, Mot. Nagar, Tilak Nagar, New char,Kalkaji, Malaviya Nagar, Kofle Mub;rakpur.
Mehallas Satai, Shahadta.
Nil.
Govt. quarters, Dev Nagar, Jamma At 'id , Lal Kuan, Labor!Gate, -Hamilton • Road, Kahenganj, • Birla Mills, Subzi Mandi,Sadar Bazaar, Pahar ) (New Bridge), Queens Road, PaharGanj (Imperial Cinema) Iadtiatrial Area (Najafgarh),.

Parliament St. (P. S.), Putana Quila, Pusa Institute . Central Secttggputa, Lodi Road, Factory Road, Rajindar Nagar, Pan ,,Ch-n Road, Lajp Talkatora Road.ar,Mori gate (near statue) New Police Lines,Kingsway, Kingswaycantp,Mod Nagar, New'Taber.
Kabul Nagar, Shabdara, Chotta Bazaar, Shahdra Jhil KhuranDelhi Cantonment; Board Hospital. j^' ,

' Bazaar Sita Ram, Daryaganj (Golcha Cinema), Shahadra, KatraKhushal Rai ,Town Hall, Delhi, Jumna Bazaar , Andha Mughul,Pehari Dhiraj, Pahar. Gan);
Lady. Hardinge Road.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.V Nji

4 ' 1 ' k .I' 4-A .31' IN 11 fk fk th- !& • ;t.► fi 19 tk cfk ,'Fi ,
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I,.

J

<Unani)

C. Health Centres

D. Hospitals

Delhi Municipal Committee

New Delhi Municipal Committee
Civil Lines Notified Area Committee
W. D. M. C. and S . D: M. C.
Delhi-Shahadra
Delhi Cantonment

Delhi Municipal Committee
N. D. M. C.
Civil Lines Notified Area Committee
W. D. M. C. .
S. D. M. C.
Delhi-Shahadra
Delhi Cantonement

Delhi Municipal Committee

New Delhi Municipal Committee

Civil Lines Notified Area Committee

W, D. M. C.
S. D. M. C.
Delhi-Shahadra
Delhi Cantonment

Chandni Chowk, Hamilton Road , Phatak Habash Khan, KarolBagh (Christian Colony).
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.

Patel Nagar, Michliwalan.
Laipat Nagar.
Nine
Tilak Nagar and Mai Nagar.
Kalkaji and Malaviya Nagar.:
Nil.
Nil.

'.Victoria Zeman Hospital, Machliwalan. 2. Shroff's Eye
Hospital, Daryagan3 . R amkrishna T. B. Hospital, Karol

h 4. R. S. jessa Ram Hospital, WE. A., Karol Bagh...
8 Paudit Parma Nand Eye Hospital, Original Road, Karol
Bagh. 6 . •Unani and Ayurvedic Hospital, Tibbia College, KarolBagh. 7 . Municipal .. Ayurvedic Hospital, BBiimaran.

1. Irwin Hospital, Circular Road, New Delhi. 2. Girdhiri Lai
Maternity Hospital; Circular Road New Delhi . 3. Safdarju
Annexe Hospital, New Delhi. q. '^ellington Hospital and Nurs-ing Home, Talkatora Road. 5. Sir Ganga Ram Hospital, RajindarNagar. 6. Blind • Hospital, Lajpat Nagar.

t. Hindu Rao Hospital, Hindu Rao Bridge . 2. Police Hospital,
13Civil Lines, Rajpur Road . PM,St. Stephen's' Hosital, T' Hazari.4. Silver Jubilee T. B. Hospital , Kingsway. 5. Balak Ram Hos-pital, Timsrpur. 6. Infectious Diseases Hospital ,— Kingaway.7. Hudson Lines Maternity Hospital , Kit gsway, 8. PoorHouse Hospital, Kingsway;

Nil.
Banarsidas Chandiwalan Eye Hospital, Kalkaji.

Nil.
I. Delhi Cantt. Board Hospital;Cantt 2. Military Hospital, Delhi, .



TABLE 8
Distribut ou of Police Stations withi s Urban pdhi

municipality

Police Stations

I. New Delhi . I. Parliament Street.
z. Haniinge Avenue.
3. Reading Road .

4. Tughlak Road .

2. Delhi, L Lahori Gate.
2. Faiz Bazaar

3. Sadar Bazaar.
4. Harz Kati.
5. Karol Bagh

6. Pahar.Ganj
7. Subzi Mandi.

Existing

Police Post

(f Pusa'Institute.
(is) Rajinder Nagar.

(s) Roberts Road.
^tt) Nizamslddin.

(stt) Lodi Road.
(iv? Viney Nagar.
(v) Diplomatic Enclave (cha-

nakiya Puri).

vi) jumma Masjid.c. Z1trlvltaa Gate.
(stt . Hardinge Bridge.

^s) Model Bassi:
(tt3' Government quarters.

(s) Motia Khan,

Police stations

11

8. Roshanara Road.
9• Kashmere Gate

to. Patel Nagar. (f) Nigambodh Ghat

Proposed.

Police Post

(os) New Delhi Police Lines.

(i&) Western Extension Area,

I (tt SAndhiRM71a,
(t Bharat(iv Nagrr.

Cakar Nagar.
(v) Kainla Nagar.
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3. Notifi
mitt d

. Area Com- I. "put Road

2. Civil Lines

4. West Delhi Mu- I. Moti Nagar
nicipal .Committee:

5. South Delhi Mu- I. Lajpat Nagar
nicipal Committee

6. Cantonment . t. Delhi Cant.

7. Sahadara Municipal I. Shahdara
Committee.

(s) Police Lines, Rajpur Road.

(&) New Police Lines, Kingewav
Camp.

(s) Timai put.

(s) Tilak Nagar.

(s Kotla Mubarakpur.
(st Malavia Nagar.

(1) Dhorla Kuan.
(it) Palam.

(t Gandhi Nagar,
(u Shahdara City.

(sis Dilshad Gardens,

Medical Institute.
(a Defence Colony.

(sii3 Hauz Khas Enclave.
(iv) Kailash.

'Proposed by the Police Department , Source : Superintendent, Police Head Quarters, Kashmere Gate



TAeLe 9

Location of Post Ofsss in urban Delhi

Zone N
Name of the Post Olficc Area

X. New Delhi H.0-
.2. Amrit Kaur market.
3• Connaught Place.
4• Constitution House.
5. Eastern court
6. Kamala Market.
7. Kota Ferozshah.
8. Matapan Lines.
9. Minto Road.

10. Multani Dhanda.
It. PaharGanj.
12. Parana Kila.
13. Queensway.
14. Hardinge Bridge.

2 Central Secretariat
15. Gymkhana Club.

-16. Kirchner Road.
17. Parliament House.
18. Raisina Road.
19. Raisins Secretariat North.
20. Secretariat South.
21. Shahjahan.Road.
22.. South Avenue..... .
23. Talkatora Road.

3 Lodi Road.
24. -Lodi Road.
25. Khan Market.
26. Kotla Mubarakpur.
z7. Viney Nagar.
28. Willingdon Airport. .

4 Rashtrapati Bhawan . 29. Rashtrapati Bhawan.
5 Karol Bagh

30. Karol Bagh.
31. Anand Nagar.
32. Anand Parbat.
33. Arya Samaj Road.
34• Dev Nagar.
35. Dr. joshi Road.
36. Lower Camp Anand Parbat.
37. Original Road.
38. Rajindar Nagar.

V

C

ti

4

4

G



Zone Zone Name
No.

6 Delhi .. .. 39. Delhi G.P.O.

40. Andha Mughal.
41. Bara Tuti.
42. Birla Line.
43. Chandni Chawk.
44. Dariba.
45. Delhi Cloth Mills.
46. Delhi Kashmere Gate.
47. Delhi Sadar Bazar.
48. Fruit Market (Subzi Mandi).
49. Hamdard Dwakhana...
50. Razz Kati.

- 51. Hindustani Dawakhana.
52. Idgah Road.
53. Jawahar Nagar.
54. Kamla Nagar.
55• Lajpat Rai Market.
56. Mori Gate.

57• National Public Library.
58. Railway Clearing Accounts Otfic
59. Red Fort.
6o. Roshanara Road.

61: Sabzi Mandi.

62. Sarai Rohilla.
63. Sewa Sangh.
64. Tis Hazari. .
65. Sadar Thana Road.

8 Civil Lines

.95

Name of the Post Office Area

66. Ansari Road:

67. Darya Ganj.

68. Jumma Masjid.

69, Civil Lipes.
70. Delhi University.

.71. Maidens Hotel.
72. Publication Office.
73. Timarpur.
74. Shakti Nagar.

9. Kingsway . 75. Kingsway.
ro Delhi Capt°M

°t 76. Delhi Cantonement.
77. Bazar Road Delhi.
78. Palam Air Port.
79. Station Road.
So. No. 3 Wing P. O.
Sr. C.O.D. Delhi Cantonment.
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zone Zone Name - Name of the Post Oi&o Area

zz New Delhi DHQ. . 82. New Delhi DHQ.

zz Agricultural Research Institute . -83. Agricultural Research Init.
84. Central Tractor Organisation.
85. Natiodai Physical Laboratory.
86. Patti Nagar Bast.
87. Patel Nagar West.

13 Hazrat Nizamuddin . 88. Hazrat Nizamuddin- Jangpura.
89. Jangpura.

90. Lajpat Nagar. .

314 Delhi Industrial Area .. 9t. Delhi Industrial Area.
9a. Rajouri Gardens.
93. Mori Nagar. -

15 Malviya Nagar . . . 94. Malviya Nagar.

16 Yusuf Sarni - 95 Yumf Sarni

X7 Tilakl Nagar 96. Tilak Nagar.

18 ICalkaji.
97. Tihar. -

98. Kslkaji.

Surce : Post Master General.

4I



APPENDIX Ii-A

0

4

PART I

Extracts from the background literature of the Greater Delhi Socio Ecmwmic Survey
that is being done by the Delhi School of Economics in accordance with the

Research Prggramrne Committee of the Planing Co►anassiont :

"The Delhi School of Economics has undertaken to conduct a survey of ' socio-economicconditions in the Greater Delhi City with 'a view to studying the problems arising out of
rapid urbanisation. It will make available valuable data whir are necessary for analysis
of the process of rural urban migration in terms of socio-economic factors and will indicate
nature, extent and intensity of the many pressing problems faced by the city and its expanding.
population. This . survey is one of the series which the . Research Programme
Committee of the Planning Commission has sponsored in the major cities of India.

_ . s s • s

`The information collected from households will indicate details of i'mmtgration,
occupation and income of each of the employed members and information about the un-
employed members of these families. It will also collect data on housing conditions, on
health and nutrition and on social and cultural interests and activities of individuals.

A survey of industrial, commercial, transport and other productive establishments will
be made with a view to obtain information on their present position and 'development
potentialities including in particular. the employment aspect . A aeries of studies on specific
problems of city life such as education, over-crowding and slums, sanitation and water
supply, milk supply and transport will also be undertaken . The data thus obtained will be
subjected to expert statistical analysis, on the completion of which the report on the results
will be submitted to the Planning Commission.

In order to gain experience the Section conducted a Pilot Survey ;f socio-economicconditions in the . Greater Delhi City in different localities . More than 12,ooo families in
14 areas were enumerated, and from this list of households about 6oo samples were chosen
at random for detailed house -holds investigations. For the purpose of Pilot Survey, theGreater Delhi Survey Section of the Delhi School of Economics engaged 35 honorary
research investigators, most of than were post-graduate students.

On- the basis of experience gained in the Pilot Survey the programme for the main
survey has now been finalised. The work of collecting data for the survey is spread over a..period of. three years. The first year will cover the Old Delhi City Delhi Municipal'Committee wards I to XI, Civil Lines and the four outlying towns. The second will cover
the remaining 9 (XIX to XX) wards of the. Delhi Municipal Committee and the third
will, cover New. Delhi, South and West Delhi Municipalities and Delhi Cantonment."

"The census of India 1951 which sounded the alarm against the dangers of impro-
vident maternity revealed it too, that 'population was increasing at a much faster rate in cities
than in villages. Total population of our country rose in the decade Ig41-5o by 13 percent, of the villages by 9 per cent and of the towns and cities by 41 per cent. All the major
cities registered increases : Greater Bombay of 67 per cent, Madras of 82 per cent and
Greater Delhi of 107 per cent.

In cities population increased at a faster rate than the rate of net reproduction, give
by the excess of birth over deaths ; dearly people had gone over in large numbers from'thn
rural to urban areas. Though, it is indeed true that for the villages the correspondingrate of emigration proved much too inadequate to prevent further ' growth-of rural population.
In any case the disparity in the rates of population growth between the rural and urban
sectors of the country was very conspicuous and its net effect has been to raise the proportion
of urban population in the total from 13 . 8 per cent-in 1941 to 17.4 per cent . in..1951. inother words, of the expanded population of 1951 a larger section came to lead or live a city
life. Through this decade there operated - so to`say a process of urbanisaticn. Since1951, the process has evidently continued and is in all ' probability gathering furthermomentum,

s s « s

109 M of Health
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What is the significance of this -process of urb
ur an and ru

g9riculunre, Of

ral sectors ? Urbaaisat

excessive

igt n

umerical,

such misation fold as tw
in ^y and
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,a Co'
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resources it may even be considered to provide a Pressure of the People on the limitedver tive
' hems which have g

ain et the experience so far isnut problems which with the give
n rise to a number acute

.
ocial andnd aeontoday are congested ; living-conditions

Passage. of time have grown very. accities
tunnies havethe tended to more and have deoeti°rsted greatly and employmentsuggest grow more more scares, Further, the s oa o penfium
tion of the the e

coa
ncat °II the v s has helped our rural points of evidence

pressure on land has been a li ttle slower but ^ fear is that it h^as tendedto induce an udhealthy change in the

tat
consequence; of this process .cmmot be vi structure of our rural society. Such } .

fe:rnc were 80. amaging because the proce88 ha edquga^me ^ we areleft With the viewr of t e stae, without any direction or plannin on Without any Purposive inter- :
pontaneous and uncontrolled

Further consideration of the
ocess w Suggest that it i In

W
nee ri a wpc development which we wish to dearry ore Or lesswith llspossible speed involves ablofgrowtheeoprocess has tod on an and tay i ^ ^ i tc of urban ple nations..continue and we m ma ntinuance
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attains, may' a balanced sttuMUre, till we build up sirable till our
Of our
relationshi

ps between the rural and urban and between thehelthy, elfident and equitableeconomy agricultural and industrial sectors

But it is ovious that we cannotaggravation of the problems that already Per a its continuance in the Same old way. Further
so we are forced to consider whither it is U le - acute has to be prevented. Andit to any defined Possible to influentt thePredetermined objectives. Process $o as to conform
in a manner consistent with planned sot al and a a manoeuvre that urbanisation occurs
can we do so ? To what extent and in what economic development ? To what extent
of industrialisation eo as to avoid undesirable mmner have we do adjust our programmes
urbanisation ? q+rrrrces, both social and economic of

Correct
ha

answ
ers to these questions can be liven only if Ave acquire full knowledgewhat has been ppening so far. my ofurbanisation and We have toso of rural urban eshgate the causes and consequences of
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ningral of the last world wan What have b that has been taking Place since the begin
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ems that we face in the citites, wittih-pect to conditions of living and th means of li

ROY
the effects of the said : process of raral-urban , and also to . know what have Been:villages migrationood on the social and economic life of

With the objective of getting correct answers to such
. pertinent questions the Research,programmes Committee has sponsored a ti

all the major cities of India . The Greater Ps o ensive and intensive surveys inthe Delhi School of Econontice- to us is this oce an n one of them, It is assigned to
also as a great responsibility and Let us accept it a privilege and
investigators we shah endea acquire full understanding of the specific job which as field

vour to accomplish in the best possible manner,
We have called our survey 'Tice Greater Delhi Scall llya the ub -De W i.ran areas " of Delhi(Ci State Old lh enclude therein ration-

municipalities
vil in es) ; New Delhi Delhi City ; Delhi Civil S; Delhi Delhi J jurisdictions of the newly created South and West Delhi
$ and Narela . In the

Cantonment te4vtil ' S aata ; town areas of Malirauliqq^ miles . our o aggrega they account for an urban (inhabited , . Najaf-
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ISMS
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as at end of 1954. Back St This'shows that in the last 1q years there has . been an increasey 7 kkhs ; area than
t ThisPopulation of Delhi State . This increase was in con of 136 per cent ie -urbanbut it is evident that since 1941 the trend gathered a ration of the long term rising trend;Proceeding this 14 years period great momentum fh iort n thee rise walor urbanisation has beenvery rapid indeed. y 55 i ter cent. 'Since 1941 the
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1
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D

1941-50 only 24 per cent account for natural increase i e., excess of births over deaths ;
83 per cent remain to represent net immigration into the urban areas of Delhi State.

irrTins high p d^ W
ar;P Eton is explained broadly by two general factors (1) theand the

and (2) infiuz of displaced
consequen

t t
rise in the tempo of economic and industrial activity

which draws le to Delhi g is yet another apparent reason
too we l^lnown^, rs the fact ^i thet parts our r c md and this, is all
Central Government bung the Capital of Ind :a and the seat o of thehe
Urdu and pun This

' fiict gip , also why besides the main languages o f our
Iabi, we come across here people speaking all the different Ianguages of ourcountry. It fiuthe= explains why half the population depends for livelihood on service-public or private,

Thus the scope of our survey covers 9o sq, miles of urban area having a population ofover 16 . 5 lakhs. We shall invesagare into the causes of immigration that has causedthis population to rise to this high fi$tue, and also into the living and employment conditionsunder they live. Out investigations will be carried out separately in four parts as

1. An area survey of di$erent localities with a view to ascertaining the present positionof community facilities and services . We will also collect all available historical data in
order to obtain an Idea of their development since 1940.

reveal their of small shops and commercial establishments . This is designed to
^aldeveIopment since 1940, their present status and further potentialities of develop-ment.

employment
give us an idea of the present level of employment in this sector as

-also Of opportunities that its probable expansion might create
We are not including in our scope of field investigation the large scale organised indus-

tries because fairly reliable data on them are available from official sources.

III. A series of studies of the specific . problems of city life i e. education, transport,over-crowding and slums, milk supply, etc _

IV. A sample survey of -households . This will be the most comprehensive and omenlive inquiry into the liv ' conditions and the means of livelihood of the people. It isdesignedand imrm^ give a dear idea of the composition of population as between original residentsgrants, of the course of immixration into overover the lest rPresent employ ment situation in Delhi . This is the biggest of our jobbs. It
as also the

is, byf far,the most important part of the whole inquiry, and it is with this that we, as field investi-gators, will be concerned.



PART II

Densities in the various Localitiu of Delhi

0

[Assumptions in calculating densities :
r. Each family on an average consists of five members.
2. Each single story house contains I-I/2 families on an average and a double storeyhouse have three families (as per existing conditions), leaving few exceptions.]

Si. Name of Constiutency
No.

Built
Total up Total Popula- Gross
area area No. of Lion Density

(acres) (acres) houses 1951. per acre

Nst
Den-
sity
per

acre

.1 2
4 6 7

i Kashmere Gate 270.8 67 - 5 2 361 20181
2 Mori Gate

51'6 46 - 5

,

1,962 23390
74

453

299

5033 Chandni Chowk
98'8 56 . 3 1,746- 15103 152 2684 Katra Neel 62'0 46.6 2,372 18735 202 4035 Shardhanand Bazar 87•z 6S• 6 2,234 18426 211 4806 Jama masjid dar+eeba. 60.0 21 .0 3,034 23687 394 1128

7 Maliwara 36'0 34' 2 2,850 21722 603 635- 8 Charkhewalan . 484 45 ' 98 2.587 20107 415 4379 Bauimaran 47'6 45'22 3 ,410 2-3513 493 520to Naya Bans 6o-o 41 ' 0 2,177 28664 311 445.11 . Erash Khana .. . 49'2 41- 8 26399 19124 388 45712 . Kucha Pati Ram. . 63'6 380 2,016 24zo5 380 63913 Kucha Pandit . 92.8 44' 45 1,618 12928 139 29r14 Kalan Masjid . 47.6 98.4 1,402 1550z 326 545z5 Lai Darwaza 36.6 .34.2 1,664 16105 446 47016 Churiwalan 38.0 36 • I 2,232 15658 412 43317 Matia Mahal .94'4 63 ' 4 2,871 21154 224 33318 Darya Ganj
146'6 94' 0 843 14946 1o1 1599 Chatta Lai Man 47.6 29.0 1,725 17164 260 61320 Suiwalan 68•o 48 . 6 2,126 1oo14 294 41221 Roshanasa Extension 282.8 67 - 8 2,777 24312 85 35822 Kamaa Jawahar Nagar 232.8 . 93.0 2,405 24005

,
103 25823 Sohanganj Kothishora 29'2 27 . 42 2,270 24672 845 90024 Arya Pura 76.8 61-6 1,641 17557 228 28

25 Bahat Ganj 36.6 28.5 1,105 11168 3 )5
5

39226 Bare Hindu Rao 149'2 51 ' 3 2,776 26588 178 51827
8

Pul Bangash .
T l

521 43' 82 2,448 15397 291 3912 e iwaran Tokriwalan 47.6 36 - 6 1,887 17706 372
.

48329 Deputy Ganj 58.8 48 . 6 2,881 17036 290 350
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PART III

Extract from National Sample Surrey (No. 4) Special Report of personnel in theLire Register of the Della Employment Exchange

Main conclusions

3.0 The principal features brought out by the survey are summarised below :
3.1. Number on `Liao Rggirter'.-At the end of August there were 20,911 persons onthe Live Register of {lie I?elhi Employment Exchange, of which 1213 were women, The

results are based on the Information collaxed in the survey relating to 712 persons out of a
sample of 80o from this population ; the remaining 88 could sot be risked or contacted forvarious reasons, such as ^v^oa^ address, registrant baking left Delhi . Only 3 persons (lestthan o 4% of the total sue) refused to co-operate and to answer the quarries,

3'2 'Gros oriar.T7re composr^ion of the Live Register is terms of the various.category classificaaona adopted in the Employment Exchange was as follows : clerical 4q.44%°/,'(freshen 31 %, others 1 %), unskilled 300° (unskilled office workers t6•%, other tigsldlled
14°/), technical 14% appointment branch standard" Le. those wit1 <' ti superior technicalpr r eaenronal or edutxtiona qualifications) 3%, educational 2%, all other men I% and

3.3• Age.-75°o men and 63% women were aged 25 years or below . p l ywhose ofd clerks) fresher category was included in this age groupp Among the'tehniiccaal'
'etae age grouand 'Unskilled

p, 2 (off)' categories more than three fourths came within the
unemployed men on5%the live and only 12% men were above 30 years of age. Among
U e stooy 18me nears and Register S% were aged 17 years or below, 73 % belongs toonly 9% were 31 years and above of age.

terms
N l Status.-55% men and 50% women on the Live Register were

3.5• cation.14% of the registrants had either no education or had read uptoPrimaryunary standard, 26% completed primary or middle stage. 44% were matriculates/° intermediates and ro% graduates and post-graduates. This proportion naturallyvaried from one category to another ... Among the . unemployed , 30% had education stan-.dart middle or below, 53 % were matriculates and 17% undergraduates and graduates.
3.6: Migration.-14% registants° were local people, 19 % had migrated from rural.areas, 14% from urban areas and 45 /° fromdterritories nowincluded in Pakistan. (Migrantsfrom Pakistan would not all strictly come under the official definition of displaced

About bmen and 8 /o women among migrants gave un -employment as the reason fortheir migration.
raersons).

3.7• Economic Status-33% men and 15% women on the Live Register were 'earners'and another 4% men and 9 ° women earning dependents . Only 63% men and 76%women were unemployed . For both men and women combined , 36% represented earnersand earning dependents and-64% non-earning dependents . More than a third of the em-ployees were engaged in government service , Only 29% of those on the Live Register hassome employment in the past but were without employment at the time . of the survey;
l0 3.8• Duration of unem$loyment.-Among the unemployed, 22% were without em=

6 months t to
for. period of 3 months and Less 30% for a period of .3 to 6 months, 14 %. betweenyear and 34 /° above one year.

wome
n were ed fr^s•-53% of all the unemployed men and 63 % of the unemployedseeking jobs for the first time.

3.10. Employment sought.-58% men and 26% women wer seeking administrativeor clerical jobs; 16% inkih and 67% women were looking out forotheer non-manual work.

102
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3-a- Technical or professional 0"UYa4 .-g%of the unemployed had no technicalor°professional Twlification (and in the `non.technical qualification' group are included4304 of the mtnculEes and 57% of the undergraduates and gradums). 28% have pro-fession or technical skill without any degree or diploma, and r8% appeared to have someprofessional or technical degree or diploma.

3.12. Intone expectaaga.-3% of the unemployed were prepared to work on emolu-
ments of Rs. 5o pia. or less ; 16% on Its . 75 pm. er loss, 49% on Its. zoo pm. or Less, 93on Rs. 150 p.m. orless, 97% on zoo p.m. or less andoning Its. zoo pm ly 5% expected an income

The average income 'expected was Rs. z 99 P.m. -
3.13. Income of the employed.-As already stated 'slightly more dun one-third of allthe retistrants were employed. But 73 % of them had income Its. too pm. or less, r8 %

between its. 101-150 and only 9 % above Its . r5o p.m.
3.14. Duration of Bmploymem.41 s/°. of the employed had been in employment for:more than one year and 48 % had been employment for less than six months.
3 IS. WtNVxm to

37%
work- ^ women were not inclined to accept any manualwork, but 37% of them were willing to go to the villages as teachers; Not more than one-

fifth of the men who responded were agreeable too'take up manual work in towns or villagesbut 47% of, them were prepared to go as village teachers and o ,workers. 55 /o a race) pctcna;on

3 • r6. Traittittq dean ed.-Teacher's training was moat popular both among men andwoman Two=third of the women who responded Preferred teacher's -training; as
telegraph or telephone operator vas nett in popularity among women and otie-6fdt
desired' it. One fourth of all min calm responded desired teacher's training ; apart from the'educational ' catte^ory such training wan' also most popular among the `clerical' categories.Training as technician , engineers, and ele tricians were next in popularity among thorn,
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PART IV
A Note of the .B of Delhi State Populatine for the Year 2971.

liazitiTTh problem of
estimating population of Delhi State has

Y, partition
there were abnormal changes got its own interest and to theduring the

heavy influx
that

of refugees. A study of the fraaph showing-
od, 'owing to the

Popular u 18 increasing at sq growth oeion in^ditatearue wti-jathis S opulatwa' Since there is a conti
.
ntious , ^ t y termed' as.population forecasts should be madraillmd(m from other States

e With a certain
moun in India into.It should be not the forecasts are rri, pro ct caution

Four methods were used in getting the forte fivaW for
rst three peon only.

nature and. the last one is dependent on current birth and death ly of a statistical
raft.

METHOD. I

The logistic curve fitted by the graphical method, and the growth of the refugeepopulation was separately worked out . The fined curve isin thousands). (where X gives the population
4376

Y-345 --

10"7961[ -0•324t -
This

any time g
ves
t fort he attonnable upper limit of Delhi State population as 4721 thousands at

METHOD II

The Population figures were plotted on se
points are scattered round a straight milogarithmic paper and it was noted thatthe into very closely and this was used for populationforecasts .

This is the saline as fitting an expotential type of curve to the data.

METHOD III
This

rural and urrb n areaas ndependently of each oteerrtilation forecasts are made separately for
.N.B.-In

all the above three statistical methods, the study of normal trend has been
made by correcting the 1951 population figures (i.e. substracting the refugee inaux) andin the forecasts allowance has been made for refugee population growth also.
METHOD IV

This depends .
purely on current birth and death rates.. Forecasts have beextmaking alllowance for a steady immigration into this state.

Statement showing the Population . Figures for 1971.

rnemoa I Method II Method III Method
IV Method V

35.85 3^-29 32
laths laths 3 2970 32-26

N.B.

(1) Method V was worked out by the Registrar General.
(2) Method II gave the best fit and hence has been taken as our estimate.

(3) 2upper limit for970 bkhs cathe taken u the
o

f lower limit and 35.85 lakhs can be taken as theDelhi for 1971.

.e;

.k,

11 104
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APPENDIX I1-B

Estimates of Pop station for Delhi State for the years 319631, '731, '81

Available Data.-The population figures of the State for years 1891, 79oz, y9i 1 , rg21,.
1931, T9431 and 19531 are available. It is seen from these figures that the growth . of popu-
lation dining the years 2891-19231 is very'small. From 192; onwards there is a steady
increase with an abnormal increase during the years 1941-1951. The main cause for this.
is the heavy influx of refugee population. The available statistics show that the refugee-
population in the State was 4,95,391-

. TAMEI

Year Percentage
of increase

1891 3,73,136-
1901 - 4,05,819 9
1911 413,851 2
1921 . 4,88,452 z8
1931 6,36,246 30
1941 . 9,17,939 441951 . 17,44,072 90

An idea as to what the population of Delhi would 'have been at 1951 , if there were no.
partition is given by substracting the refugee population . from the actual population
i.e. 17A4,072-4,95,392- 12,49,680.

Problem of estimation.-The usual procedure adopted for estimation of population is-
fitting logistic curve to the available data. The logistic curve is-

K
Y a

+4,e.-et

This has been worked out in Appendix lI-A.

,We shall assume that the rate of giowtli of :the population at any time is. proportional to-
the population at that time i.e.

dp
- . a K P where K is constant.

dt
or log P Kt + constant (by integration)
or log P e A -1• bt (where a and b are constants)

d log P
and also

dt
i.e.. the rate of increase of the logarithm of the population is constant . So we take log..
rithms instead of actual population figures and fit the line by 'Least Squares'. Firstly,,_
a line was fitted (on semi-logrithmic scale) for the following data :-

W.

ti

TAU1w II

Population Logarithm to- 4
base to

1921 . . 4,88,452 5:6888
1931 . 436,246 51036
1941 . 9,17,939 .5-9628

12,48,681 64t962
4



For computational convenience, I have used t Parliccalar year 19az instead of actualyears . The fitted line has the equation

3

a
3

a

log's P a 5'68o7 + o•r381t
and d log p

s 0•'38'
dt

The goodness of fit can be sent bY00mpa?ing the estimates for the years '92','931,'941.and '9g' with the actual figures.

Teens III

True
PPopulation

Estimate

i92' 4,88,452 4,79,400
1931 6,36,246 6,58,900
x94' . 9,17,939 9,65,500
1951 • '2,48,68' 12,16,000

Population P n rojection was made on the assumption that the, rate ofincrease of Log for refugee population is the same as for the rest of the population
i.e., is equal to 0•'381 per decade. The estimates for the years 1961,'971 and x981 are as
:follows

Estimated
Population in

millions

'96' . 2.36
1971

3.29

1981 . 4 52

These estimates can be compared with that given. by the Registrar General.

Teats IV

Year Estimate Estimates
of given by the

Population Registrar-
General in
millions.

2.36 2.37
1971 . 3.29 3.26

..1981 - 4052 4.46

C
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APPENDIX II

PART V-B

Population Estimates seconding to livelihood categories in Dcliri State 1981.

Livelihood Categories Population Percentage-
mm's of total

Population

1. Agntetdttpal

(a) Cultivators of land wholly or mainly owned and

(b) Cultivators
3 105 6.9

or mainly not ownedand their dependents
vati(c) Cultivatin l b

1.0.
n6g a ourers and their dependants 0.7765 1.7-(d) Non-wkivniag owners of land and their depend-

ante - 1,180 0.4.

Stns TOTAL
4.500 10-0.

IX. Non-Agricultural

(a) Production other than cultivation
. 8(b) Commerce . 7 7 5

10-170
17.3.
zy.6_

(c) Transport
x475 5.5(d) Other services . 20.070 44.6-

Sum TOTAL 40`500 90.0:
GRAND TOTAL 45.000 100-0.

N.B.-The estimates of the population for the year 198, was taken as 45 lakhs.

I'
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APPENDIX Ii
PART VI

Population of India - Future Projection

Growth of Population
Growth of Population

P( ast actuals since 1891) (Minimal estimates upto
8

Year
19 1)

Population Increase Year Population
in during

lakhs preceding lamkha10 years

Increase
• during

preceding
10 years

1891

1
2,384 .. 1951 3,6113 445901

1
2,384 1961 4,078 465911

1
2,522 138

1971 4,527 449921

1

- 2,514 Decrease
981 5,157 630

931 2,791 277
1941 3,168 377 The above forecase is based on the follow1951 ' 3,613 445 ing assumptions :

The above table is taken from `Census ofIndia, 1951'•

'VOLUME I
INDIA

PART I.A. REPORT
BY

T.A. Gopalaswami, I.C.S.,
Registrar General of India,
-and Er-officio Census Commissioner forIndia.

I. Apart from the disappearance of child
marriages, there will be no material
change in material or conjugal habits-
married women of the some number and
the same age will be giving the same
approximately the same number of child-
ren each of the thirty years 1921-1950.

2. The mortality rates in every age group
will be approximately the same during
each of the next thirty years 1951-1980 as
on an . average of the . thirty years
1921-1950
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Pans VII

Estimates of Population for the year 1971
Urban.-

The Population figures for the Delhiare as follows - Urban Area for the years 1921 to. 195r-

1921

1931

1941

1951

Population

203 0, 4,4
4,47,442
6,95,686

U-

1437,134

T To study the natural tre d hpl a , t e population for 1951 was adjusted b
growth of tl^e ^O oa was made using the idjusted populatioyn fors 1951.. 'MeThe estimate ced on was also considered while giving the final estimates.

latltwar out .63 lakhs

..op
Rurd.--A aftnilar method or -the

for the rural area are as folllows &
ofrural area was adopted . The popu-lation

Population

1921

1931
- 1,8¢i032

1941 1,88,804

1951
3,06,938

The estimate worked out is
4.09 laths. The estimates Of Population for the DelhiState for the year 1971 are as follows ;-

Delhi Urban
Delhi Rural 28.63 laths

4.09 laths

The estimate for the total of Delhi State is 32.73 laths. The estimate got by topsider..ing the trend
estimateof whole of Delhi State is 32-3 laths. I believe that difference of o•4Ialdnbetween the s is not significant.

A study of the sex ratio for Urban Area

Year
Males Females R

Males

Females

1921
8Is 2,054 1,22,366 ` 1.49

1941 3,67,979 1,79,463 1.49
rdisplaced ' t"4,oil 225%365 1.48

1951{ rest 2,52,222 3,18,166 i - 16
t total

8, 9,432 6,17,702 1* 33



.in
* 1be sex ratio 'R' keeps steady up to 2951.R It fails totThe explangd firor this is the heavy influx of 33ia 1951 nlom I .

the
42 inse 1941..refieftoBI.16. If w ratio for POpnlatijm for which the sea Tratiolatest available fWare of the ra corrected figures Rs I heuahdard. From this the estimates of lumber ofmales laales ani

d f
on whî  is 3 c '°and' are as follows emales in 1 1 can be worited-

The total number of males and females in 1971 is as follows
Numbe fr o males _
Number of females 16'37 laths

12.26 hrkhs

28.63.laths -

Study of Age Groups (Urban Area)

tion ((excluding occaus Ofthe displacedI°'tenand t es were was taken from the popula-the
ages e recorded.

Males Females Persons
Total Population

(Excludin D
5,67,212 3,99,536 9,66 748g isplaced Population).

Sample
57,064 39,605

,

96,669

groups.-
The following table shows the distribution of sample Populati on- among various age

Age group

_

0-4 .
5•_-14

15,_.24

25-54
55 .
Age not stated

Males Females Persons

10,766 . 8;061 18,827
.I2A9o . 8,925 21,215
.10,950. 8,157 19,107

•°,±as 31,370
3,830 2,311 6,141

9 9

57,064 39,605 96,669

The Percentages in various sub-groups for malesfollowing . table :- (Sample population), , females and persons is given in the

Age group
Males Females Persons

0-4 ,

5-14 18 88 20.35 19.46
15-24 21.53 22 .45 21.95
25-54 19.19 a6•60 19.77
55 33.70 30 .65. 32,46

Age not stated 6`76 5.85 6.35
' - 0.02 0.01

100.0o Ioo-0o - 200.00
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=are aTfOIIow^ worked out by taking into consideration the displaced populatio-- :glso-(195,)

Age group
Males Females Persons

0- 4

5-1
r;A5,4r1 88,294 2,03,7054 .
1,86 070 t '{ 2615-24

, 4;9, 3,30,996
2
Ste%

1,60,063 1,32,500 2,92,563

55
.

2,933917

6
2,07,747 5,01,66

Age not stated 3,936 41,099 1,08,035
35 136

171

8,19,432 6,17,702 -14,37,134

The P'"9108 in various sub-groups are as follows

Age group
Males Females Persons

0-4
5-14 14•08 . 14.29 14.18

15-24 22.71 23,46 23.03

55 19.54 21.45 20.36
7.80 7.14 7 ' 52

100-00 100.00 100.00

A The estimates are ads follows
population

distribution for x991 can be obtained from this.

The Dist • of the Population of 197: ( Urban)

(ONLY APPROXI$Xtg)

Age group Airless - Females
) (in lakbs)

Persons
(in lakhs)

0-4

5-14 2.306 1 '752 4.058

15-24 3-717 2. 866 . 6.5.93
25-54 3.199 2 .629 5.828
55 5.8 2 .

u
1277 4 9'999-1.276 o -876 2-x52

16,370 1 12.260 28.630

single -Te figures are not accurate as they are based on the estimated figures of aYear 1951. They only give a rough idea about the distribution.

i

9
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APPENDIX III

TAWS .z

Motor Vabicular Traffic

S.
No Cl 50-

1
1951- 1952-. ass of Vehicle 95 1 1952 1953 1954

1954
955

19D55

I
2

Motor Cycles
Privat c

2,486 2.502 . 2,709 2,910 3,298 3,589e an .
T i

6,904 7,382 7,135 7,355 8,522 9 3973 ax es and Motor Rickshaws 564 634 769, 972 1 000 -
,

1 o4 Ot(h^er PuWc service Vehicles
9. ).

325 439 499 5o
,

729

, z1

886
5
6

Goods Vehicles (trucks)
Mi d c

1,510 1,709 1,586 - 1,649 2,070; 2 386aa laue m Motor Vehicles '.. - - 1,116 11,236
,

1 4 6, 4
TOTAL . . 11,789 12,666 13,814 14,642 15,619 18,725

Source : Delhi State Transport Department,

TAnIS a

Slow Moving Traffic

. 18 1,2 806 1,485 1,3703 Tongas , i
3871 2223 2• 948 2 6, ,57
11,298 1,056 937 963 -5 Tum Turns . • 1

1954 1955

11,964 2,229
1,525 1,677
2,781 2,989

978 994
II 7o

600 boo 6oo 600
7 Cycles . 600 600

99,539 7,19,873 1,27,8731,24,310

A VIAL 8,905 7,152 1,06,976 1,27,094 1,293732 1,32,809

Soarce : Delhi State Transport Department.

S. No. Class of Vehicles 1950 1951 195?. 1953

I Hand Carts . '. 1;,62 1,381 1,452 2,700
2 Bullock cam

YI...a Y____

02 86 15 72
6 Cycle Rickshaws

11

109 M of Health
10
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TA= 3
Demi Transport Service

S. Route
No. No. Origin Destination

Total
No. of Mileage Time Frequency No. of passengers
Trips covered taken per hour Travelled in

dray Trip Trip Max. Min. October, .. March,
1955 1956

Miles Minutes

I I Fountain . Iadra Nagar 64 6.5 45 3 I 61,423 61,033

2 x A Fountain Timarpur 32 3.3 25 2 1 977 8,144
3 2 Rajouri Garden . Lajpat Rai Market 59 21.0 6o '3 I 1,36,987 I,ax,6o6

4 2 A Moti Nagar Central Secretariat 2 9'5 40 o 23,287 5,017

5 3 Kashmere Gate C.O.D.. Cantonment 92. 16•o 80 4 1 , 2,28,857 2,07,523
6 3A Kashmere Gate Gopinatb'Bazar .22 .. . 2 o 12,986 14,738

7 3B Ajmeri Gate Gopinath Bazar 14 14,382

8 4 Radio Colony East Patel Nagar 45 72.0 75 2 1 1,50,403 1,15,353

9 5 Connaught Circus Kalkaji 21 II.0, 60 2 0 36,413 28,743
Io 6 Tilak Nagar Lodi Colony 158 15.0 80 9 2 4,38,143 3,67,846
11 7 Pusa Institute Central Secretariat 14 4.0 .15-20 6 o 15,015 8,293
12 7 A Gurdwara Road Central Secretariat 44 12 0 48,050
13 8 Vinay Nagar Timarpur 58 13.0 .3 I • I,17,0$I 1,11,882
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14 8 A Central Secretariat Tis Hazarl
66

I C l S
.. .. S 17,064 7 532s entra ecretariat9 Kingsway Camp

126 0

,
6

10. 66 6 2 2,07'536 1 8 21 9 A Central Secretariat Shakti Nagar ,73, 9

17 9 B Central Secretariat Kashmere Gate 125
10.5 63 6 1 2,20,303 2,97,260

18 to Kingawa Cam 42
6•o 36 5' 0 79,547 84,379

19

y p

it Fountain • ,

East Patel Nagar

Shahdara
48

1

10-0 64 2 1 78,829 184,970

0
40 4-0 30 S 2 48 956 1 12 182 xiA Fountain Border . 20

, , , 2
6.5 35 t 0 • • 1621 12 Ajmeri Gate Factory Road ,2Io

22 13 C. T. O. Lajpat Rai Market:
58 10.0 54 3 I 1,08,334 94,026

23 14 Turkman Gate • Ring Road.
.. 2 ' 1,22,709 . 96,778

24 14A Ajmere Gate • Ring Road
I.

aS 14B Darya Ganj Ring Road
,15,295 18,713

a6 x5 Old Secretariat Tin Murn

.27 x6 Fountain • Najafgarh
96

2

11.0 68 2 2,27,820 2,23,472

28 x6A Fountain Tilak Nagar
5 18•o 75 2 I 1,39,892 1,39,039
58 ,.

4 I 49 399 6829 x6B Kaahatere Gitte Tilak Nagar
, .

, 245,
47 •.

•. 3 ' '30 17 Railwa St ti 0 5,41,982 57,450

32

y a on

18 Railway Station

Mehrauli .

Okhia .
120 13.0 70 5 2 2,24,355 2,46,280

z 9 Fountain

,

Lodi Colony
48 . Io•o 48 2 0 82,216 63,917

33 20 Fountain
. 190 6.5 40 8 3 1,97,289 2 15 205. • Krishna Nagar • 242 .

, ,
04 30 5 2 76,572 2 22 0834 26A Fountain . Patpar Gan) .. . s2 7.0 34 0 5,I1o

, , 5

17,814
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Tsnit 4
Delhi Transport Service

S.
No.

Route origin
No.

Destination Total
No. of Mileage Time

Trips per
Y

covered
per Trip

taken
per Trip

I zx West Patel Nagar Kingaway Camp 363 12 .0 75.

2 22 West Patel Nagar . Lodi Colony. 70 10• 0 65

3 23 Fountain Nangloi 22 11 .5 55

4 24 Dev Nagar . Laipat Nagar . 112 12 .0 70

5 24A Lajpat Nagar . Central Secretariat 16 7.0 30

6 2$. Camp Cinema Lajpat Rai-Market 72 6.0 40

7 i6 Puss Institute .Lodi Colony 69 10 .0 60

8 27 Vinay Nagar Dev Nagar 74 12 .5 72

9 i7A Vinay Nagar Central Secretariat 43 4.0 15

to 28 Railway Station Malaviya Nagar 68 13.0 70

II 28A Vinay Nagar Railway Station IS ..

12 29 Railway Station Kalkaji . 7S 52

13 29A Railway Station Chiragh Delhi 13

14 29B Railway Station Lajpat Nagar 17

15 30 Delhi Gate Kalkaji 41 13.0 68

Frequency No. of passengers
pra hour 1`ravelled in
Max. Min.

October, March,
1955 1956

21 5 8,23,925 9,59,773

3 I 1,99,971 1,35,058

I 0 26,742 23,803

$ 2 1,85,363 1,83,123

. 4 0

3 I 79,892 70,779

3 I 14,591 1,03,834

3 1 1,38,338 1,67,914

9

3 I 1,67,168 x;62,763

6 0

3

I

I

0

1,42,151 99,158

13,436

24,888

91,381



TRAFFIC VOLUME

The study of traffic volumes on various major traffic ways is essential for the con-
sidetation of how to attain maamum facility and safety in use of existing roads.i Such
studies demonstrate the relative importance of the various arteries and intersections.; They
show where traffic signal systems and other control devices through streets, routings, are
most warranted. Volume ' counts are. essential in deciding upon one-wa yy. regpiation, chan-
nelisetion improvementŝ ngs and no-stopping . reg lotions, high quality-steet lighting
pedestrian protective and measures, police post duty etc

Vehicle volume maps are useful in plan ing, street improve nenh as, for example, in
helping to. show where existing routes have reached or area saturation, or
where grade separation is needed at key intersections. volume my lEdp to justify
expra, but also can be very valuable in securing public support for them.

In Delhi peak hour flows are the critical factor. Therdbre traffic counts werj taken
during morning and evening peak hours.. Counts of maximum ' hourly train flow were
taken at important' intersections . in business districts, on all importtt traffid, arteries, in-
dustrial areas, and other areas of special traffic concentration such hs tmtitil; Secretariat
area, Cbandni Chowk area, Connaught Place etc. This has been reoorde$l graphically
by mesas cf flow diagrams . Map No. 17 shows the total traffic AMwhaeas,Map No. X&
shows the flow of cycle traffic alome.•

• The traffic volume survey was conducted by the Central Road Research In-
stitute India, under the direction of Dr. R.K.N. Iyengar.

. 117
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TABLE 4

Queens Road-Naga Bazar Road

Per hour
. Peak flow.(per hour)

Fast Slow Cydi9ta Total

Queens Road Away from .8-45 to 9=45 A.M.. .
15

70 I,24I r 1,385
4 379 727 1,241

Queens Road Towards 5-15 to 6-IS P.M. . 153 226 390 1,101 11644
73 141 . 2,591 959 ( 2,060 1,173

Queens Road (Near No- Towards 6-0o to 7-00 P.M. . 184 457 1 670 2 301velty Cinema). 248 432 630 5,377
,

2,'620 4629.0
,

3,498
Queens Road (Near No- Away from 5-3o to 6-3o P.M. 218 634 2 785 6373velty Cinema). 186 440

,
1,593

,
2,219

Naya Bazar . . Towards 5-15 to 6-IS P.M. 198 281: 467 832 1,49783 173 450 1,282 706
Naya Bazar . Away from 9-00 t 10-00 A.M. 81

9174 28 4; 8864 8
Bridge Connecting Kutab Away from 5=15 to G-IS. P.M. 99 334 2 398, I' 899 17 867 2,265 8 4
Bideeconnecting Kutab Towards 9.00 to 10-00 A.M. 1 15 . 1,413 1,42958 231 Soo 789

00
00

d
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TABLE 5

Queens Road-Elgin Road

Peak flow (per hour)

.Peak hour
Past Slow cyclists Total

Elgin Road (South) • Away from

Elgin Road (South) Towards

Elgin Road (North) • Away from

Elgin Road . (North) • Towards

Queens Road Towards

Queens Road • Away from

Jumna Bridge Road • Away from

Jumna Bridge Road • Towards

.

.

•

•

*

.

5-00 to 6-0o P.M.

9-30 to Io=3o:A.M.

9-30 to . 10-30. A.M.

5-0o to 6-o0 P.M.

5-30 to 6-30 P.M-

8-30 to 9-30 A.M.

6-00 to 7-00 P:M ,

8-30 to 9-30 A:M.

398
326

471
53

332
326

329

253

189
161

X45
191

100
93

123
6z

1,013

658

50

93

44
43

65
72

99
65

30
47 .

120
85

178.
77

142
105

171
53,

2,056

2,216

46

1,007

1,152
695

1,041
878

1804

1,448
572

454
237

380
313

492
267.

504
173-

1,919

2,052

2,020

691

693

759

07-

1,594;
I,o64

1,581
1,488

1,235

.1,80.7

763.
483'

70

766
4

288'

n A !1 A /\ .-. J-k is t.' f► fR fk f1 I Ir I n
I .f
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TABLE 6

Rohtak Road-Najafgarh Road

Peak flow (per hour)
Name of Road Direction Peak hour

Past Slow. . Cyclists Total

a Robtak Road (East) . Away from
InteraecUoa .

4-45 to. 5-45 P:M. 78 .831 780

Do. Towards 6-0o to 7-oo P.M. 52 39 .530 621

Rohtak Road (West) . Away from 6-0o to 7-0o P.M. 29 19 439 487

Do. . Towards 5.00 to 6-00 P.M. 49 49 33 555 520 602
Najsfgaih Road (South) Away from 6-0o to 7-00 P:M. . 27 .19 398 379. 425

Do. . Towards 4-45 to 5-45 P.M. 39. 39 17 370 426
Najafgarh Road (North) . Away from 4-45 to 5-45 P.M. 24 14 449. 435 473

Do. . Towards 6-00 to 7-0o P.M. 13 6 435 454



TAnLE 7

Old Rohtak Road-Shakti Nagar Road

Peak Plow (Per-Hour)
Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour

Slow Cyclists Total

Old Rohtak Road (West), Towards . 8-15* to 9-15 P.M. .20 51 26 I,188 839 1,108 • • 885
31 54 269. 354

,,:.. Away from . 6-00 to 7-00 P.M. 29 .28 179 825 1,126 '882
20 25 301 346

Old Rohtak Road (East) . Away from 8-1$ to 9-15 A.M. 10
11 •

21 ,25
32

773 542
174

716
577

Towards 5-45 to 6-45 P.M. 22 30 26 478 526
8 24 177 209

Serai Robins Road (South) Away from . S-45 to 6-45 P.M. 36
31

67 9 462 883 507
. 14 421 ...466

Towards - 5-30 to 6-30 P.M. 31
2

rI 907 456 889 4984 7 433 464
Shaktinagar Road . Towards . 6-oo to 7-0o P.M. 39 74 8 1,008 653 991 700

35 9 338 • 382
Away from . 5-co to 6-0o P.M. 36 .. 17 46$ : 518

36 7 . 351 • 394
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TABLE 8

Azadpur

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
. Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Fast Slow Cyclists Total

Kingsway Camp Road . Away from . 7-15 to 8 - 15 •A.M, 20 7 sob 3.3.5.
30 50 1 155 37 145 68

Towards . 5-3o to 6-30 P.M. 21 •. .. 123 147 144
28 1 24 53

G. T. Road (North) . Towards Delhi 7-15,to 8-x5 -A.M. 43 28 . 359 430.
55 98 34 532 111 . 470 300

Away from Delhi 5-3o to 6-30 P.M. 55 10 326 391
32 to 96 138

G T. Road (South) . Towards . 6-30 to 7-30 P.M. 22 20 498 372 464 414
23 14 92 129

Away from 7-30 to 8-30 A.M. 41 83 33 270 348
3 32 120 196



TABLE 9

Mall Roar-Ti narpur .Road

Nam f h R
"Peak Flow (Per hour)

e o t e oad Direction Peak Hour
Fast Slow, Cyclists Total

Mall Road (East) . Away from 9-oo to xo-oo. A.M.
84 46 x;075

733 x'o65 916
422

. Towards • 5-15 to 6-15 P.M. Sr x78 5 503 58997 . 5 255 357Mall Road (West) . , Away from . 9-30 to 10-3o A.M. 71 6 356 4384 155 7 406 497I Towards • 9-15 to 1o-x5 A.M.
78 4 775 438 765 520

T
70 327 403ltnarpur Road . Away from . g-x5 to 6-x5 P.M. 20 6
M 356 3826 104 . 128

Towards . • 9-75 to 10 1 5'A.M. 31
2

4 479 5140 51 2 570 85 569
.
107
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Testa Io

G. T. Road (Subzimandi)-Shakanagar Road

Peak Flow (Per hour)

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Fast . Slow Cyclists . Total

Shaktiaagar Road Away from . r:M.6-0o to 7-c0 39 84 21
Z64 595.

45 12
734 Z 701

Towards 9-0o to 16-0o A.M. 47 II 467 525
34 15 194 243

Sub iinandi Ghanta Ghar Away from . 8-30 to 9-30 A.M. 67 108 87 I,4x3 . 872 1,258 1,026
Road. 41 68 g86 495

Towards . 6-oo to 7-00. P.x. 35 86 731 852
40. 81: 420 541

G."-T: Road (West) Away from 5-45 to 6-45 P.M. 39 67 626

37
56 381 486

a
Towards . 8-30 to 9-30 A.M. 66

56
I22 63

60
1,193 718

352
1,070 $47746

Memorial Doad Towards 5-15 to 6-x5 P.M. 60 III 12 318
28$I. XI ........ . 224..'.. 6•

Away from . 9-0o to to-oo A.M. 45 .7 643 943 62I 491
30 - Is.

3
I2 227.



TABLE 11

Mari Gate Road-Hamiton Road

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Name of the Road . Direction Peak Hour
Fast Slow Cyclists Total

Mori Gate Road . Towards . 8-45 to 9-45 A.m- 180 272, 563 1,015

2-54 62
409

545

. Away from . 9-X5 to 10-15 A.M. 69 87 521 677
,f 164 22,,7 1,365 540 2,061 921

fromAwaR dG T 5-00 to 6-00 P.M. 57 . .132 74 933.y. .oa. .
74 300 458 832

Towards 9-00 to 10-00.P.M. go 343 933 2,366
„

45 .135 205 2,834 353 1,286 6o3

Hamilton Road . Away from 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 42 93 S23 648

3 73 236 422 5 9

. Towards 5-00 to 6-00 P.M. 29 78 634 742
„ z8 61 1,202 429 • 2,063 . S28

Dufferin Bridge Road . Towards 5-30 to 6-30 P.M. 98 162 7.:.. ^
275

7
36

711
Away from . 9-00 to to-oo A.M. 234 546 I,I18 1,898

„

95 329
290 2,567 613 2,731 . 998.



'ABLE 11

Kashmeri Gate

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Fast Slow' Cyclists Total

Kashineri Gate (Outside) Away from 9=30 to 10-30 A.M. 445 1,326 1,913
737 2,471 2,236

Kashmeri Gate (Outside) Towards 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 292 93 9X0 1,295

Wall Road . . Towards 8-45 to 9-45 P.M. 12 go
.178

280
.14 99 107 285 200

Wall Road . Away from . 8-30 to 9-30 A.M. 18 105 11,8 239
II log 493 162 280 , 82 . 1

Circular Road Away from 5-00 to 6-oo P.M. 33
169 3720

1

Circular Road Towards . 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 49 102 4
2 3340 9o 819 z 627 8

Court Road . Towards . 9-15 to 10-15 A.M.
94.

.... 403 2s .
778. 179' 669. 29

786
5

Court Road . Away from . 10.00 to II-00 A.M. I16' 78
74...''

162 _
338.... . 326

Alipur Road . . Towards . 5 •.0o to 6-0o P.M. 156
142

8
8

790 49

Away from .ur RoadAli 9-15 to 10.15 AN. 7-71 49 711 931. .p . .
241 412 • 1,310 537 791.



Chandni Chowk-Agin Road.

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Name , of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Fast . Slow Cyclists Total

Chandni Chowk Towards 6-0o t0 7-00 P.M. 222 . 159 918 1,299
252' 474 118 ..640 .. 1,558

.
1,010

Chandni Chowk Away from 5=oo to 6-00 P.M. 244 zo6 1)047 1,397
200 147 2,039 739 1,786 I,o86

Elgin Road (South) Away from 9-00 to• 10-00 A.M. 485 64 878 1,427
461 76 2,177 1 ,159. 2,037 1,696

Elgin Road (South) Towards 9-15 to I0-15. A.M.

4 3
74 1,149 1,758

8 I,oi8 52 8z6 1,351
Elgin Road (North) Away from 5-15 to 6-15, P.m. 332 37 . 834 1)203

369 701 51 . 1,671 - 759 1,593 1,179
Elgin Road (North) • Towards 8-30 to 9-30 A.M. 388

216
48
25

933
h66667

Red Fort Road • Towards 5-00 to 6-ac P.M. 39 19 337
48 28 276 352

Red Fort Road . Away from . 5-45 to 6-4j EM. 42
35

31
27 738

M'a
433 .

247
680 . 309..
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TABLE 14

Mori Oate Road-Boulevard Road

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Fast Slow Cyclists Total

Mori Gate Road (North) Away from . 9-15 to 10-15 A.M. 35 18 306 359
44 79 27 45 126 432. 477

Mori Gate (North) Towards . 5-00 to 6-00 P.M. 26 to 298 .334
24 5o 3 13 77 375 104

Mori Gate Road (South) Towards . 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 8
6

514 . 711
166 265 2 3 . 361 571 1,085 1,000 1;446

'Mori Gate Road (South) Away from • M.9-15 to 10-15 A
1 .•

266 581 1,004 9.
88 245 79 345 470 1,051 637

Circular Road Towards . 5-0o to 6-00 P.M. 36 10 328 374
32 68 6 A 95 423 . 133 530

Circular Road Away from 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 52 48 388 488
31 83 17 65 77 465 125

wardsd TRCi l 30 A M0 to 109- 69 160 49A. •oar oarcu - . .3 ,
41 110

....._......
27 187

.
156 648 .2 24..

835
Boulevard Road • Away from. . 5-0o to 6-00 P.M.

31
22 263 316

51 8z 59.... $;. __ 172 ..445 . 2,82

Quidsia Road. • Towards • 9-15 to 10-15 A.M. 175 176 663 1,014
75 250 14 19o 109 772 198

962.
Quidsia Road. • Away from 5.00 to 6-0o P.M. 77 12 334 423

74 151 27 39 244 578 345



a

TAnz IS

Pak Plow (Per Hour)
Name of the Intersection Direction Peak Hour

Past Slow Cyclisb Total

Parliament Street . South bound 9-45 to 10 45 A.M. 267 30
(Away from) 263 530 27

FE North bound .. 4-3o to 5-30 P.M. 2,259
183 28 2,361

Irwin Road .
Sbo dat

5-00 to 6.0o P.M. 330 36 828 2,194
boun 563 2,427

. is South East 5-00 to. 6-00 P.M. 233. 34 599 866
bound.

Minto Road . . Northbound . 9-go to Io-3o A.M 365 21 Sol . 2,282 887
744

., South bound . 9-30 to 20-30 A M. 379 9 781 • I,x69

Queensway South bound . 9-30 to Ib-30 A.M. 319 36
l

1,62I
287 43 548 878

Northbound . 5-00 to 6.0o P.M.

m North bound . 5-00 to 6-00 P.M. 272 37
X

2,336
440 712 2,705 608 2,635 r,o81

Wellesley Road North bound . 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 169 36 I,Io8
60 2,220 l63 2,066 241

m . South bound . 4-30 to 5-30 .P.M. 124 to 612 743
97 l8 285 400

Shahjahan Road . . South bound . 4-3o -to 5-30 P.M. 226 24
278 35 1,500 1,442

FE North bound . 9-x5 to 2o-i5.A.M. 337 13
M
M 427 21

1

^ n _ A . ek .!l f1 ql. IN '1
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TAata 16

ROpath-Janpath

Name of the Road Direction Pak hour.

janpath (North) . Away from . '9-15 to 10-15 A.M.

„ . Towards . 3-oo to 6-co P.M.

Janpath (South) . Towards 9-15 to I0t15 A.M.

. Away from . 5-00 to &00 P.M.

Rajpath (West) . Towards . 5-00^to 6-co P.M.

. Away from 9-30 to 10-30 A.M.

Rajpath (East) . Towards 9-15 to 10-15 A.M.

m Away from . .5.00 to 6;00 P.M.

Pak Flow (Per Hour)

Fast slow

157
119

157
130 287

116
91

122

97

136
94

141
80,

21g

230

221

Cyclists total

7 720 884

.14 . 353 486

9 4273 4
$30
25 t,255

996
564

7 637 760
II 332 .434

7 679 805
9 1,110 415 1,094 522

2 285 431
I 46j 175 460 •254

261 383
162 259,

223 361
0. x61 '255

4 288 433
1 468 175 463 '256



TAata 17

Connaught Circus

Peak Flow (Per Hour)..
Name of the Intersection Direction Peak Hour

Fast Slow Cydilts Total

Parliament Street-Con-
naught Circus (West)

'Away from • 5-15 to 6-15 P.31. 390 631 130 .2,71I 2,117 2,538 2.637341 48.. 421 $05
., „ „ - Towards • 9-30 to 10-30 A.x 289 78 1,740 2 107

'
.242 73 362

,.
677

Parliament Street-Con-
naught Circus (East)

Away from • 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 450 820 61 1,043 4554370 73 289 732
to b Towards • 5-0o to 6-0o P.M. 411 46 1.358 I,815

370 43 1,921 474 1,832 887
Punchkuin . Road-Con- Towards 5-00 to 6=0o P.M. 302 11naught Circus (South) 21 '

9 2,499#45 517 77 2,953 `684 2,757 976
Op 11 Away fro 9-30 to 10-30 A.M. 257 123 1,530 1,910

202 101 399 702
Minto Road-Connaught

Circus (West)
Towards 5-00 to '.6-0o P.M. 204 32 985 1,221

392 2,298 ' 2,132
of „ „ . Away from • 5-0o to 6-0o PtM. 188- 34 1,147 1,369

QCw(y-Connaught
Eae

Away from 5-00 to 64oo.P.M. 346 38. 442 826»
Towards 57o0.to 6-00. P.M. 396 742 34. 888 I,330.. . 1,31&.

Queensway-Connaught Away from 5-00 to 6.0o P MCircus (West) . .

404
53 1482

138 36959"
926Towards • 9-30 to 10-30 A M.

2,050
. 471 861 .4163 4683391 ,

.1l
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Tears 18

Shankar Road-Upper Ridge Road

Peak Flow (Per Hour) .

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
slow Cyclists Total

Shankar Road (West) . Towards . 9-15 to . Io-IS A.M. 252 252 I 3,062 3,061 3,061 . 3,314

„ . Away front ... 5. I5 to 6-15 P.M. 174 1 2,032 2,207
„It

85 259 3 365 453

Shankar Road (South) . Towards 5-15 to 6- 15 P.M. 149 1 1,772 1,929

Away from 15 to 10-15 A.M.9 225 1 2,587 2,838-
108 333 2 2,710 0 2,707 230

Upper Ridge Road (South) Both . Directions . 8.30 to 9-30 A.M. 54 54 8 59 51 . 51 113

Upper Ridge Road (North) Towards . 9-00 to to-00 A.M. 35 . 4 78
6

117

21 56 I 99. 1 94 3

„ Away from .. 6-00 to 7-0o P.M. 32 0 48 So. „
20 0 17 37

Mandir Lane (Lovers Lane) Towards . 5-30 to 6-30 P.M-
37 6z 3

0
17176 429

278

216

to to „ . Away from . 9-00 to 10.00 A.M. 27 Q. . 474 501
13 40 0 .. 34 508 47

a
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TABU 19

Great Plans

Name of the Road Direction Peak hour Peak Flow (Per Hour) .

iP '

Fast slow Cyclists Total

res dent s Estate . Towards . 5-00 to 6.oo P.M.

z18 o 253 227 252 377
D

25
94o. . Away from . 9-30 to 10-36 2.M. 172

88

103 276.
R

5 257 o . 8o 165ajpa.h ' . . . Towards 9-15 to 10-15 A.nt. 1
88 02 0 .. 174 316

D '
3 0 323 149 323 237o. . . Away from . 3-00 to 6.00 P.M. 97

87 10 299.9
Great Pl (S u h 88 175o tace ) . Towards g-25 to 20.2%A M. 428 25 2,502 2,955

D 721 4,460 4,403o. Away from . 9-15 to r'b45 h.m. 293
32 . 1001 .

Great Place (North) . Towards . 5.00 to 6-0o Pm. . 375 17 2,214
2,226

6Do
_303. 678 19 4,426 2,276 4,390 2,4 8. . Away from . 9-30 to 10-30 AS. 405
41, 816 23402 2,822

1,610 4,010 2,052
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TABLE 20

Shankar Road-Patel Nagar Read

Name of Road Direction Peak Hour

Dev Nagar Road Towards 9-00 to .10-00 Ax.

Do. Away from 5-00 to 6oo: Pat.

Pusa Road Away from 9-00 to 10-04 A.M.

Do. . . Towards 6-00 to 7=00 P.M.

Puss Institute Road Away from 5-00 to 6-oo P.M.

Do. Towards 4-45 to 5-45 P.M.

Shankar Road. Towards 5-00 to 6-0o. P,M.

Do. Away from 9-00 to 10-00 AX.

Patel Nagar Road . Towards 9-00 to 1o-00 A.K.

Do. . Away from 5-co to 6-0o P.M.

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Fast Slow cyclists Total

82 82 5 . $59 884 884 971

56 12 489 557

114 114 14 646 774

77. 10 728 728 815.

30 1
500 . 531

43 43 5 1,193 1,188 1,188 1,236

126 126 2 1,051 1,179

97 1 1,217 • 1,216 1,216 1,314

149 149 17 1,292 1,458

130 9 1,334 1,473



TAM 21

We1inpdon Oreseent

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Fast slow . Cyclists

Tin Murti A 46. . way From 9•00 to.io-oo A.M. 46
28 4 191

Do. T d
74 56owar s • 5-00 to 6-0o P.M. 27

22
2 220

]Zit h 2 282c ner Road Away from 0 t- 6
5 2785 3 o -30 Ox. 102

816$ 151
ago. Towards 715

. 5-30 to 6-3o PAL 66
Wellingdon Crescent . Towards (from 1 7 564

W. Hospital) , 15 to 10-15 A.M. 82

83 II I

Do 10 18. . . Away from (To 0

wards W 5-30 to 6-30 P.M. 6Hospital) JJJJ s
98

163
.
9

10 . 806 iii 787

Total.

8a

261

637

320

a
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TABLE 42

Panchkisin Read-R Road

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour

Fast Slow Cyclists , Total

F anchkuln Road (East) . Towards . 5-IS to 6-x5 P.M. x69
xo

2,553 1,461. • 2,518
Z,3 0

Away from .Do 9-15 to 7o45 A.U. 382 • 9 2,222 1,613
2. . 128 $10 7 287 2,599 42

Panchkuin Road (West) . Away from . 5-15 to 6-15 P.M. 0303 12
x6 3,890

3,044
8x8 3,862

3,359
1,059

. Towards .Do 9-15 to 1oo-x5, Am. 396 13 33294 . 3,70
9
8.

to 566 9 399 57

Reading Roid .(South) .. Towards S-x5 to 6-x5 P.M. 874 1o
23 2,682 .

1,941
698 2,639

2,045
794

Do. . Away from 9.00 to 10-OO A.M. 92
83 175

19
x6

I,81o
233

14921
. 332

Heading Road (North) . Away from . 5.45 to 6-45 . P.x:.
128 20 2128

168
205

201201
1

Do. Towards 5-x5 to 6-15 . P.x. 7
6

17
10 449. 271 42y151

295
167

t



tAStB 23
East Park Road-Ram Jkarui Road

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

i Name of Road Direction Peak Hour

Rani Jhansi Road (South) Towards . . 5-15 to 6-15 P.M.

Do. . Away from . 9-Co.to Io-00 A.M.

East Park Road .. . Away froni 5-15 to 6-15. P.M.

Do. . . Towards . 9-0o to io-co A.M.

Rani Jhansi Road (North) Away from . 9-00 to 10-00 A.M.

OriginelRoad

(Towards D.C.M.) .

Towards . 5-15. to 6-15 A.M.
(from D.C.M.)

Away from 9-00 to 1000 A.M.

Do. Towards . 5-45 to 6-45 P.M.

Fast Slow I Cyclists Total

87 32 332
82

451.
516158 245 108 5

134 82 398 614

112 246 34 188 58 334

6 1,10I 1,112_
J.A

39 59 485 1,586 $83
14

63 63 13 ' 1,298. 1,802 Ij496
5

1,942 504 599

168 164 1,493 2,367 1,825
128 296 91 2,622 874 1,093

i
1

1,451 1,719x6
129 86 890 2,341 1,105

100 8g I,0^6 12239,
58 5

1,466 3
53

112 124 1,369 1,605
58 170' 85 2,032 454 1,823 597
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TAaI.e24

Pura Road-,Pals Road

Name of Road Direction Peak Hour

Fast

Pusa Road .

a
Pusa Road

Faiz Road

Faiz Road

Arya Sainaj Road

Arya Samaj Road

Gurgaon Road

Gurgaon Road

• Away from

. Towards

. Away from

. Towards

• . Away from

• Towards

Towards

Away from

5-30 to 6-39 P.M.

• 9-15 to 10-45 A.M.

5-15 to 6-15 P.M.

• 9-00.to•I0-oo A.M.

5-15 to 6-15 P.M.

• 9-00 to I0-00 A.M.

• 5-25 to 6-15.ps.

• 9-00 to Io-00 A.M.

139
117 256

231

67 298

9o
be

130
75 215

186

157 343

201
139 340

30
8

32.
20.

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Slow

9
9

9
5 1,532

4
4 1,584

7

II
Io .1,846

12
6

7
134

Cyclists

I,152
1r501349

1,292
226 1,518

1,324
252

Total

1,300
475

1,532
298

2,418
1,576 356

1,298
155

1,479
346 1,825

I,I13,
248

68
25

203
24 127

1,435
230

.I,676
513

2,326
393

98
33

142
44

89
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Lahori Gate

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Name of Road Direction Peak Hour

Past slow cyclists Total

Naya Bazar • • Towards • 9-00 to 10-0o AS.

8

152
223

864
383 I,247 1,63

3

Nays Bazar . • Away from 5-.0o to 6-co P.M. 70 273 707
1

1,050
901,

67
137 237 1,814 597 33Q4 .

Khari Baoli . • Towards . 6-0o to 7-00 P.M. 34 384 1,191
'

1,609.
6 40 194 2,832 1,063 2,254 2,263

Khari Baoli • Away from • 5-30 to 6-3o P•M. 7 ' 185 '. 1,085 • 12277
27 303 1,090 1,414

Kutab Road (Bridge) . Away from . 5-3o to 6-30 P.M. 61 Iro 1,550 1,721.
67 128 237 2,494 597 2,147 901

Kutab Road Towards 9-00 to 10-00 Am 57 152 864 1,073
51 121 706 878

Lahori Gate • Towards . 5-30 to 6-30 P.M. 73 319, 990

1,382

72 409 2,355
637

1,627 1,118

Lahori Gate • Away from • 9-oo to 10-0b A.M. 86 319 1,112 1417'
69 155 234 491 1,603 794
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TABLE z6

Shahdara Road-.lumuna Bazaar

Peak Flow (Per Hour
Name of Road Direction Peak Hour

Fast slow cyclists Total

Shahdara Road (West) . Towards . 5-3o to 6-30 p.M 5 4 326
35 10 2 421 89 415
96Do. . . Away from • 9-00 to Io-0o A.M. 3

4
228 235I 92 103

Shahdara Road (East) - Towards . 8-45 to 9-45 - A.M. 124
54 5

166
271

Do. . Away from . 6-0o to 7.0o P.M. 54
6

83 2
20

9095 . 110 76 1,139 8 980 340
Jamnna Bazaar (North) . Towards . 9• 00 to IO.OO A.M. 9 47 19o 2466 57 433 139 329 202

Do. . . Away from • 5-45 to 6-45 P.R. 17 34
176 227

19 36 75 I18
To Jumnua (from J. Bridge Towards 6-oo to 7-0o P.M. 74 12Road).

75
4
88 1 126 263

849, .914 426
To Jumuna (Towards J.. Away from 8-45 09-45-A.M. .95.. .. _

.

Bridge Road). 68 163 . 90 204 - 362



TABLE 27

4inuri Gate

Name of Road Direction

Asaf All Road . Towards .

Asaf All Road . Away from .

Desh Bandhu Gupta Road Away from

Desh Bandhu Gupta Road Towards .

Ajmeri Gate Road . . Both Directions

G. B. Road . . Away from .

G. B. Road . . Towards .

Thompson Road . . Towards .

Thompson Road . Away from. .

Circular Road . ' Away from .

Peak Flow (Per Hour)
Peak Hour

-Past Slow Cyclists Total

4-3o1o 5-3o,P.x. 676 46 713 826
64 131 46 .472 1,185 582

9-15 to ro-x5 A.x. 69
8

920 1,0336o 3 1,299 .297 1,217 395
5-45 to 6.45 P.M. 214 287 1,725 2,226

122 336 164 2,986 8,o 2,535 1,096
9-r5 to 10-15 A.M. 121 238 . 1,513 1,872

144 158 607 •. 909

5-45 to 6-45 P.M. 73 73 433 2,255 1,822 1,822 2,328

5-x5 to 6-15 P.M. 89 122 1,038 1,249
95 136 1,906 610 1,648 842

9-00 to to-00 A.M. 117 159 x,042 318784 201 151 458
,
693

5-15 to 6-x5 P.M. 199 176 2,763 2,53895 294 97 2,927 491 ?,654 683
9-15 to io-x5 A.M. 58 131 1,407 1590197 148 646 991
8-30 to 9-30 A.M. 82 51 220 169 169 302

, _.._'). fl 1-1 'i ♦ 1 T i It f ► . 1. T. 1, It 11 . is 7, ^) 4 r 1M, !1 - _.11. ..1t
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TABLE 28

Delhi' Gate

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Fast slow Cyclists Total

Faiz Bazar . . Towards . 9-IS to io-I$ A.M. 653 25 1,099 1,757558 1,211 5o 75 1,383 2,482 1,991
Do. . . Away from 5 15 to 6-z P.M 6 2,664. - . $ . 49 55 1,599 2,303611 28 982 '2,622.

Circular Road ' . . Away from . 9-00 to io-oo A.M. 344 5o 581 975258 602 25 . 75 339 920 622
Do. . Towards . •$-r5 to 6-rg P.M. 342 26 462 830

1,021

332 674 17 43 516 978 865
Mathura Road . Away from 9- 15 to 10-IS A.M. 254 22 1,044 . 1,320306 560 24 46 945 1,989 1,275

Do. . . Towards . 5-1$ to 6-15 P.M. 294 22. 1,018 1,334
2,035

191 485 23 45 755 1,773 969
Bela Road . Towards . 8-45 to 9-45 A.M. 27 24. 286 33725 , 52 9 33 102 338

136Do. . . Away from . 5-15 to 6.15 P.M. 37 1$ 174 226'
33 70 9 24 167 340 209

AW All Road . Towards . $-3o to 6;3o P.M. 113 24 706
59 172

17 341
323 892 399

Do. . Away from . 9-30 to ,o-36 A.1r, 78
8

22 363 463
933

Darya Ganj Road . Away from 70 14 288 50 417
128

780 515
14838 68 19 39 132. 260 189 289

d



I

'S'ABLE 3q

Hardinge Bridge Roundabout

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour

Fast Slow Cyclist Total

Mathura Road (South) .Towards 9-15 to I0-15 A.M. 134 12 381 527
94 228 17 29 ISI 532 262

Mathura Road (South) Away from 5-45 to 6-45 P.M. 103 ix 3S7 471
590

77 ISO 22 33 200 557 229
Mathura Road (North) Towards 9-15 to I0-15 A.M. 384 38• 1,238 I,66o

818 2,405 3,223
Mathura Road (North) • Away from 9-15 to 10-15 A.M. 434 . 27 1,167 1,628

Hardinge Avenue • Towards 5-oo to. 6-00 P.M. 135 13 j 907
I12 2,47 II. 24 487 1,246

Hardinge Avenue . Away from 9-15 t0 I0-15 A.M. 148 17
I,4SI

121 269 21 38
636

1,413:
778Sikandra ,*oad • Away from 9-15 to Io-I'5 A.M.

21
•248 3931 266 3 3 205 453 329

Sikandra Road Towards 5-00 to co,6-P.M. 129 6 250 385 469

142 271 3 9 210 460 355

n n .. n n n n n n n ti 11 f► T► T► '^! fii f^# f^ TR r1
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TABLE 30

Jumna Bridge (West)-.Bela Road

Peak Flow (Per Hour)
Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour

Fast Slow cyclists Total

Jumna Bridge Road (East) Towards 8 -.3o to 9-3o A.M. 15 . '
'2

14 I I6 21 1 r
. 7 ..

23 .72 216 9
Jumna Bridge Road (Best) Away from . 5-3o to.6-3o P.M. 252

6 0 174
0 S4 212 91

Jumna Bridge Road (West) Away from . 8-30 to 9-30 A.M. 23 24 162 209
15 22 . 46- 8o 242 117

Jutnna Bridge Road (West) Towards o to 6- o P m5 1 .
362. -3 , 3 . . 9

22 41
34
33 6

200 253
7 95 295 150

Junin Bridge . Towards . 9-00 t0 IO-oo A.M. 139
1 1

2 08227
69

206 395 2,216
, 7
552

Jumna Bridge . . Away from 5-30 to 6- o P M 66 2,890. 3 . . .136 2,165. 2,367
64 73 309 516 2,681 653

Bela Road . . Away from 5-30 to 6-30 P.M.
13 4 47 '64

Bela Road . . . Towards 30 P M5-30 to 6 18
18 49 52- .. 3 44 70



Name of the Road , Direction Peak Hour

Mathura Road (South) Towards

Do. . Away from

Matliura Road (North) . 'Away from

Do. . Towards

Lodi Road .. Towards

Do. . Away from '

a

8titiis'ytttt Tomb Road . Away from

Towards

TABLE 31

Niiamudd n Rotrndabortt

(Near Police Post)

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Past Slow Cyclists Total

. 9•0o to t0 •oo A.M.
296136 30 980 7,306432 24 7,269 235 1,215 39S

. 5 • X5 to 6 - is P.M. 212
23 777 1012421
27 417 7,194 653. 9.00 to Io 'oo AM. 280

1 2
21 1,04

1,3154 422 23
307

2. 5.15. t06.15 ISM. 214

193
407 25

'
7,005. 7,244

33 1,512 449 1,454 675. 900 to 10- 60 A.M. 73
47 120 '

1
380 454. 2 498
X
1
5

495 X64
. 5 45 to 6.45 r:M. do

48
3

217 280
4 135 187

8.30to9.30&M. 7
7

.14 .4 30 37

24 35. 4.30 to 5.3o P.m.
4
4

1.

I
6o 6673 II . 71 76
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TABLE 32

Lodi Road

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Fast Slow Cyclists' Total

Lodi.Road (West) Towards . 5.15 t0 5 . 30 P.M. 87 8 215 310
97 184 6 218 433 '321

Lodi Road (West) Away from . 5 • oo to .6• oo P.M. 97 7 231 335
86 8 449 203 434 297

Lodi Road (East) Towards . 9.00 to Io•oo A.M. 63 .5 217 z85
53 116 3. 129 185

Lodi Road (East) . . Away from 4.45 t0 5'451•.M. 53 8 241 302

5o 4 463 210 451 264

Lodi Road (North) Away from 9.00 to Io'OO A.M. 74 8 1,756 1,838
54 9 1,919 146 1,902 209

Lodi Road (North) Towards 5' I5 to 6. 15 P.M. 82 8
..

1449. 1,539
52 II 182 245

Lodi Road Avenue Towards 9•oo.to IO-OOA.M. 94 6 1,414 1,514
58 .152. 8 . . 150 1,564 216

Lodi Second Avenue Away from 5 • ooto 6 • oor.M. 69 8 1,484 1,561
50 6 1,664 166 1 ,65o 222

Jor Bagh Road • Away from . S-15to6•15 P.M. 24
2... . ..

122 •.
148

25 49 3 139 261 167

Jor Bagh Road Towards . 9.30to10•30P.M. 26 16 210 252
II 8 335 101 311 120



TABLE 33

Jangpura

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour.

Jangpura (East) • Away from • 5'3oto6.3oP.M.

Jangpura „ • Towards • 5-30tO6?3OP.M.

Jangpura (West) • Towards • 545t0645 P.M.

Jangpura (West) Away from 8.3ot09.30P.M.

Jangpura (North) Away from 9.00 to I0 .00 A.M.

Jangpura (North) Towards 5.3010 6.30 P.M.

Jangpura (South). Towards • 8.45to9.45P.M.

Jangpura (South) Away from 5'45 to 6.45 P.M.

Fast Slow

17 8

48 65 It

14
23 I

II
12

35 6
8 43 . 5

9 10
27 12

75 14
54 129 18

49 15
52 I0

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

.373

703

• 1029

Cyclistr Total

124 14P.

230 354 289.

45 59
15 29

65 76
14 79 27

582
110 692 123

435
644

248
718 369
217 997 .289

631 695
362 993 424

i.,... ^. t. .^_ ". s. 4 . 4. 1. T. ITS 1. s 'fA T,
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TABLE 34

Haut Khas

Name of the Road

Past

Direction Peak Hour
Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Slow , cyclists Total
Qutab Minas Road Towards 5.3oto6'3oa•M• 55

45 t 648
Qutab Minar Road

oo 8 89. 709,
. Away from . 8.30 to 9 .30 A M 737 136. . 67 2 6 .74657 ' 124

6 6
673

Hauz Khas (South) T 13owards 8 *oo to 9'60 A M .74° 197. . 39
22 6z

4
2 203 346Hauz Khas (South) Away from . 0 6

107 310 1 15 3 to .3OP.M. 28 69 I

3
331 283 33

22Hauz Khas (East) Towards 7 • oo to 8 • oo A.M. 32
1 .49 332

3
8o

H
r6 48

7
2 324 379 363uaz Khas (East) • Away from 5.45to6.45 P.M. 21

SS 73
6 38817 36 319 3 64 10 30 349

4
. 5'



TABLE 35

Qui'ab Road- _ Vinay Nagar Road

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour
Past

Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Slow .Cyclists Total
Vinay Nagar Road . Away from

4'45 to 5.45 P.M .
77 13

'Vinay Nagar Road . . Towards • .0(5

98 175 20 43
489
5.73 1,067 579

6 6to IO' 00 A.M. I05
9

61 166
II 17 2,738 2,8

3,016
Qutab Road (South) A 6 54• way from . 5.15t06 ..15P.M

261 2,999. .328
Qutab Road (South) • Towards

. 89
9 1 205

• 5'15to6 • I5P.M 186 26
, 1,304

Qutsb Road (North) Away from
. 97 17.

1 888
toot 3,19

900 to 10 00 A M
, 2,002. . 207

u b R 166 373 23 3,198 44
3

Q ta oad (North) • Towards '1 o 499 3 697
4q
6885t5 6.15P.M.

181
,

1
26 2 90 3,755

Sewanagar Road A
77 358

44
'o

1 9 3,116• way from • 5' 15 tO 6.1Sp M
Ito 3,619 931.

5
Sewana ar R ad 3 8 3 714 722g o • Towards • 5'30 to 6.3O P.M . 2

5 8 722 1,436 730

6 8 6 72 1A44
3 9 708 1,431 717

d

Ti 11
e) 7/^ t• c) T) ^'.



TABLE 36

Safdarjang

Name of the Road Direction Peak Hour

Past
Peak Flow (Per Hour)

Slow Cyclists Total

Qutab Road (North) Towards 5!15 to 6•15 P.M. 3.63 22
208 571 18 2,527 2,912

Q b R
3,012 445 2,972 1uta oad (North) Away from . 9•oo to IO.OO A.M. 319 34 1 112

77

196 28
,

Ir465
Qutab Road (South) 231

455Away from 5 ^ 15 to 6,15'P.M. 172 23 5632178 19. 31215
,
61o 2,758

Qutab Road (South) T 3,173 807owards 9' 00 to Io • oo A M 282
182 464

27
29

2,434 2,743
Safdarjang (East) Towards • 9 '00 to10• oo A M. 121

487 698 9-

65 186
9 3 473

Safdarjang (East) A f 235 304way rom . 5.15 to 6' x5 P.M. 75 2
66 595 6723 89o 290 885 359

a



a

TABLE 37

Pkw of refit: (Msm6sy).

Serial Name of the Street
No.

t Parliament St.

2 Curzon Road .

3 Hastings Road

4 ShabiahanRoad

S Great Place

6 Tughlak Road

Width
of the

cycle
track 9.00

9.15

. 12' 221 290 374

915 9 . 36
9.30 9 .45 10.00

2,259

10' 13S 163 160

91 96

785

15$ 194

2,928-

. 91, 214 21.3 .273

91' x32
1,441.

131 162

• 9' 237 275

10.00 10 , 15 10,30 10 .45 Total 9.00 0 , x3 9.30 9.45 x 0. 15 x0.30 10.4310.x$ x0.30 x0.45 11.03 9.15 9
.30 9.4S 10 . 00 10 . x3 ,x1 . 30 10 . 45 11.03

Total

a42. 739 267 150 126 3,012 6 2 r 5'. 6 8 6 0 34
98,8%

214 164 89 111 94 1,130 27

88.1%
15 23 35 11

44 9 13 9 641 388 457 869 648 x63

t9'3%

12 13 16

93

152

93 64 2,775

454 435 153 72 69 1,883 10 13 15 20 18 14 3 2 95

240 243 120
1,196 x51 x80 375 708 655 218 96 87 2,471

2,723 . 32.7%

583 426 175 83 76 .38 1,893 21 3 18 x5 4 6 3 44 114

1,578 94.4%

Rgxlagae
: 1, The cyclist ire guided to cycle tracks byy a policeman Riding qualltla of the

houses are provided at short distana. cycle track cod:
3. Access to houses are provided at short distanoces. Riding 4^ties of the cycle track

d.4• Riding qualities of thethe cycle trade
5• Nearai a line

kingsriage way reserved for cyclists by Riding dua
qualilitities

es ofofthe cycle trrcok-good.
6. The cyclists are guided to cycle tracks by a Police man, Riding qualities of the cycle track-good.



4

Plem of Cy-l.: (sunning)

Seoul Name of the.
No. Street

On the Cycle Track On the Carriage Way
4.00 4.15 4.30 4.45. 5.00 5.15 5.30 5.45 Total 4.00 4.15 4.30 .4.45 5.00 5.15 $ 30 5•454.15 4.30 4.45 5.00 5.15 5.30 5.45 6.00 4.15 4.30 4.45 5.00 5.15 5.30

.
5.45 6.00 Total

I Parliament St. log .152 116 168 620 724 495 240 2,623 12 . 19 12 10 25. 27 17 1 4
2,x52

2 Curzon Road 96 68 • 70, 81 105 131 Ise 130
979%r

16 10 6 8 10 9 6 12 77

3 Hastings Road 87 52 14 12 25 30 25 63 308 30 63 too 195 703 '670 491 369 2,621

2,376 to.5%
4 Shahiahan Road 93 96 88 153 333 271 218 226 1,478 9 14 16 32 82 35 22 29 239

1.216 86.1%
S Great Place 56 63 71 83 349 272 197 162 1,2

1
8g 107. 129 116 =6 283 209 231 1,390

47-4 ,
.

6 Tughlak Road 53 65 36 . 30 Si 120 83 Yob 6 53 7 - 19 41 66 209 271 195 3S 843
1,179 . 43'6%

c as



Arplmnnx •iv.

During the past six months the To, Planning Organisation has
sample survey among the inhabitants of some

`Katras' within the corporate limits of the Delhi Municipal Com-
conducted

mittee. a

The rando

surveym was not a true random sampling of the area,so that 'it is doubtful whether any statistically valid conclusions can
be drawn from the material gathered, but the survey does give a
general idea of living conditions within the slums of Delhi.

'The technique employed was to question one or two persons at
random irk each `Katra', during the course of the inspection trips
that were made at that.time. A general questionnaire was sa
uo and the interviewers recorded the answers in theiewer
These providedwere
a tailed serstion is tabul ted this return to the office, and the
covered by the questionnaire related t tithe eecconomic r ce^onMofthe family, housing conditions, civic and community of
area. Certain generalizations are possible from

t3
' the

fda
data

taties .in the
and these are listed below: gathered;

Economic Positron.-Abopt 60 per cent. of the wage earners are
labourers, mill workers, coolies, etc. In Ward II (Subzi-
mandi area) almost 90 percent. of the working people are
"inandi" employees. The average monthly income is about
Rs. 75 and each family. pays a rent of about Rs. 5 to Rs. 6
a month. In some `Katras' the income level is higher with
many craftsmen earning over Rs. 150 a month, while in other
`Katras' the income level is as low as Rs. 50 a month.

Housing
Conditions..-Cattle sheds and animal stables are found

in about 20 per cent of th `K '. e atras . and their presencecontributes to the insanitary living conditions. The biggest
cattle shed in the city, with over 300 head of cattle is located
in Sarai_Khalil on Idgah Road. . The milkmen, tongawahas
and other petty traders live cheek by jowl. with their

animals.More than 75 per cent. of the buildings in the - Various
`Katras' are structurally unsound, and will require ' major
repair before they are habitable. In some cases demolition
is the only answer for the shacks and hovels that make up
the slum areas.

Civic Facilities:

Water supply-The public tap is the only source of water in
almost all the `Katras' for private taps and hand pumpsare almost non-existent.

Electricity-it is a rare `Katra'. that has provision for electriclight.

rog M of Health
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Sewage Disposal-Public latrines or the maunal type are -found

in most of the `Katras'. Water-borne latrines are notgenerally - provided. -

Community Facilities-There are no parks, no playgrounds and
few schools for the inhabitants of the `Katras'.

Inspite of these generally depressing conditions, a majority of the
slum dwellers are unwilling to move out of their neighbourhoods
for two reasons. Most of them live near their work places, and
they are afraid of disrupting their economic pattern by moving
away from their places of employment . Others have_ a sentimentalattachment to their hearth, h6me, and community and are willing
to move out only if their community ties are retained and preserved
in a new location.

n
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